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Testing in Employment and Training Programs: An Action Planning Guidebook is orfe of
sixteen products or services developed for the Department of Labor's Office of Youth Programs.
These/products and services are intended to comprise a "full-service" technical assistance m6del
that can be used by the employment an'd training community to better meet the training needs of

-staff and CETA-eligible youth and adults. < ,,

The contributions of the Fort Wayne (Indiana) Area Consortium, Philadelphia Off ice.of irkEmployment ap,c1. Training, and Kentucky. Balance of StatePrime Sponsor are gratefully acknowl-
edged. These sites participktecl in the planning and pilot testing of selected products and services. ,.- ..

Appreciation also is expressed to project staff. Robert Bhaerman,-Research Specialist, was the.
major author. Other staff member include Brian Fitch, Progrpm Director; Sandra Pritz, Program
Associate; Bettina Lankard, Program Associate; Gale Zahniser, Program Aisociate; and William
Goldwalr, Research Specialist.,

*

Robert E. Taylor-
Executive Director
The National Center for Research

in Vocational Education
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This action planning guidebook provides an understanding of eight essential tasks in planning
and implementing a'testing and assessment program. The tasks are as follows:

,Task 1: Establishing the assessment program

Task 2: Analyzing participants' needs
Task 3:- Analyzing program services,

Task 4: Examining testing resource's

TasW5: --Selecting tests that

Are compatible.with goals of the agency
Are appropriate fcir participants
Are releCdnt to program services
'Provide sufficient information in terms of the purposes

40 for Mich they are to be used
Task 6: Setting test specificationsfor indil;iduals and groups

'Task 7: Using tests as tools for Othering information
Administering
Scoring

I. Interpreting . .

Adapting to participants
Pretesting .

Task 8r Using test results

Planning EDPs
Counseling and instructing,
Reporting to participants and writing other reports, a's needed'
Evaluating programs and planning additional program services

The guide is intended for use by employrourt and training staff, especially test coordinators
and administrators, counselors, and instructors-. Its format allows ciiiick and easy.teference, thus .providing these audiences with an understanding of what tasks need to be addressed and why they.'
should be considered. . ' ,-..... -\

Provided in the guidebook are abstracts describing testing:instruments thafshoiild be used for
specific measurement areas and explanations of the criteria that,should be used to select, use, and
interpret the results of tests:The guidelines and suggested activities should be useful in answering
these and similar questions that practitioners raise. The guidelines were derived'frbm a synthesis of
much that has been written on this topic during the past few wars. They.are intended to provide
principles by which o make judgments or.deierine a course of action'-ence, the term "action
planning gUidelines' is used. In light of the recent emphasis on educatian and world -of;work relation-
Ships, concrete suggestions for programPlanning and implementation in this area are vital.

8
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The guidebook is divided into three parts. The introductory section explains the purposes of

-the book, defines key terms, and presents an introductory discussion of such questions as."why
should we test?" In the second section, the action planning guidelines are detailed; eight essential
tasks.and sixty-seven specifictactivities (subtasks) are identified. The third part includes five exten-
sive sections called "Exploring Tests and Test Systems." In these sections, test descriptilys are ...

provided for seventy four tests including paper,and-pencil devices, comprehensive test bAteries,
rating scales, inventories, the 'work sample aPproach,°and many others. The descriptions include
ample detail about the test formats, the stage of deelopment of the instruments, possible applica-
tVns in an employment and training situation, and the addresses of test publishers. In addition,. an
e tensive bibliography-is provided, as are'responses from a survey of test users. A number of relevant
standards for educational anti psychological tests developed by the American Psyci4logical Associa-
tion also are included. ,

Another major feature is the action-planning worksheets. As rroted in the guidebook, testing is
a corpplex activity-in some ways an art, in someAvays a science. The worksheets are intended to
assist test users to develop a program based upon ana(ysis'of a number of important elements in the
entire process. For each oflhe specific subtasks, the user determirkes the steps that should be taken
locally.

O
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INTRODUCTION

Purp oses of the Guidebook

"Our needs are for a rhore extensive testing program. Cu'rrently
we have a career information focus and use two achievement ,

tests, but we also need to test for aptitudes-and specific skills.
We need to know the skills people possess that will make them
successful. Iriventories,tell you what interests someone .has.
That is fine, but we need to know more. We need ro find out
about career and vocational.aptitudes. Cur'rently we 'do hot
have that type of testing, nor do we use work samples, although
oneof our resource centers plans to begin a work evaluation
system soon."

A CETA Pr'ime. Sponsor

This view con iselyand quite typicallyexpresses concerns of employment and training agency
staff persons working in the area cifctesting. The statement also implies a number of questi9ns

.

common to such agencies; for example, what testing instruments should be used for specific measure-
ment areas and what criteria should be used to select and use tests and interpret the rtsuits? The
guidelines and suggested activities will be useful in answering these and sirhilar questions that prac-
titioners raise.

The guidelines were dbrived from a synthesis of the literature written on this topic during the
past few years. They are intended to provide principles by which to make judgments or to determine
a course of action; hence, the term "action planning guidelines" is used. In light of fhe recent empha-
sis on education and world-of-work relationships, concrete suggestions for program planning and
implementation in this area arevital.

The guidebook is intended for use by employment ang.training staff personstest coordinrs
and administrators, counselors, instructors, and staff trainersa number of-whom reacted to the
initial draft. The formata guide for "quick usage" are"spot checking"was recommended by this
group of practitioners. It is intended to provide these audiencgwith an understanding of what tasks
need to be addressed and why they should be considered.

if\ Purposek of ,Testing,

The term testinwpften is used intetchangeably with the term assessment. Both are common
'used to describe the act of appraising, evaluating, analyzing, or observing the skills, attitudes,
knowledge, intelligence, capacities, or aptitudes of an individual or group. Both terms willbe referred
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to in thikguidebook, although the primary'focus will be on testing. The follow g definitions describe
the difference between testing and assessment:

Testing i the standardized measure or system for determining a participant's capacity in
,different areas, for dxample, vocational skills, aptittides, and interests.

Assssment is the process used to gather informatiorr abopt an individual that can serve
as the basis for deteri4niniq the services or programs provided to a participant.

. (A.L. Nellum, 1979b, p.65)

If testing is considered a part.of the initial assessment process, it is important that the purpose,s
- for testing be sound. There are a number of purposes for which employmentand training programs

test potential participants. The ones summarized below are positive in nature in that.they can benefit
both the participant and fh-e program by providing data on appropriate action that can be taken.

.

Testing is frequently conducted to determine potential for success in a program. This is
necessary if, for example, a training program requires that trainees have achieved a specific
level in- reading and math skills. A test of basic skills can determine the level of the partici-
pant's skills. If it is determined that the participant does not possess the requisitskills,
that participant is not screened out but is placed'in a prdgram designed to remediate those
skills. When the required skill level is reirched, the opportunity to enter the chosen training
program is once again made available. -

Another closely related reason for testing is for placement in specific training programs.
Tests can be used to identify not only participants' career pr jobinterests but also their
job-related abilities and aptitudes. It is imperative that every effort be made to align the ,

'participants' interests and abilities with skill training programs and subsequent employ-
ment opportunities.

. Valid and reliable tests are useful in placing participants on a job. Admittedly, there is no
foolproo4 predictor of success: however, an.accurate assessment of characteristics and a
knowledge of particular job requirements anctamployer demands can increase the success
with which participants and 'job openings are matched.

lase of a teFt or tests as a counseling tool encompasSes the other uses listed. Test results
can be very valuable for a counselor Who is interpreting them to participants and helping
them make decisions which will influenCe the content of their Employability Development
Plans (EDPs). Providing participants with understandable and accurate interpretations of
test res'dits, allowing them fo consider. those results, and encouraging their significant input
in the EDP all are essential to participant involvement and their sense of ownership of the
plan. This also will enhance the participants' level of commitment to achieve the bench-
m arks established.

Testing also can provide information for program planning aiWi evaluation. The frequency
with whi6 specific participant needs are identified (e.g., employability attitudes, job
.skills, and the like) will affect the frequency with which such programs are offered. Tests

r that reflect participant interests and aptitude an,
lour labor market, indicate a need for training i
be considered when planning and evaluatirflg pro

if compatible with the dernands of the
specific jobs o'r career cluster's and should

r gs.

As purposes for testing are being stated, it bears mentioning that there also are purposes for
which tests should not be used. Probably the most important is that tests should not be used to
screen people out of a program. Frequently, when there are more applicants than program slots,
testing is erroneously used to "Creams' applicants, placing in a program only those with the highest

2
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chances of success. The program may then be guilty of not serving those applicants most in rteed.
This is not to say that applicants who do not meet the minimum entry requirements shOuld be placed .
in a training.program. HOwever, instead of being denied program participation, they should be placed
ina remedial program in which their skills can be improved. When their skillsrneet the training pro-
gram's Tti-jr requirements, they should be given an opportunity to In this way, testing is a
service to participants.

This participant-centered approach imblies, that testing should provide participants with new
and significant information about themselves as it relates to satisfying employment that would nOt
have been available otherwise. It provides the opportunity for the participants tol.formulate a clear

'picture Of their employment needs.
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PLANNING FOR ACTION

An Overview of Eight Essential Tasks

In order to assist test users and potential users in implementing an assessment program', the
following synthesisa chart of eight essential taskshas been de/eloped:

440.

r)
Task 1:

Establishing the
assessment

program

Task 2:
Analyzing

participants'
needs

Task 3:
Analyzing
program
services

Task 4:
Examining

testing
',resources

A

/1

Task 5:,
Selecting tests and testing systems that

Are compatible with.goals of the agenCy
Are appropriate for participants
Are relevant to program services
Provide sufficient information in terms of the
purposes for which they are to be used

Task 6:
Setting test specifications-1
for individuals and groups

z

Task T:
Using tests as tools for gathering information

administering
ft scoring

interpreting

adapting to
participants

, pretesting

Task 13-:

Using test results.
,

planning EDPs
counseling and instructing
reporting to participants and writing
other reports, as needed
evaluating programs and planning
additional program services

5

13.
I
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The eight tasks do not necessarily foltow any rigid time pattern; that is, each should be con-.
sidered as ongoing. Establishirig the program, for example, does not mean that the agency's goals are
"written in concrete." Obviously, one should be flexible since the needs of agencies change as dolhe
needs of individuals. Similarly, examining and selecting tests are continuing tasks. Using tests and
test results are not the last two steps of the process but are part of an unending chain of activities
that should lead to the ongoing development of assessment, guidance, training, placement, and other
program elements. to that they stand out more easily, the major guidelines havelpeen underlined.

f'astTesfirl is a comple Ivitl. It is in some ways an art, in some ways a science. These guidelines,
therefore, are not to be used as a programmed system. Not all of the points may be applicable in
every situation. There also is some minor overlapping of some of the items. The worksheets found
at the end of each task are intended to assist test users in developing a program based upon analysis
of a number of important elements in the entire process. For each of the subtasks, the user determines
the steps that should be taken locally. Additional space may be needed for some responses.

ci*
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( ACTION PLANNING :GUIDELINES

Task 1:

ESTABLISI-iiNG T-I-tE ASSESSMENT PROGRAMS

' 1.1 Make certain that the overall assessment program is in place and that the program operates as ,)
part of tile agency's overall goals. The purposes of assessment should be developed by all the

`-agency staff who will either directly or indirectly be involved with testing or the use of tests.
results. Setting goals will belp.tb increase the efficiency of the agency's service delivery and
should help to determine the cost and scope of the program.

1.2 Assessinent should be related to the spe6ific needs and priorities of the local agency setting,
By paying careful attention to such issues as the effects of assessment on other service delivery
components, the assessment program can be constructed to fit smoothly within the entire
service 'delivery operation:

1.3 Identify a planning committee of those who have responsibility for testing or related program
areas. The committee's role should be to develop, monitor, and evaluate the program based on
predetermined criteria.,In terms of implementation, one key person shouldtle identified as the

.primary coordinator. In addition, all staff who will be affected by the progra41 should be
...involved and informed of developments. If necessary, consultants should be sought for addi-
tional advice. It

. 1.4 Analyze the resources that are available, e.g., trained personnel, financial resources, a d
physical facilities; Attempt to determine, as accurately as possible, program costs in t rms of
these factors.

1.5 Determine whether the testing program will be conducted in-house or subcontracted to local
agenciekt For some agencies this decision may be determined by the regulations under which
they operate. Cost andsavailability of iri-house staff-also may be determining factors.

1.6.,,Select and train staff who will be involved in the program. Selection should be based on
""experience and competency in assessment, potential for learning such skills, interest, motive-,

flop; a d sensitivitir. The training should be in testing methodology, and orientation to the
life eMeriesices of the participants with whbm they will be working also is of value. This will
give I:IAnnel some perspective in dealing with participants. Empathy for participants is
extremety.important. Traieiing should be made available through consultants, inservice work-
shops4nd 'courses in tests and measurement at local colleges or universities, the United States
Empldynfent Service offices, or a commercial test vendor.

7

7,
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1.7 Make certain that the program is in compliance with the "Uniform Guide lint,s on Employee
Selection Procedures." See the Ft 'dere Register, Volume 43, Number 166, August 25; 1978,
pp. 38290-38315. The guidelines have been adopted by the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission, in conjunction with the Civil Service Commission, Department of Justice, along
with the prohibition of discrimination in employment practices on the grounds?ot race, color,
religion, sex, handicap, or national origin. The guidelines are presented in the following three
major parts: (a) general principlesincluding a definition of discriminition, application of the
guidelines, and selection procedures; (b) technical standardsincluding items on job analysis,
prior training or experience, and operational use of selection procedures; (c) documentation.of
impact and validity dVidericeincluding items in criterion-related validity studies and evidence
of validity from other studies.
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ACTION'PLANNING WORKSHEET 1

The stepstbat have been or should be taken locally are as follows:

1.1 (a) 0,ur overall agency go'its are:

(b) The'-purposes of our assessment program are:

I

1.2 Our specific needs and priorities are:

1.3 (a) Our planning committee is made up of:'-

(b) Their roles are:

lr

9
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1.4 In terms of staff, funding, and physical facilities, our resources are:

J

O

N

k

ft

1.5 Our testing program 0111 be conducted in -house or subcontracted because of the following
Afactors:

.4

10
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1.6 (a) Our criteria for selectingesta f- are:

(b) Our procedu4ts for training staff are:
it ,

f.7 Our program is or'is not in comRliance with the "Uniform Guidelines" because of the following
factors:

1/4
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. Task,2;

ANALYZING PARTICIPANTS' NEEDS

.2.1 Assess the participants' general needs by carefully considering the knowing dimensions: .

, The target populatioris to be served O' .

Additional groupsif anytat s ould be served :It, .4.. .
General characteristics of the part, ipantsbasic needs, backgrounds, capabilities

..--k

Participqnt needs that can be addressed by the current mix of available services

Participant needs not being niet or that cannot be met ' st

Types of information available about participants, e.g., educational history, work
history, prior assessment findings, and eligibility data

2.2 The participant's performance should be j ed in relation to criteria established. at th < local
level. The objectives should be to determine what individuals require for employabili y and to
target services specifically to these needs.

2.3 Work closely with the organizations that can supplement your information needs, e.g.,
community-based organizations, church groups, welfare agencies, law enforcement and role(

.agencies, armed forces recruitment centers, and the schooksystems. Testing results should b
integrated with existing records relating to both the strengths and shortcomings of individual
participants.

2.4 Determine the overall test-taking level of individual participants. In particular, review their
records to determine their degree,,of reading and mathematical literacy. Discuss their feelings
about "test taking." It may, however, be difficult to determine true feelings.

*.,

2.5 ,B alert to any special needs of partlants. Remember that some participants may not need '''s
g

O
't o through an entire assessment process; remember, too, that intake and referral involve
j gment and counseling, both of which are part of the assessment. .. .,.

132 0
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ACTION-PLANNING WORKSHEET. a
4

The steps that have been orshould be taken locally are as follows:

2.1 Our participants' general needs can be summarized in the following ways

4
/ \ 1

2.2 The specific c

L

ti

le

rSr

a established for a participant's performance include the following dements:

r

15

21.
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,,

1 2.3. (a) Linkages have been established with the following organizations: 140..-lai
.. . .

-.--.;

..

,

..
. ... t

(b) Contgtts still need to be made with:

-.

.6"

1

'0 4'

.

it

is

. 2.4 Test-taking levels of participants have been determined by a review of the fwing records:

J`

-2.5-The following special needs have been identified:

1'6

4(

c

a

2 2

4,1 A
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Task 3:

ANALYZING PROGRAWSE,RVICES:

4t,

3.1 Relate your program services as clos4 as possible to local.community needs. Carefully consider
these important factors: the overall employment and training needs of the community and the
nature of the specific-local labor market conditionsh(supply and demand).

.3.2 Assess your agincy's needs in terms of program services and potential services, for example:

Programs, servicemend resources currently available, e.g., career orientation and explora-
tion, work experience programs, bisic skills/remediation, employability skills, job search
skills, occupational skills training, on-the-job training, placement, apprenticeships, fpllow-
up, followiihrough

F011ow-up testing and counseling, -especially in terms of 'placement Ito

Jobs-currently available for participants

Progi%m options that cold be availableboth short and izig range
$ Relevant factors such as costs" time limitations, and staff capabilities for needed services

4t

L

a
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ACTION PLANNING WORKSHEET 3

The steps that have been or should be tfren locally are as follows:

'3.1 (a) The overall employment and training needs of the community are:

0

A

(b) ,,The relevant labor market conditions are as f011ows:

i
<

3.2 (a) Our program services consist of the following:

(b) Our potential services are:

N
19 ,

24
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.,Task 4:

EXAMINING TESTING RESOURCES
c

'4.1 Determine the measurement areas needed for your programs, for example, areas relating to:

Plaement in traininginterests, job-related abilities, aptitudes, attitudes, and achievement
levels

, Skills needed for job placementspecific job skills, unique job requirements, specific
employer demands, specific worker responsibilities, skills regarding special tools or
instruments

Worker traits for job' placementtolerance levels, temperament, motivation, -etc.

Cour&ling and guidance

4.2 Exploje the types of tests and testing systems that are most applicable to your program and'
participants, for example, those that appear to be most appropriatefor:

Determining participants' potential for success

Placing participants in training programs

Racing participants in the appropriate job

Counseling 'services

Planning programs and assessing potential services

4.3 ExaMine.the tests carefully. Consider the following actions:

Send for specimen sets. Carefully review the test manualits purposts, technical aspects,
scoring time. EXamine the reading 14vels, administrative procedures, clarity of instructions,

,P and data on reliability, validity, and norms.

Read the criticallieview. s of tests in the following two major resources:

(a) Buros, Oscar K., ed. Tests in Print,1 I (TIP 11). An Index to Tests, Test Reviews, and
the Literature on Specific Tests. Highland Park, NY: Gryphon Press, 1974.

(b) Buros, Oscar K., ed. The Eighth Menta'l IlleasuremNts Yearbook. Lincoln, NE:
University of Nebraska Press, 1980. "I

These'two volumes are comprehensive and should provide useful information on nearly
every test that has been published. Also see the bibliography_for a list of other suggested
readings.

List the strengths and weaknesses ofetestt currently being used in your.programas well
as tests which you are considering. Compare the two lists.

Visit sites where testing is part of the services. Talk to other users of tests. See Appendix A.

Take the test yourself to determine appropriateness, ease of scoring, etc.,

4.4 Establish your own criteria 'for test selection and now Oat testing alternatives exist. Hundreds ,
of tests are available. It Gen be "mind-boggling" f ers to sort out the-field. In order to assist

. .
you in selecting tests and in setting test specifications for individuals and groups, numerous
descriptions of tests have been included here. Hopefully, they will aid you in analyzing available
options and developineybur own criteria for test selection. It also is recommended that test
users become familiar with the standards for 'educational and psychological tests developed by
the American Psychological Association. See Appendix B for a partial listing.
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ACTION PLANNING WORKSHEET' 4
V

The steps that have been or should be taken locally are as follows:

.)
4.1 (a). The primary measurement areas for which we need to.test are:

o

... . ,,

(b) Additional areas that shoujd be considered are:

iy*
C

r

1I

4o.

4.2 The types of tests ar\--testing systems that are most applicable to o r part'

0
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4.3 The following activities have been conducted:

Sending for specimen sets

Reading test reviews

Listing strengths and weaknesses of currentand potentialtests

Visiting .sites and talking with otter users

Taking the test ourselves

4.4 After reviewing the detailed descriptions of tests, the following criteria have been established
for test selection: .
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Task 5:

SELECTING TESTS AND TESTING SYSTEMS THAT

Are compatible with goals of the agency

Are appropriate for participants

Are relevant to program services

Provide sufficipnt information in terms of
the purposes for which they are to be used

5.1 Tests should be selected in light of the participants your agency serves, how your agency operates,
and the types of services provided; in short, tests should be selected to fit local circumstances.
Every test has its own special uses, strengths, and limitations. It is important to view tests as.
inspirations for ideas and not necessarily as "shopping lists" from which tools can be selected
without careful examination. The primary tasks are to know your needs, your participants, and
your tests.

5.2 In selecting tests, attempt to meet the needs of all who are involved. Particular consideration
should be given to the employment needs of the local community as well as to organizations
prbviding the participants with the needed services.

5.3 Tests should relate to particular occupational areas. For example, scales on an interest inventory
should relate to Qccilpational requirements; attitude and value scales should relate to work
situations.

5.4 The selection of tests is based largely upon the purpose they will serve; hence, there should be
a reason why a particular test is given to each participant. Each deVice should serve a practical
purpose; however, be sure not to overtest. With respect to the time it takes to administer a test,
the length of time should be based on the participant's needs rather than the program needs.

5.5 The participant's background, literacy level, and willingness to undergo testing should influbnce
the types

s '.

pes of techniques select et Some instruments can better accommodate a particular partici-
pant characteristics. In one rerearch study of the assessment of,the disadvantaged by the Mark
Battle Associates (1976), 144 instalments were tested; each may be valid under specific circum-
stances.

5.6 Often several tests will be needed. A range of instruments should be availablefor low-literacy
participants, for those interested in a skilled or technical occupation, for those who need addi-
tional a&demiC training, and the like. Two important questions to ask are: what do you want
to find out about the participants and what testkwill give this information. Remember that no
single measure will be as accurate as multiple measures. This does not necessarily mean that
many tests need to be administered but that test information should be comparedto participant
estimates, staff observations, and interview information. If multiple sources provida,,discrepant
data, further information will be needed to reconcile these discrepancies. s.

5.7 Attempt to select instruments that relate to realistic career planning, that is, rests that have
some value in predicting* training and occupational success. Also remember that there are no
infallible test instruments; some tests are more valid than others.

O
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5.8 Costs, reusability, and sophistication of the staff should help guide test selection.

5.9 The United States Employment Service (USES) suggests points to keep IA mind when selecting
tests:

They (the tests) must be occupationally oriented if they are to be useful in vocational
counselingnd selection.

. To the exfent possible, they should be oriented to the USES "Dictionary of Occupational
Titles" used by placement interviewers and counselors.

its They must be useful with the wide variety of target groups: young and old, the well-
educated and the educationally deficient, inexperienced applicants for entry jobs and
experienced and trained applicants; applicants for the skilled trades and for semiskilled
and laborer jobs.

They must be simple to administer and 'score; the result's must be readily interpretable.
(USES, Report No. 31, 1977, pp. 1-2).

q.10 Be wary in selecting "projective tests.- .Many experts feel that these tests are not appropriate
except as a clinical instrument and often only for therapeutic purposes. The Mark Battle
Associates' report (1976) cites °Ile exert who notes that projectivg responses can be meaning-
fully interpreted only when the examiner has extensive information about the circumstances
under which they were obtained and the aptitudet ar4 experiential background of the examinee.
The report indicates that while projective techniques can be useful under certain conditions,
such tests are highly questionable for training and employrbent programs.

15.11 Analyze the strengths and weaknesses of traditional paper-and-pencil tests. When compared to
locally constructed tests, standardized paper- and - pencil testkequire no staff time for develop-
ment; many will yield scores that can be compared ith those of other groups. However, since
some significant shortcomings are evident, it is portant to be aware of the problems inherent
in using these tests. The following list sum izes these major shortcomings:

Individual test items may be at a relatively high reading level and may reflect cultural content
of which the disadvantaged have little knowledge.

.
Some testedo.not seem to bear any significant relationships to the individual charaFter-
istics pertirtent to job success for most of the jobs the disadvantaged will be seekftt
(Backer 1979b, p. 6).

Most of these tests are similar to classroom .tests with which many disadvantaged persons
have a histor:y of failure:46nd which, therikfore, may make them feel anxious and uncom-..
fortable.

4 Sonie tests have written directions at a reading level higher than that of the test taker. If

"Some

are not understood, the test measurement may not be valid. ,
"Some disadvantaged persons have limited experience with tests of any kind and dO not

have the "test wiseness" important to yielding test results that fairly estimate character -
istics and capabilities.

Item content designed fcr children but administered to adults may be simple enough in
reading level but uninteresting or insulting. (Backer 1979b, p. 6).

26
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5.12

4.1 3

ti

Analyze the strengths and weaknesses of work sample systems. Work samples are standardized
job performance tasks designed for use primarily in developing the,employability of disadian-
taged individuals. The technique consists of the work samples, a structured environment in
which they are performed, and evaluations of behavior based on Observations. A most thorough
analysis of work samples was prepared by Botterbusch (1980). Anyone responsible for select-
ing a commercial system should read this analysis. His major points are paraphrased below:

Investigate the range and type of jobs that are available in the local labor market and
the training opportunities available to participants.

Check the final report format of the work sample to determine what information it
contains; decide what needs to be included ih these areas and then find or develop the
evaluation tools that best fit the participants' needs.

Know the reasons why you wish to purchase the system. Probably none will meet all
the needs in terms of jobs and training. A facility, however, could develop its owt1 evalu-
ation based on' job or work samples taken from local industry. (pp.,1-4)

Botterbusch also discuses the possibility of carefully selecting individual wOrk samples from
several systems and combining them into a unified systerffspecific to the needs of the facility.
He suggestithat the purchased system could be integrated with facility-constructed devices,
other evaluation systems, on-the-job evaluation, and psychological tests.

Be sensitive to the data on reliability, validit;,. and group norms. While Bruno (1978) states
that one should not hesitate to use an instrument simply because it has not been proven
beyond a doubt to be valid, the Mark Battle Associates study (1976) notes that tests lacking
in job-related validity have no place in selection and placement testing programs.

The purpose of test validation is to establish an objective and standardized instrument that
measures or predicts the behavior of individuals. Such standardization and objectivjty enables
the user to compare individual test scores with a norm and to eliminate factors that would
create test bias. Since no test is completely bias-frees it is important to examine how the test
was constructed and with what groups of people the norms were established., The Mark Battle
Associates study suggests that this is particularly important for employment and training
programs that serve a diverse target population, in order to ensure that all personsregardless
of racial, cultural, or ethnic backgroundhave an opportunity to participate in all types of
programs. Since tests are in arriving at decisions that may have great itsc_usetthAluence on the
ultimate welfare of tho tested, test users should be sensitive and should apply high standards
of professional judgment in selecting and interpreting tests. Producers have the responsibility
of providing sufficient information about eadh test so that users will know how reliable a
test is for their purposes. The Mark Battle Associates study recommends that CETA prime
sponsors who include testing in their programs ensure a test's validity for the groups with
which it is to be used.*

*For concrete examples of how to check reliability and determine validity, see McCaslin and Walker's
,

A Guide for Improving Socially Develop(d Career Education Measures, R and D Series No. 167, .
The National Center for Research in Vocational Education, The Ohio State University, 1979.
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.ACTION PLANNING WORKSHEET 5

The steps that have been or should be taken locally are as follows:

5.1 Local circumstances that might affect our selection of tests are:
.1

5.2 The specific needs of the employment communityand service providersin relation to test
selection are as follows:

5.3 The following occupational areas are relevant to the tests being considered:

29
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5.4 The specific purposes of the tests to be selected are as follows:

,a

I

5.5 The followjatests appear to accommodate our participant characteristics:

A
low

5.6 Resources exist to enable us to purchase number of tests or testing systems.

5.7 The following career planning elements are being considered in selecting tests:

p AN.
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5.8. The followi'ng factors have been considered to assisrus in selecting tests:
a

Costs
Reusability of materials
Sta0 backgrounds .

5.9 The following selectioricriteda also have been considered:

Orientation to occupational areas
Orientation to the Dieifonary of Occupational Titles
Relevance to target groups- .

Ease-of administering, scoring, and interpreting

5.10 The following "Projective tests" are being considered' (carefully.) fpr possible use in the
following way:

5.11 (a) The following are the major strengths and weaknesses of the paper-and-pencil tests
currently being used:

(b) The following appear to Be the major strengths and weaknesses of the tests being
considered:

v~.
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5.12 (a), The following are the major strengths ant weaknesses of the work sample systems
currently being used:

4

(b) The following appear to be the major strengths and weaknesses of the systems being
considered:

a

5.13 (a) The most important data on reliability, validity, and group norms of the tests we are
using currently are as follows:

LS

(b) The most important data on reliability, validity, and group norms of the tests we are
considering are:
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Task 6:

SETTING TEST SPECIFICATIONS FOR,,
PARTICIPANTSINDIVIDUALS AND .GROUPS

.1

6.1 Establish individual:Objectives for assessment. Each participant uld be treated as an
individual. Participant involvement in setting objectives is important. Participants often arse
well aware of whatiriformatiop about their vocational needs, interests, and abilities may
be relevant to thfir employment objectives.

6.2 Decij e what other specific information is needed about participants prior to toting. Also
dec e whether some (or all) 'df, the aformation needed about an individual mlybe obtained

rough testing and whether a parti larjest is useful in obtaining inforniation for soma(Or
all) of the participants.

P. e

6.3 Determine which-types of tests are needed for participants in various situations. Set specifi-
cations fot each participant. Some examples OA";

. A test for mechanical aptitude ... that di)es not require a-high reading level

A test for literacy for a low functioning participant ... that does not require a high
reading level .4k

A nonverbal test of general learnlng ability"....that is available-in-Spanish

Determine each participant's test-taking ability, whether the-test takers are "high literaCy' or
"loci/ literacy" in reading and mathematics and, as in some cases with disabled persons,
the tests need to bemad' ared or modified.

,

14

f '

The idea of custom tailoring assessment to fit each participant is an important one and
sho\

uld
4

b &carefully explored. Individuals having similar peeds could be tested in groupsas long as
each person is treated uniquely, as long as individual needs are considered, and as long as the'
instrument lends itselfto group use.

6.4. Provide participants v4h the exact reasons for selecting each test. For.example, explain what
a "sales aptitude" test measures and how the results relate to a variety of sales jobs. Also;
explain how results will be used, exactly what the results are, and what they mean.

4
1
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ACTION PLANNING WORKSHEET 6

The steps that have been or should be taken locally are as follows:

6.1 The following objectiv6sehave been established for individual liarticipants:

I

6. Other information items needed about6. icipants include the following:,

cr
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6.3 test specifications for participants include the following factors:

O

C

6.4 The reasons for using a test have been shared with the participants. These include the
following points: °

$

A
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Task 7:

, USING TESTS AS TOOLS FOR GATHERING INFORMATION

Administering

Scoring

Interpreting

Adapting to participants

Pretesting orientation .

7.1 Use tests with appropriate caution and have them administered by qualified personnel. Mangu m
and Walsh (1980), for example, suggest that no assessment tool has yet been devised that
captures all the nuances of motivation, that tests the reaction of the individual to situations not
yet experienced, or that is foolproof. They note that assessment is a useful tool to be used with
due caution and healthy skepticism.

7.2 Be aware of "what works" for others. Research on testing indicates that severarpractices work
well. The following examples were reported M' IVIangum and Walsh:

Collecting as many existing records as are available on each person enrolled in the
prorairi

Maintaining closelinkages with agencies, especially the schools, which are likely to
maintain files on enrollees

Testing in conjunction with other program components, e.g., orientation, prevocational
training, and counseling

7.3 Adapting tools as the situ. ation'calls for it. Backer (1979a) indicates that many assessment
techniques may,not be usable without appropriate adaptatio rogram developers may need to
use basic criteria for evaluating such techniques when d mining whether a device they are
thinking of adopting needs to be adapted. He points ou for example, that some users of the
Comprehensive Occupational Assessment and Training S stem (COATS) have found that not
all components are relevan o their needs. AdaptatioriNity consist of deleting one or more
components. Backer also tes that "adaptation is a process that proceeds at the adaptor's
peril unless care is to o see that there is irrtegrity to what remains and that the information 4
lost by eliminating or changing certain portions is information the agency can afford to lose"
(p. 46).

7.4 Use pretesting orientation materials as needed. These materials help reduce participants'
anxiety, increase understanding of how the assessment will proceed, and help establish its \
relevancelb later employment and training services. Through the use of pretesting materials,
it it often possible to identify individuals for whom standard paper-and-pencil tests are inappro-
priate because of low reading levels. These persons may be guided into alternative procedures ,..

(e.g., interviews, work sampling) in which their lack of experience-with testing will not inter-
fere withan effort to identify job-related personal characteristics.

7.5 Tests should be given when a specific purpose or ratiopale has been established. Assessment
traditionally is viewed as a prodess that is completed early in the program. Nevertheless,
assessment information should be collected throughout the sequence. This is important for
two reasons: continuous assessment can provide a more accurate indication of a participant's
skills, abilities, -interests, and work attitudes; and it also can assist staff in their efforts to dgsign
.effective activities for training and job placement..
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A number of factdrs should be considered iddeciding when during the process testing is to be
done. The program applicant generally has little motivation for involvement in the program.
It is important not to let tiid much time lapse between the initial application and the adminis-
tration of the test. Another reason for avoiding a time lapse is that many applicants have a
history of poor testing experiences and will be more inclined not to show up for a testing
session if the fear of testing is allowed to build for several days. Tests should be scheduled in
such away that they can be scored and the results used in counseling as soon after the testing .

as possibre. T is immediate application is another factor in keeping participants from dropping
out of t rogram.

7.6 Train your staff in the use of tests. A trained, sensitive staff is essential. Some devices, particu
larly work samples, offer training for people purchasing the materials. Training in the use of
paper-end-pencil tests is included in graduate work in the field of psychometrics. The training
required for use of the United States Employment Service develoPed tests, the GATE and the
NATB, may be obtained through the local state employment security agency office. A tester's
knoWledge of "real world options" will help put the use of test results into a concrete frame-
work and also is an essential part of test interpretation.

7.7 Clarify the responsibilities of test coordinators. The following are possible areas of responsibility:

Provide leacjerghip in selecting and scheduling tests.

Evaluate new tests and make recommendations for or ag'ainst the use of a particular
test.

Requisition the necessary materials and distribute them to examiners.

Traivaminers and proctors in administering tests.

Make arrangements for sqgring and provideonalysis of scores.

7.8 Specify the concrete duties of those who administer tests. The following are sample duties:

Read the entire manual. This is essential if it ii\the first time the tester has adminis-
, tered the instrument.

Take the test yourself. Read the directions, see how to mark the answers, note the
time limits.

Provide a supportive atmosphere for the testing situation.

Have all the materials assembled for quick distribution.

Read all directions to participants clearly and distinctly.

Make sure the test takers understand what they are to do'b.efore they begin.

Allow time for quNions.
Follow timing procedures.

Observe the test takers. Make certain they understand the instructions, that they are,s(
on the proper page, and that their answers are in the designated places.

rat Assign proctors if there are large numbers of persons taking the tests.

7.9 Score each instrument accurately. If a test is hand scored rather than computer scored, it is
important to have well-trained staff to score the testing devices. Periodic double-checking on
scoring accuracy is desirable.
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7.10 Interpret grade level scoreswith extreme caution. Throughout the literature on testing, thea
concepts of grade levels and competency levels are discussed. It is important to consider
these concepts carefully. The testing,and reporting of readihg and mathematics skills on the
basis Ol grade levels often are viewed as a poor approach tp testing; however, it is generally
acceptalfias the best technique currently available. An alternative is to use tests that are based
on the actual skills required by specific occupations. This is especially helpful if results are
used to place participants oiatthe job or irka ikills training program. In order to assess odcupa-
tionally related competenca, instruments need to be used that reflect those competencies.
Competenciesboth basic skills and attitudinalcan be idensified with significant input from
private 'sector employers who probably know better than anyone else what skills are essential
for one who wishes to work in a specific occupation.

There are a'number of advantages to occupationally relevant testing. The first is that the u se

of such tests usually indicates the parallel use of an individualized competency-based occupa-
tional skills training program. It also is reasonable to assume that the development of such
instruments would follow or be done in conjunct-ion with the development of individualized
competency-based skill training. Another-advantage is that it allows participants to begin
training at the level needed rather than at a level they already have surpassed. This type of
testing also can be used to measure student progress in a training program that is individualized
and competency based.

-\\
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ACTCON PLANNING_ WORKSHEET 7

The steps that have been or should be taken locally are as follows:

7.1 The following specific cautions are applicable to our local situation:

°

7.2 The following prktices are being adhered to:

Collecting existing records
--- Maintaining linkages

Testing in:conjuncticin with .other program components

7.3 The following adap-tdtions of instruments are being considered:

'AA

I

7.4 The following pretesting orientation materials are being used or being considered:

O 0
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7.5 (a) The following times for assessment have been established:

'1

(b) The,rationale for these time periods is as follows:

.
.----...

I-,

4.

...

.

Ilm.................

e. '

,,

(c) The following amount of time generally elapses between the-time the initial application
is made and the time tests are 'administered.

..

,,,

%
-. Ok

(d) The follbwing amount of time generally elapses.between the time when the tests are
scored and when the results are used in counseling sessions:

to-

0,,,,,U.
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7.6 The following provisions, have been made forestaff training:

9

7.7 he following responsibilities of tea coordinators apply to our agency:

`,4
4

7.8 The following duts have been specified for test administration:

f-
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7.9 Scoring of tests is done by the following method and is dour le-checked Periodically by:

7.10 (a) The following procedures are adhered to in interpreting scores:

4.

)

..-
(b) In addition, the following-approaches are considered when interpreting tests: grade

level scoreanCrcompeter6y levels. 5

. Our position~o7X6sistue is as follows::

'11

A

et.
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Task 8:

USING TEST RESULTS

Planning EDPs

Counseling and instructing

Reportieng toparticipanti and writing
other reports as needed

Evaluating prpgrams'and planning
additional program services

8.1 The use of test results involves a number of important activities. Backer (1979a) includes the
following:

Debrief the participants following the completion of testing.

Prepa're the assessment report.

. 'Provide feedback to the counselors, instructors, and other relevant staff.

Provide for the storage of whatever records are necessary for follow-up with the
participants, program monitoring, and evaluation.

Evaluate assessment programs and recommend improvements based on evaluation
results. (pp.38-39)

8.2 Share the results with participants who must understand what results mean and how they
might reflect on their futbre goals. The irnpo'rtance of feedback cannot be overemphasiz d.
Provide participants with information that enables them to make better,judgments abou
themselves. The process should be done in conjunction with.participants. During the "de-
briefing," participants may provide additional information that will help in understanding the
results. This also will help allay their anxiety andprovide an opportunity for initial counseling
about the use of the results. Use a team approach in working with participants, such as
involving counselors, instructors, and participants.

There also is another impdrtant type of feedback, namely, feedback to the intake and assess
meNnt unit. Once the participant has been tested and enrolled in a program, seldom does this
unit hear anything more. However, a constant feedback would allow the-staff to adjust their
procedures or alter their approach. as needed.

8.3 lase the results with appropriate caution. Do not,overgeneralize. Tests, like all other tools, Reed
to be handled with great care. The following points should be kept in mind:

Results should not be permitted to limit unnecessarily the options available. Many
tests are reasonably good measures ()Nile "threshold ability" to perform a particular
task. A number of experts point out that scores beyond this threshold have little
capacity to predict work or training performance. In such instances, scores should not
be used beyond the level for which validity can be established.

Tests should not exclude,anyone from the program but should be used toWdentify
areas in needsof development.

Tests can be used to increase understanding about how an individual's characteristics
might relate to the requirements and satisfaction potential of available jobs, as well as

,



Ito explain the problems that might be created by low test scores, including employer
rejection. In some instances, it is useful to give the participants practice in test taking
so that they carlimlprove their scores and avoid unfair discrimination based on their
lack of experience with particular typeS of tests. .

. Tests should be interspersed with other types offnformation gathering.

8.4 Use the results as an aid in developitt Employability Qevelopment Plans (EDPs). In order to
implement the participant's initiatives, employment and training agencies are required to design
programs that formulate local achievement standards or benchmgks for participants, develop a
long-term employability plan for each, track development through individual achievement
records, and match services with the participant's developmental stages.

The concept of "developmental assessment" is being"used,with increasing frequency. The term
' describes the process of determining each participant's strengths and,weaknesses relating to

basieComoAncies and the capability of the program for meeting identified needs, selecting an
appropriateservice strategy, and measuring progress periodically. Measuring gains in competency
areas and progress toward goals is essential. Measuremewshould occur periodically, including
at the time of completion bf each service unit. Reassessment involves feedback and may lead to
the revision of a participant's EDP.

/5
. ,

A related concept, "developmental life span," implies thatass ment cannot be isolated from
rsone!s total deVelopment.:The rocess contains measurements hat relate to an individual's total

life span. Thus, assessment dat 'should relate to the level of-d velopment at various identified
stages of vocational readiness: fh eprevocational, the vocational edi,cation and training,, the job
or production realization, and th eer enhancement phases. The approach *based on sequen-
tial growth as an individual progresses from phase to °ohne, requiring that certain competencies
be acquired before one moves to the next step. Assessment cuts across each phase. Therefore,
counselors attempt to establish a"participant's assessment matrix" for each participant. Once
the matrix is completed, an EDP that prescribes the services appropFiate for remedying the
identified employability problems for each individual c2h.be developed and iMplemented. While
the nature of these plans'varies, all EDPs should be based upon Carefully administered and inter-

,
, prated tests.

8.5 Share results and interpretations with initructors of the various. training programs. Inform the
, .

instructors of the indicated strengths and weaknewsof the participants and, to the extent
possible; whether the participants can "handle" the instructional mmerial, Be as specific as
possible in describing traits but remember that the results are ohly indicators and not "hard and
fast" descriptors.

8.6 Evaluate the effectiveness of the assessment techniques. The following criteria haveleen suggested
by Backer (1979a):

Soundness and relevance of assessment results for decision making

Impact on service delivery (measured in terms of'stated objectives to provide counseling,
training, or placemerit)

,. . .
Cost of the assessment technique or program (including costs of acquiring and imple-
menting the technology, staff time and facilities, and the amount of time it takes to
complete the assessment probess), .

, ..
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Timeliness with which assessment results are provided in relation.to other aspects of the
service delivery operation

Agency staff acceptanceof the program and its resuits-

Client acceptance of the program and its results

Unexpected payoffs and negative side effects, such as delays in other aspects of
service delivery because of the need to assess at a certain point in the service deliveryC,
process (pp.,8-9)

8.7 Tests also can be used effectively for evaluating overall program Activeness, e.g., standardized
reading tests used as a measure of the effectiveness of remedial education programs. Tests also
can provide useful measures of attitude change when this is a program goal.

ti
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ACTION PLANNING WORKSHEET 8

The steps that have been or should be taken locally are as follows:

8.1 The following uses of test results are being made:

Debriefing participants=
Preparing reports
Providing feedback to counselors, instructors, and others
Storing records for later use
Evaluatingassessment programs and recommending jmprovements
Other:

8.2 (a) The results of tests are shared with the participants:
regularly
seldom
not atzatr'--

(b) The results of tests are shared with the intake and assessment unit:
regularly
'seldom
not at all

8.3 The following 'cautions are being considered in our use of test.scores:

4

, .4

4
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8.4 Thg following results are being used in EDP preparation:

r 3

0 V 0

. .

8.5 The instructors of various training programs receive the following information ontest
results and interpretations:

1
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8.6 The following'data are being used in evaluating the effectiveness of the assessment techniques:

"NO

8.7 The following data are being used in evaluating the effectiyeness ofoverall program services: .

4
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'EXPLORING TESTS AND TEST SYSTEMS.

Charting the Alternatives

As guideline 4.4 indicates, sorting out the testing options can be a "mind-boggling" experience.
In order to make this tas omewhat more manageable, the following chart has been prepared. Test'
descriptions are included i he five sections following the chart. Each test has been assigned a number,
for example, A.2the Basic ccupational Literacy'Test (BOLT) is described in Section A and is listed
as test number 2.

TARGET
AREAS OR AUDIENCES
MEASUREMENT TYPES OF TESTS (if indicated) TITLE OF TEST

SECTION REFERENCE
AND TEST NUMBER

Academic skills:
competency
application
coMmunity
resources
occupational
knowledge
consumer
economics

Thealth
government

"sand law

Academic skills:
arithmetic
reading .

Academic skills:
arithmetic.
vocabulary

Academic skills:
vocabulary

*reading
spelling
arithmetic

'Achievement:
reading
mathematics
language

paper-and-pencil adults
youths

-paper-and-pencil educationally
disadvantaged
adults

fitet

paper-and-pencil

Adult Performance
Level Program:
Adult and High
School.Surveys

C. 32

Basic Occupational -. A. 2
Litevcy Test (BOLT)

GATB/NATB A. 6
Screening Device

A. 1paper-and-pencil adults Adult Basic Learning'
Examination (ABLE)

paper-and-pencil
achievement

'battery

,

adultslow Test of Adult Basic C. 52
reading levels EduCation (TARE)

53
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Achievement:
reading
spelling
arithmetic

Achievement:
verbal
numeAtical

Aptitude and
achievement

.

Aptitudes:
learning ability
verbal aptqude
numerical
aptitude
spatiai-aptitude

&form perception
clerical
perception
motor
coordination
finger dexterity
manual
dexterity

',.

paperandpencil

tape recorded

paperandpencil
battery

paperandpencil

Wide Raige e. 55
Achievement rf"
Test (WRAT)

participants with Fundamental A. 5
limited reading Achievement Series
skills

Dailey Voca. C. 37
tional Tests:

Technical
Scholastic
Spatial
Visualization
Business
English

GATB: General E. 72
Aptitude TestBattery °

SATB: General
Aptitude Test
Batteries

4

41'

Aptitudes: paperandkencil ._
.. Flanagan Aptitude C. 39

judgment i comprehens1'e battery Classification Tests
compreheision 4",

arithmetic .

Aptitudes: L paperandpencil disadvantaged NATB: Nonreading A. 11
intelligence ''test battery applicants Aptitude Test Battery
verbal aptitude
numerical
aptitOcle°
spatial aptitude ..t,

' form perception
clerical'.
perception
motor
coordination :.

finger dexterity
manual
dexterity

I.

1.

r,

,
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Aptitudes:
motor
spatial
clerical
perception
numerical
verbal

Aptitudes:
personal-soCial
mechanical
general sales
clerical routine
computational
scientific

Aptitudes:
verbal reasoning
numerical
abstract
reasoning 1
space relations
mechanical
reasoning
cilerical speed
and accuracy
spelling
language usage,

Autobiographical
information

Clerical skills

Clerical ;kills

Cognitive Skills:
job knowledge
job seeking

6. reasoning
interests

behavior styles
activity preference

J'
'40 values

Interests

C

Interests

.I-

t e
work samples

paper-wd-pencil
test bfftery

paper-and-pencil
battery

0

biographical
questionnaire

typing, dictation,
spelling

paper-and-pencil

paper-and-pencil
battery

self-description
inventory

checklist _

checklist/
interviewing aid

rehabilitation
population

disadvantaged
applicants

disadvantaged
youth

Micro-TOWER

Aptitude Tests
for Occupations

Differential
Aptitude Tests(

A

IBiographical
Information Blank

Clerical Skills Tests

General Clerical Test

Program for Assessing
Youth Employment
Skills (PAVES)

Job'Analysis and
Interest Measurement
(JAI M)

,,Self-lnterview
Checklist

InteresItheck list
(U.S. Employment
Service) .

D. 62 ,

C. 33

C. 38

A. 3

E. 73

B. 25

A. 14

C. 43

A. 15

E. 74



nteeests

Interests

Interests

Interests

Interests
and aptitudes

.16

Interests
and attitudes

Interests:
occupational
preferences

Interests:
basic

occupational

Interests,
experiences,
and skills

I
Interests:

preferred
activities
competencies
self- estimates

Job matching,
employability
attitudes,
work samples,
Iivipg skills

ON,

paper-and-pencil youth, adults

interest inventory youth

paper-and-pencil males only
inventory

visual, nonreadi . youth
format

self-administered
checklist including
a survey of basic
slyills (experimental)

per-and-pencil
inventory/visuals'

interest inventory

paper-and-pencil
inventory

paper- and pencil
inventory

self- dministered
scales

multi-component
assessment system

Jo4reference self-reporting
questionnaire
(experimtntal)

Job performance work sample
factors, e.g battery

speed

accuracy
mechanical
aptitude
personality
variables
attitudes
job aptitudes
skills

disadvantaged
clients

vocationally and
college-oriented

'yotjth and adults
including
rehabilitation

youth

youth and adults
including
rehabilitation

youth and adults,
including rehabili,
tation particirents

physically and
emotionally
disabled

r

5

t'

Kuder Occupational
Interest Survey

Ohio. Vocational
Interest Survey

Minnesota Vocational
Interes ven ry

Picture Interest
Exploration Survey
(PIES)

Job Interest and
Literacy Level
Evalu5tion Instrument
(JILL)

Wide Range Interest-
Opinion Test (WR 10T)

California Occupational
Preference Survey (COPS)

Strong-Campbell Interest
Inventory

Vocational Interest,
Experien0e, and Skill
Assessment

Self-Directed Search

Comprehensive Occu-
pational Assdssment
and Training System
(COATSt

4..

Tolerar)ce4or,Bureau-
cratic Stilucture Scale

Testing Orientatf
and Work Evaluat on in '

Rehabilitation (T -WER)

B.27

C. 48

t;)47

tr, 13

C. 44

t-

C. 56

C. 35

C. 51

C. 53

CIAO

D. 58
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Job readiness

Job - specific

skills

''Job- specific
skills:

° folding
pasting'
stuffing
stapling
packing
measuring
collating
pattern
making

0

Knowledge.of
specific aspects
of occupati

trends or
terminology
training

Manual dexterity

Manual dexterity

Mechanical
ability:

sensory/
mechanical

Mechanical
aptitudes:

knowledge
space relations
shop arithmetic

Mental ability:
analogies
arithmetic

Iproblems
judgment
following
directions

f

paper-and-penci
Spanish version
(expeilmental)

work samples

moil( samples

special needs
population

sevA ly disabled

physically.

paper-and-pencil youth

;

individually

administered
apparatus

Qe
individually
administered

A

V.

paper- and - pencil,
visualsSpanish
edition)

paper-and-penal

paper-and-pencil

4

. .

adults in ldusiness
and industrial
situations

57

555 -

4

1

VocatiOnal
Opinion Index

A. 21
4

Singer Vocational D. 64
Evaluation System r

Wide Range Employ-
ment Sample Test
(WREST)

p

'Kgowledge of
Occupations Test

Crawford Small
Parts Dexterity Test

Hand-Tool Dexterity
Test

.

' Bennett Mechanical
Comprehension Test

SRA Mechanical
Aptitudes

Wonderlic PersOnnel
Test

t

_ D. 71

C. 45

Alt

B.23

B. 26

C. 34

B.29 '

C. 57
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Multiple factors:
simulated '
assembly process
interests
interpersonal/
social skills
independent
living skills

Multiple factors:
general ability
Specific aptitudes
achievement r
values

Multiple factors:
interests
temperaments
Aptitudes

Multiple factors:
job perceptions
tolerance for
behavior
variability
employee
relationships .

Multiple factoZ7."I
personality
job behaviors
and attitudes
job satisfaction
job expectancy

,Multiple fa.ctors:
self-concepts
self:acceptance
reading
comprehension
personal behavior

Multiple factors:
verbal.cognitive

sensory
motor abilities
integrations
(coping)

Oral directions
101

Perceptual and
dexterity ability

Personality
variables

assessment techniques. mentally retarded
eusing different
formats

paper-apd-pencil

work samples

interview forms
(experimental)

test battery
6 (experimental)

paper-and-pencil
questionnaire
(experimental)

work samples

aa;0

cassette tape/
record

battery of tests

preference
schedule

explicitly designed
for disadvantaged

Pre-Vocational
Readiness Battery
Valpar 17

Vocational Planning
Inventory

Vocational Interest
Temperament and
Aptitude System (VITAS)

Mandell NYC Programs
IntervieW Forms

severely disad- Colorado Battery
vantaged participants

mentally retarded,
learning disabled

mental levels above
trainable mentally
4.

retarded

58

. Jorgensen Inter-
personal Relationships

McCarron-Dial Work
Evaluation'System

Oral Direction Test

Talent Assessment
Prpgram (TAP)

Edwards Personnel
Preference Schedule

Ds 63

C. 54

D. 69

A. 10

A. 4

A. 9

A. 12

D. 65
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Psycho-physidal: psycho-physical
unilateral tests
motor ability

-*bilateral
motor ability
perceptual -motor
coordination
Interligence
achievement
physical strength'

Reading ability paper-andpencil

Self-awareness: orientation
values ir1ventory
needs- '

Self-awareness: paper-andpencil
occupitional inventory
choices .

future plans
values

Self-perception:
focus of

, contjol ,

need for
achievement

{short rating scales
(experimental)

all intelligence levels,
4ysically disabled

Hester Evaluation
System (Phoenix
Ability Survey System)

D. 59

technical or Industrial Reading Test C. 42
Vocational trainees`

Hall Occupational C. 49
I nventay

Harrington/O'Shea
System for Career
Decision,Making

Tseng Rating Scales #

O I .
Skill d work samples .'general pppulation ,V.alpar Component
aptitude: ...- /7' tfindustrially Work Sample System
lize

discrimination,
numerical .1

sorting'
range of motion
clerical
problem solving
sorting

.iimulatedi assembly
C coordination

. soldering

-4; self-evaluation
and developnt
careakwareneis
decision making
employment
seeking
work.effectivemes
personal economics

Test-taking ability,

paper-and-penal

injured workers)

.

*,r6uth and adults

40

miniature test (pretes ting
battery ) orientation)

59

57

C. 41

A. 19,

D. 67

Career Skills Assessment C. 36

Pretesting Orientation A. 20
Exerts
Employment Service) ~

.
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Test- tdking
abilitk

Values, interests,
'aptitudes

Vocational
competence:

motor skills
cognition

. responsibility
' social-emotional

behavior

Vocational needs:
authority
independence

4-responsibility

Work attitudes

Work attitudes-
adjustment
satisfaction

,

Work attitudes:
gOals.
beliefs

-intentions

Work behaviors:
tolerance for
criticism
independence
cooperatidh
motivation
concentration
punctuality
safety aware-
ness and haj3its

.
Work components:

sorting .

' assembly
basic tools
building
maintenance
clerical
construction

Work motivation

practice
4 materials

self-assessment
rating scales

rating scale

I

paper-and-pencil
inventory

self-administered
paper-and-pencil

paper-and-pencil
inventory
(experimental)

paper-and-pencil
questionnaire
(experimental)

rating scale

work samples

interview format
(experimental)

.

(pretesting
orientation)

youth

°

Test Orientation
Procedure

Rating Scbles for
Vocationa Values,
Interests, a titudes

A. 17

C.49

mentally retartd SarfrranciscO Vocational B. 28
Competency Scale

WIN trainees..

mentally retarded

ly°

Minnesota Importance
Questionnaires

Work Ehvironrhent
Preference Schedule

C.46

B. 31

Wolk-Relevant Altitudes A. 22
Inventory

Goodwin Work
Orientation Questionnaire .

Work Behavior
Rating Scale

handicapped and Vocational Skills
, disadvantaged Assessmenfand,

Developmentfrogram,
Brodhead-Garrett

60 0

Indik Work Motivation
Scales

A. 7

B. 30

D. 70

A. 8

4
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Work skills:
clerical
machine
craft

Worker trait
groups:

handling
sorting
inspeCting
measuring
tending
manipulating
routine checking
and recording
classifying and
filing
inspecting and
stock checking
craftsmanship
costuming
tailoring
dressmaking
drafting

Worker trait groups
'from the Dictionary
of Occupational
Titles ,

work samples

work samples

organizing
framework/
packet for work
sample evaluation

h.,

mentally retarded

disadvantaged add
physically ...disabled

v.

disadvantaged and
disabled participants'.

Vocational Information
and RdlUation Work
Simples (V)EWS)

Jewish Em-Ployment and
Vocational Service Work
Sample System (JEVS)

System Approach ,to
Vocational Education
(SAVE)

adNOTE: The descriptive terms used in'the categories are,, for 'the rinospart, those of the test publishers.

0

.o
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r SECTIONA:
, EXPLORING THE RESOURCES IN

CLIENT ASSESSMENT:'A MANUAL FOR
EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING AGENCIES

' VOLUME II (Backer 1979b)

One of the primary sourceiii4or examining tests and:testing systems is the analysis by Thomas
Backer of test instruments for the disadvantaged. His focus was,on both paper-and-pencil tests and
work sample systems. However, since these systems were dealt with in. greater detail by Botterbusch,
this section reports mainly on the paper-and-pencil testsqBacker reviewed. However, it also includes
one work sample system (SAVE) and two sets of pretesting orientation materials.

f.

1. Title of Test: ADULT BASIC LEARNING EXAM /NATION (ABLE,)

Description: Measure of basic learning skills, using subject matter drawn from adult life

Format: The test includes a vocabulary test, dictated so that no reading is required; an
aripmetic problem-solving test, which can either be dictated or taken in teiwkritiona I reading
and response format; and a sh'ort screening test, called "SelevAB LE," for use in determining
`the most appropriate level of ABLE for each 'adult applicant: Three levels of the ABLE battery,,4
are available, each geared to a parti-cular educational level. Levels 1 and 2 require ab-out two
hours' administration time, and Level 3, about,three hours, Scoring can either be by hand or
(for Level 3 only) through the publisher's cbmputer scoring service.

Stage of Development: ABLE was developed to provide a general intellectual aptitude screening
tool for use with disadvantaged adults, one that overcomes the traditional shortcoming of tests
for low reading level involving items geared-to children rather than adults. Extensive normative
data and a test manual 'are_availaple from the publisher, ealthougli there is no mention of the
availability of validity data.

ApPlication: General screening for determining training needs or placement options

Access: Available from the Psychological Corporation, 757 Thiid Avenue, New York, NY 10017
, .t. .

ic Title of Test: BASIC OCCUPATIONAL LITERACY 7(EST(B01.7)
,.. .

, .., .

Des'aription: Test of basic reading and arithmetic skills for use with educationally disadvantaged
adults 4

Format: On the BOLT, reading skills are assessed by a reading vocabulary subtest and a reading
comprehension .subtest; arithmetic skills are assessed by an arithmetic computation subtest and
an arithmetic reasoning subtest. The subtests are available at varying levels of difficulty. The
test may Fescored either by hand or by using machine-scoring answer sheets.

Stage of Development: The- BOLT was develOped to measure aptitudes using test-iiem content
that is relevant for adults rather than children. The BOLT wide-range scale is,used to indicate

63
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what level BOLT subtest should be administered to a given client.in the BOLT manual, detailed
information about test development, normative data, reliability data, and an in-progress vali-
dation program are given.

,
Application: General screening for determining training needs or placement options

Access: Information on availabilitrof the test, answer sheets and test manual, as webs the
wide-range scale for determination of appropriate.BOLT subtests, can be obtained from state
Employment Service offices.

3. Title of Test: BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION BLANK (BIB) .

Description: Brief qiiestionnaire eliciting autobiograPhicardata from the examinee

Format: The BIB is a questionnaire form containing, in its present stage, 66 items of biographical
information in the following categories; home and family situationpast and present; high school
experiences and perceptions; work history including job turnover record; present job responsibili-
ties and.obligations; preferences and needs re arding work, the work place, and income; life goals
and philosophy; self-image;)and time, ganizati abits. Items,were specifically constructed for

1r use with subjects reading on fourth- to sixth-grke I s uch of the life-history data that BIB
requests may be objectively verified, discouraging cheating or conscious distortion: On the other \
hand, since there are no right or wrong answers in the traditional sensethose having negative
experiences with tests may be Is threatened by the BIB. The BIB can be scored routinely by
clerical personnel using scoring keys developed by the test's creators.

-" " .

Stage of Development: Thtf BIB was developed under aresearch contract from the Department
of Labor by Richardson, Bellows, Henry & Company, Inc. (R13H) and has been used in predict-,
ing length of participation in the Job Corps and for predicting job tenure arming EmPloyfnent
Service applicants. In a study completed in 1975, the BIB was used to predict (1) three-month
employment tenure among disadvantaged Employment Service applicants who had received no
previous employment and training agency services prior to job placement. 'and (2) completion
of job entry stages among Work Incentive program enrollees. Results of this study it tlicated
that persons scoring higher on the BIB were more likely to remain employed or to complete
job entry on the WIN program at significantly higher rates than those in the lower score groups.
In the various research reports mentioned by Backe,r), substantial evidence about the reliability
and validity of the BIB is available, along with some normative data.

Application: RBH adyised the use of the BIB as a tool for identifying those most likely to
benefit from services in WIN programs; by analogy, other seriously disadvantaged eifiployment
and training agency applicants could be identified using such a system. However, there are still
some problems with the BIB that employment and training'agencies would need,to consider
c*refully before making operational use of the instrument at this time.

First, there was evidence, from RBH's own'research, of reluctance by a number of the
experimental participating cities to use the BIB as a part of the service process. Clearly, sub-
stantial education of employment and training.agency staffs may be required to convince those
who would have to use the BIB that it would be likely to have value and to give them careful
training in its proper use.
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Also, it is n'ot clear from the research conducted so far whether the'BIB is really picking
Out those individuals most likely to benefit from a particular service delivery process. In fact,-
because high scorers on the BIB may well be persons who would be likely to get a job even
without receiving services, using' the BIB as a selection tool (with a,high score selecting into
the program) may actually select for service those who need it least.

,Also, since the use and nonuse cities in the 1979 study were allowed to self-select, there
is no reliable way to identify and measure what other variables may have been operating in
promoting a higher per rit'age of employment for those cifte; that used the BIB scores versus
those that' did not. :`;

On the plus side, till:818 has now been administered to a very large group of seriously
disadvantaged individuals. It has been refined a number of times, as have its scoring procedures.

Access: °Richardson, Bellow's, Henry & Company, Inc., 1140 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.,
WashingtonPC20n6 ,

4.,

4. Title'of Test: COLORADO BATTERY

Description: Series of tests developed by the Colorado State University Manpower Laboratory
for use in work with the severely disadvantaged

Format: The Social Access Questionnaire ,(SAQ) contains 89 items measuring six personality .

factors. It also contains questions about personal history. Items are either multiple-choice o;
.- ..,

use a bipolar agree-disagree answer scale. This test was designed to tap social and personality
characteristics that contribute to "job deviance. Subjects fill out the measure either individu-
ally or in large groups. The Work Requirements Rating Scale is a-PP-item questionnaire dealing .0
with behavior on, the job and is*designed to measure the consequences of differing vocational
attitudes among worker, supervisor, and employer. The Importance Questionnaire is a test of
20 items relating to job corttions pr opportunities, each rated on a scale of from very important
to very unimportant. The Employment Satisfaction Questionnaire has 20items measuring job ..

satisfaction on a scale from very Unsatisfied to very satisfiecl,(items were taken from the Minpe- '

son Employment Skisfaction Questionnaire). The Job Conditions Questionnaire is an.eight-page
questionnaire concerning perceived work environment. The Job Expectancy Rating is a single-
page rating form for evaluation:by workers of six basic job conditions..TheJob Importance

.Prediction Scale is A 12-item scale tilted out byWorkers and supervisors to check for congru- (

envies and discrepancies, between the two groups regarding important job conditions. The Se -
Acceptance Questionnaire is a 15-item yes-no measure of highly loaded self-evaluation items,
e.g., concerning respondent's sexual behaviK. The Similarity Scale is an 80-item checklist
measuring identification with militant or activist groups. .-

AllOpart of this battery is the revised Miskimins Self-GoalOther Discrepancy Scale
(RMSGO) which was discussed in Backer (1972) as being inappropriate for use ..:.I the.

severely disadvantaged and it, therefore, will not be discussed here.

These forms and instruments are presented in a Research Manual (Manpower Laboratory)
that includes a copy of each device plus information concerning form; structure, intended use,
mode of administration, reliability, anvalidity data. ,

Stage of Development: These instruments were developed under funding from the Department
of Labor and were reported in a series of final report volumes on the multifaceted research

A
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. , .

project called "Aitp lied Programs in Manipower Development." To the writer's knowledge,
they are not presently in use, and the data base supporting them is quite limited.

Application: These instruments would primarily be useful as an idea source for emplbyment
and training agencies. \ - 4,.

... ] .

Access! Copies of the Research Manual may be available from the U.S. Department of 'Labor.

5. Title of Tait: FUNDAMyVTAL ACHIEVEMENT SERIES (FAS)

Description: Two tape-recorded tests for use with individuals having limited reading skills,
tapping knowledge and capabilities that an applicant may reasonably be expected to have.
acquired in the coarse of ordinary'claily living

Format: The FAS-Verbal is a' 30-minute test; it measures the ability to read signs, use telephone
directories, and recogRize and understand commonly used words. The FAS-Numerical also takes
30 minutes to administer; it measures the ability to tell time, recognize numbers, understand
calendars, and solve numerical problems. The tape recordings ensur'eaccuratetiming and identical

,-, presentation to all who take the test, eliminating examiner bias. Integrated question booklets and
answer sheets are.provided. Scoring procedures and other details of administration are presented
in a manual available from the test publisher. ..t

Stage of Development: The Fundamental Achievement Series was developed fQ\r use in selecting
applicants for job-training prograrris and covers the range from basic literacy to slightly above the
eighth-grade level. Information on normative, reliability, and Validity data is available irrthe
publisher's mirual.

4ppiication: For use as,a basic screening device in employment andoaining agency service
programs

Access: Available from the Psychological Corporation, 757-Third Avenue, New Y,or1i NY 10017
2

6: Title of Test: GENERAL APTITUDE TEST BATTERY AND THE AlONREAbING
APTITUDE TEST BATTERY (GATB /NATB) SCREENING DEVICE

( .

Description: A brief written test consisting of the wide=range scale of the Basic Occupational
Literacy Test for use in determining whether a particular service applicant should be given,the

GATB or NATB ;

Format:, The test consists of arithmetic and vocabulary items and is scored using two stencils.
Further information on administration and scoring procedures is available in the Manual for

the GATB/IJOTB Screening Device.

Stage of Development: Details on development and use of this device als re sented in

the 1973 Manual. These include cutoff scores to be used in determining whether a.given appl nt
0

4

b.

should take the GATB or NATB.
A

Application: For employment and training agency assessment programs where both the GA
and NATB may be administered, to determine which test a given applicant should take

66
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Access: Infonmation about availability.of the test, scorin4 ,stencils, and the Manual can be
Obtained from statet mployment Service offices.

,

7. Title of Test: GOODWIN WORK ORIENTATIOrIV, QUESTIONNAIRE*

)

Description: Qui estionnaire designed to measure work orientations of WIN trainees

Format: .The Work Orientation questionnairewas devised to measuraattitudes,,goals, bel fs,
-and intentions with respect to the world of work, The questionnaire consists of several sets of .
questions about work that are to be rated on foUr-step "ladders" ranging, for example, from: "agree" to "dis6gree.Both sef-admintstering form anda hotne-intervieW forni, with questions
read bthe interviewer, have been created. ,

. ,,

Stage of Development: Data have beeMethered on some 1400 WIN trainees and were
, ,

analyzed to yield cldsters of iteml clefftirefg.work orientations. Goodwin, uggests that,'witb
appropriate refinement, The Work Orientation Questionnaire might be used to help WIN staff
acquire more accurate perceptions of their trainees' work orientations foi, subsequent use in
counseling and placement. -.. , . 4. .

..4,- ,._-

Application: Since this instrument was developed only Y' preli, ary research study and no k
extensive reliability or validity data are available, 1 shoga be co Bred primarily as a source
of ideas for use in employment and training situation here measb ement of work oilentation

,d,may be important. 0 . 4

Access: Copies of the research report areavailable from Dr. Leonard H. Goodwin, The Brookings
Institution, Wtsnington,.DC 20036.-

es

8. Tile of Test: INDIK WORK MOTIVATLON SCALES

escription: Interview-format test designed to estimate work motivation

Format: The interviewer reads a collection of statements and asks the interviewee Whether
he/she agrees'strongly, agrees mildly, is undecided, cjisagrees mildly or disagrees strongly. Also,
' data are collected by- baying the interviewee.choose one of four possible endings to unfinished
statements read by the interviewer. S areas of motivation are assessed: theThotive to work,

e motive to avoid work, the expectancy to work, the expectancy to avoid work, the incentive
, to work, and the incentive to avoid,work. In a research study, Indik found that these scales were

modestly related to training and placement success for MDTA enrollees. Animportant finding
was that the motivational ch racteristics thatseem to facilitate stable employment are not
necessarily those that faCili ate success in training. No further work with this instrument appar-
ently has been conducted, a d normative, reliability, and validity data are not available.

-Application: Since this instru ent has received only research use so far, it would primarily be
s a source of ideas for employm nt and training agencies concerned with the measurement of

motivation to work.

Access: Copies of the research report are available from Dr. Bernard I ndik, Rutgers Univer-
sity, New Brunswick, NJ 08903..
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9. Title of Test: JORGENSEN INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS SCALES
fit

-44

Description: Two instruments designed fora research study of the relationships of interpersonal,.

facility to placement success

Format: The Social Vocabulary Index consists of six scales: (1) the Self-Concept Scale, a
20-iterniest of opinions of self consisting of statements begiiihing with "I am ..."; responses
are chosen from frequency alternatives (most of the timehardly ever); (2) the Self-Acceptance
Scale, .a 20-item adjective checklist; (3) the Ideal SelfScale with the same items as the self-

concept scale except that the statements are stemmed "I would like to be ..."; (4) Concepts of
Others Scale with the same items but stemmed "Other people are ...";(5) a Vocabulary Scale .

,designed to measure subjects' reading comOrehen's/On; and (6) a Social qesirability Scale con-

sisting of 33 statements about personal behaVior which the subject is asked to rate true or falie

for him/herself.

The Revised Interaction Scale, the other instrument used in this study, is a two-part
paper-and-pencil questionnaire that is used by both counselor and counselee to rate the counsel-

ing interaction.
A

Stage of Development: In a study using the two instruments with rural rehabilitation clieryts,
significant differences in test scores were found between females who obtained their own jobs
and those wh hadp1pcement assistance. These modest results suggest some possible utility of

the measures f redicting which clients need placement services. No other normative, reliability,

or validity evidence is available.

Application: Since thi-sinstrument has been used only in research, it would primarily be a

source of ideas for employment and training agencies concerned with measurement of initer-
personal relationships as a component of success in obtaining a job.

Access: These instruments are available from G.Q. Jorgensen at-the University of Utah, Salt

Lake City, Utah 84112.

10. Title of Test: MANDELL NYC PROGRAM INTERVIEW FORMS

Description: Interview forms designed to gather data about job perceptions of Neighborhood

o Youth Corp (NYC) enrollees .

Format: Questions for enrollees are phrased in simple language in these instruments. Since

interviews are conducted' individutlly, the interviewer is permitted to adaptwording of
questions to the respondent's level of understanding. The forms used include a general section

for all groups-ef sObjects, with separatebackground forms for enrollees and supervisors and
employers bf NYC\enrollees studied in this research. One of the study's purposes was to com-

pare enrollee'percePtigns with those of supervisors and employers. During the interviews, data

were collected for the following variables from supirvisors and emplpyers: skills, tolerance for

behavior variability,xemployer-employee relationship, superVisar-employee relations, and

employee benefits./

Stage'of DevelopOent: These interview forms were developed for research uses only, and no

validity, normative, or reliability data are available.



Application: The potential utility of these survey forms for otter assessment purposes does cf,

not seem to be very great, although they could be used in certain assessment programs for
obtaining perceptions of applicants regarding job-related variablesc

Access Copies of the research report are available from Dr. Wallace Mandell at Wakoff
Research Center, Staten Island, NY.

11. Title of Test: NONREADING.AAT7TUDE TEST BATTERY "TB)

Description: The NATB consists of 14 tests measuring the same nine aptitudes measured by
the GATB.lt was developed for use with individuals who do not have suffitient literacy skills
to take the GATB.

Format:. The NATB measures aptitudes in the following areas: intelligence, verbal aptitude, .
numerical aptitude, spatial aptitude, form perception, clerical perception, motor coordination,
finger dexterity, and manual dexterity.'Apparatus tests are used for measuring finger dexterity
and manuat dexterity, and the other test portions are designed for paper-and-pencil format. It
requires about 31/4 hours to complete; some of its subtests involve no reading or vocabulary
skills at all. Others use familiar stimulus objects with which even the most seriously disadvantaged
should be familiar, The NATB manual contains information on administration, scoring, and

',interpretation. Paper-and-pencil test booklets and answer sheets are integrated, and machine,
scoring is available through National Computer Systems in Minneapolis.

Stage of Development:- The NATB was originally developed in recognition of the shortcomings
of the GATB for use in employment and training agency services to the severely disadvantaged.
Extensive normative and reliability data are available, and validity studies have been-under way
for some time.

Application: The NATB is an instrument of choice, particularly when the GATB/NATB
Screening Device is used, .for seriously disadvantaged applicants in employment and training
agency service programs where a general measure of intellectual aptitude is required.

Access: Information about availability of NATB and associated manuals and scoring materials
can be obtained from state Employment Service offices.

12., Title of Test: ORAL DIRECTIONS TEST

Descriptign: Direct measure of an ,applicant's ability to understand anckiollow oral directions

Format:' The applicant responds by marking the answer document ) accordance with
instructions dictated on a cassette tape or record. It requires 15 minut to administ and is
also available in a Spanish-language version.

Stage of Development: The Oral Directions Test was developed as an aid to ecting more
able workers among applicants having a limited education and among applicants with limited
knowledge of English. According to th_e_test publisher, it is suitable for selecting applicants
for maintenance and service work in public institutions, transportation systems, stores, hotels,
etc., as well as in factories and shop. Information on normative, reliability, and validity data
is available in a test manual.
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Application: This test may have some applicability in employment and training agencies for
use as a general screening device.

Access: Availablefrom the Psychological Corporation, 757 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017.

13. Title of Test: PICTNE INTEREST EXPLORATION SURVEY (PIES)

Delription: A career interest inventory presented in a visual, nonreading format

Format:- The PIES is designed to help in the investigation of individuals' vocational intests
and toapply this information jp pursuing career goals. A PIES test kit'includes 160 color-1141es,
2 slide trays, 1 audio tape, 2 sefs of career reference-cards, 1 student-teacher manual, and 50

_response Sheets. Colored 35mm slides are utilized te depict' 12 specific careers within each of
13 career clusters. The career-cluster system is based on ,the Occupational Outlook Handbook
and is cross-referenced to the Dictionary of Occupational Titles. Each slide shows a worker's

hands performing a task considered to be representative of a particular occupation within a
career cluster. Users indicate interest in a patticulac career by circling the number of that slide

on their response sheet. The survey may be administered individually, in a group, or self-
administered. Users may determine their own "score," or interests, by simply counting the %,

number of items they circled and then detehnining which career cluster c6fitained the most items
marked. Because hands are depicted performing tasks, the developer of PIES claig;is a minimum

of distraction or bias in occupational selection due to physical attractiveness of the workers'or

ethnic, sex, or racial characteristics.

Stage of Development: PIES has been developed primarily for use with adolescents, and a,.
validation study by Eubanks was conducted using this population. Normative, reliability, and'
validity data are available in Eubanks' report. Validity was assessed using a concurrent measure
(comparison with othervocational interest test scores), and there is to,date no concrete evidence

as to the actual efficacy of PIES in predicting career selection or facilitating the career-counseling

process.

lication: Employment and training agencies dealing with youth service programs might

consider using PIES as a career exploration or counseling tool, although it lacks clear validity

data.,
.

Access: PIES is_avai ble from Education Achievement Corpdration, P.O. Box 7310, Waco,

TX 76710.

14. Title of Test: PROGRAM FOR ASSESSING YOUTH EMPLOYMENT SKILLS (PAY ES)

Description: 'A battery of seven tests designed specifically for use with disadvantaged youth

in guidance counseling 1,/ . '

(Format:Format: PAYES consists of three separate booklets: Booklet 1 contains three attitudinal
measures; Booklet 2, three cognitive fines; and Booklet 3, a vocatiOn0 interest inventory. Job-
holding skills, attitude toward supervision, and self-confidence are the three major' attitude

areas covered. Cognitive measures of job knowledge, job-seeking skills, and practical reasoning

, are also surveyed. The measures are designed for adolescents and young adults with low verbal

- 4 skills; pictures help to clarify many of the questions presented. The pictures in this "unisex"

test battery are designed so that all items are equally appropriate for males and females.
. ....1
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PAYES is administered orally, to small groups in an'infbrmal mahner.Swdents mark their
answers directly in a test booklet. The measures are scored locally, using scoring directions
provided, so that counselorscan get quick score results. ,

Stage of Development: PAYES is ba ed on a seri f research and test-development studies,
undertaken by Freeberg and his col agues at Educational Testing Service, resulting in the
development and experimental app 'cation of the "ETS Test-Battery for Disadvantaged Youth,"

'described in Backer (1972).

`7= The original test-development effort, sponsored by the Department of Labor, began with
a logical analysis concerning test format. Backer (1972) reviews these test-development proce-
dures. Subsequent research included developing criteria for test validation and a longitudinal
validation study. Results from validity studies to date have been modest, but available evidence
does suggest that the measures may have some potential for use in guidance work with disadvan-
taged youth.

At the present6time, a revised version of a.user's guide for PAYES'is being prepared, as is a
.technical manual that will provide a fairly comprehensive discussion of the rationale for the test
constructs and their design. This manual also Will summarize results obtaiked in the validity
studies mentioned above. Four of the seven measures (job knowledge, jobholding skills, job-
seeking skills, and self-confidence) are currently in use nationwide by the U.S. Department...of
Labor for program evaluation purposes-with longitudinally obtained samples of youth program
enrollees. The evaluations include collection of postprogram outcome data and, thus, provide an
Opportunity to develop larger-scale norms and to look at predictive vali or the four,
measures. Updated validity information will be fed into subsequent re sions o he technical
manual.

Application: In the user's guide for PAYES, it is explicitly stated that the battery should not
be used to determine program participation, nor is it to bye thought of as a substitute for coun--
seling but rather as a supplement to it. The PAYES guidance battery is seen by its developers as
a tool that deals with aspects of basic employment training considered essentiilein most voca-
tional pnd work training programs. Further validity, data will be needed in order-to establish
thatPAYES can have a significant impact on guidance decisions.

Access: The test,battery, administrator's manual, and user's guide are available from Cambridge
Book Company, 888 Seventh Ave., New York, NY 10019.

15. Title of Test: SELF INTERVIEW !CHECK LIST (SICL)

Description: Vocational interest checklistifor use in the Cleff Job/Man Match System

FormatExaminees complete this checklist without supervision, indicating ehavioral units of
wor k--(conceptualized along the dimensions "things, people, and ideas") they like best and
dislike most; then they indicate those they have done most and those they have done least The
checklist is scored to produce tWo applicant profiles: one describes activities preference, the
other activities experience, arranged according to 16 dimensions or wori. Results can then be
compared with dais on the characteristics of the jobs, organized along thetame basic dinien'sions.

SPAR f DevelOppent: Initial development of the Job/Man MatchingSysterh and thSICL are
descri d. Conceptual underpinnings of this system, and its application in a number of settings,
are giv by Cleff. The latter. publication includes detail's ft,several validation studies that have

A
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been completed using the Job/Man Matching System. Reliability data o are provided. Infor-
mation is given on an operational `system for the Cleff Job/Man Matchi g process that includes
computer analysis and profiling'of results, based both on information thered about applicants
from the SICL and information collected about jobs. Uses of this approach, with a number of
adaptations as required for local circumstances and different types of clients, are given for an
employmen4nd training agency (Cincinnati), private industry, and an adaptation by3REP,
Inc. (See description of COATS.) A separate validation study of the Job/Man Matching System

e .
also is described.

-e_jApplication: The Cleff"Job/Ma n Matching System (CJMS), and the Selynterview Check List
(SICL), which is the basic instrument fot gathering clierit data, have'received sufficient research
attention to be ready for operational use in employment and training settings. The reader is
referred tithe description of COATS for what is,perhaps the best-developed application of this
approach.

Access:. Available from Dr. Samuel Cleff at the' enter fob- Human Technology, Princeton, NJ.

16. Title of System: SYSTEM APPROACH TO VOCATIONAL EVALUATION (SAVE)

Description: Framework for organizing work sample type vocational evaluation of disadvantaged
and disabled service recipient).

Format: The SAVE package consists of a compact manual with simple, step-by-step instructions
and a supply of forms needed for vocational evaluation with reference to 47 worker.trait groups
from the Dictionary of Occupational Titles.

Included in the package are evaluator instructions, sample fidures for easy use of forms,
work sarnple operation sheets and equipment lists, norms and validity information, and DOT
reference material. The kit includeLsuggested requirements for setting up work samples to
evaluate each of the DOT areas required for a given.assessment effort. The test publisher suggests
that most needed materials will appear already in schools, evaluation facilities, or industrial arts.
classes. Administration of the full system requires about 14% hours, and adequate training 4-

generally is afforded by careful reading.of the materials in the SAVE package.

Stage of Development: The SAVE package was developed primarilyto provide a relatively easy
and inexpensive way to obtain vocational evaluation information organized according to:thet,
gchemas within Ihe Dictionary of Occupational Titles. The,SAVE approach is unique in that
commercially available work samples can be substituted for many of its components; thus, SAVE
can be used as a framework for setting up a vocational evaluation work sample system in &variety
of formats. Some limited data on reliability and validity are presented in a related study.

Application: The SAVE approach to vocationalyaluation is 'relatively inexpensive and may
have some applicability to employment and training agency settings in terms of planningnd
organizing a work sample-type assessment system. Evidence available.for this report was)oo

" sketchy to indicate Whether The system can t e tised as snore than a source of ideas and planning

tools.

Access: Available from SAVE Enterprises, P.O. Box 5871, Roprile, GA 30161.

I r
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17. Title of Pretesting Orientation Material: TEST ORIENTATION PROCEDURE

Description: Ptractice materials designed to help applicants learn how to take tests

Format: The Psychological Corporation's multimedia pretesting orientation materials are
'intended to serve as a preface to any kind of vocational assessment or selection testing.he
aim is to reduce anxiety and increase "test wiseness" by offering practice in taking tests. The
materials, designed for-group administration:guidethe group through a half-hour session of
easy teg-like exercises in a 20,page practice boAret. A tape recording is used to provide direc-
tionspd explanations. A second 20-pagebooklet with similar test materials is then provided
for further take-home practice prior to the actual testing experience. There are five tests in all
speed and accuracy, spelling, vocabulary, arithmetic, and information. There also is a job
application form for the individual to fill out.

Stage of Development.- These materials have been well developed and formatted.and have beer--
available for some years through the test publisher.

Application: As part of a preassessment procedure: the Test Orientation Procedure might be a

useful component of an overall assessment system in an employment and training agency,

Access: Available from the Psychological Corporation, 757 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017.

18. title of Test: TOLERANCE FOR BUREAUCRATIC STRUCTURE SCALE (TBS)

Description: Questionnaire intended to measure extent to which an individual has a preference
for jobs typical of large bureaucratic organizations (i.e., highly structured jobs)

Format: The Tolerance for Bureaucratic Structure Scale was developed as part of a study
designed to crea conceptual and operational tools for achieving a nitre accurate match of
persons to . The TBS Scale is a self-report questionnaire with 43 iterhs written iri simple
Eng is . Sample items are, "I would like to have a job where) could set the hours" or "If

,,, everybody obeyed the rules at work, there would beafewer accidents." Each item is rated on
a four-point scale (strongly disagreestronglpigree).

Stage of Development: In some preliminary validity studies, significant, although mqdest,
correlations were obtained between bank employees' TBS scores and ratings by supervisors.
Some further validity data from employment and training applications of the TBS Scale are
contained in a test manual available from the instrument publisher. This manual also provides
information on test administration apd normative and reliability data. General background on
the TBS Scale and the concepts un erlying it are contained in.,related studies.

Application: In its present stage of development, the Tolerance for Bureaucratic Structure
Scale is probably not ready for operational use in employment and training settings but
could serve as a valuable source of ideas or could be used as a counseling tool, especially with
respect to job 'opportunities requiring aperson to adjust tb a high degree of structure and
bureaucratic regulation.

Access: Available from the Center forPolicy Research, 475 Riverside Drive, New York,
NY 10027.
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19: Title of Test:. TSENG RATING SCALES

Description: Short scales for mea§uring self-perception, locus of control, and need for
achievement

A Format: The Tseng Rating Scales were developed in three related Studies designed to investi-
gate relationships between work-related characteristics of vocational rehabilitatidn trainees
and personality variables. Locuscontrol was measured in Tseng using the Rotter I nternality-
Externality'Scale; need for achieve ment was measured in another study by Tseng by the
achievement scale of the EdWards Personal Preference t9hedule, and self-perception by a
rating scale devised by the investigator.

Stage of Development:- Each of these studies related scores on the test instrument used to
variables such as job proficiency, employability and training satisfaction of rehabilitation clients.
Some efforts'were made to adjust fee low reading levels or lack of test experience by participat-
ing research subjects (e.g., via. individualized testing sessions), bo the researcher acknowledges
that these measures have relatively little to recommend them for use with serio4sly disadvan-
taged individuals. Correlations between test scores and performance criteria are quite modest.

Application: Both because of liinitations in use of these instruments with the severely disad-
vantaged, and because the results obtained by Tseng are quite modest, these scales probably can
serve only as a source of ideas for application,in employment and training settings.

- Access: Available from M.S. Tseng at West Virginia University, Mordantown, WV 26507

.20. Title of Pretesting Orientation Material* USES PRETESTING ORIENTATION, EXERCISES

description: Miniature test battery for use in pretesting orientation

Forrhat: Thedexercises are adMinistered as a series of short tests whose items resemble the
first eight parts of the GATB. Administration time requires about one and one-half hours. The
exercises offer practice in test taking to individuals who possess minimum literacy skills for'
taking the GATB but who may have little experience with aptitude tests and maybe uneasy
iboutteing tested. Their use in pretesting orientation sessions will provide disadvantaged
applicants scheduled to take the GATB with experience in group test taking in a nonthreaten-
ing atmosphere. The exercises are flexible enough that they-can be shortened for individuals

'who need only a refresher orientation to tests, or they cap Ike presented in full.\
Stage of Deve/opme'nt: These miateriali'were,developed by USES for specific use with the
GATB and have been applied in many employment and'training settings!

Application: Although most useful for those agencies that administer the GATB as part of
their assessment battery, the exercises could be usefully employed as pan of a more general

A

pretesting orientation exercise.

Access:- D'iVision of Testing, Employment and Training Administration, U.S. Department of
Labor, Washington, DC 20213, or through state gmployment Service offices'. -""

Note:. The U.S. Employment Service has two booklets available (In bothSpanish and English) for self-

ooentationDoing Your Best on Aptitude Tests and Doing Your Best on Reading and Arithmetic Tests.

A "pretesting orientation on the purpose of testing" training course also is available: konsisting of an illus-
.

trated lecture discussion with pictures and a prepared script.
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21: Title of Test: VOCATIONAL CoelIVION INDEX W01)

A

'

Description: Short paper- and - penal instrument used to measure job readiness
,-

Format: The Veil consists of 58 items which can be answered in about 20 minutes. It can be
administered either in group settings or individually. Anyone who can read English or Spanish
at the fifth-grade level should be able to respond meaningfully to all the questions. There are
two forms of the VOI available in both English and Spanish. There are also forms which can be
used for follow:up once the person has left a training program. C.

Because of the complex.computer'scOring required by the VOI, Associates for Research
in Behavior, the test publisher, has established 9 scoring service. mpleted VOls mailed to
Associates for Research inBehavior will be scpredand a dia osis report will be mailed back
within 10 days. Ea5h "responderit'sanswers are added to th data base so that diagnoses pro-
vided use thlmost-up-to-date data. available.

"k \
Stage of Development: The VOI is the product of a series of.research studies conducted by
the Associates for Research in Behavior. .

The VOI determines an individual's job readiness by assessing three psyohological dimen-.
sions: .

Attractions to work : .

N .

Losses associated with obtaining and maintaining a job

Barriers to employment

For those individuals who Fore low on job readiness, the VOI also provides a diagnosis
of reaAns Contributing to the individual's classification as a potential nonworker. This diagnosis
can be used to develop a remedial prescription to help an individual develop a more work-
relevo posture and attitude.

The VOI was designed, tested, and normed specifically for a disadvantaged Population.
Norms are based on the responses of over 2,000 males and females froM 13 M DTA centers

. across the country. The normative sample was comparable to the national MDTA population
with respect to age, sex, race/culture, and education.

Application: Although the validity data On the VOI are still quite modest, it may have some
operational utility in certain employment apd training settings. . .

Access: Available from the Associates for Research in Behavior, Inc., 34th & Market Streets,
Philadelphia, PA 19104

22. Title of Test: WORK RELEVANT ATTITUDES INVENTORY (WRAI)

Description: Instrument for use in evaluating the effectiveness of employment and training
programs

Format: The WRAI grew out of a larger research program concerned with the effectiveness f
selected Neighborhood Youth Corps (NYC) programs. The test consists of 26 items arranged
into three scales:.optimism, self-confidence, and unsoCialjied attitudes.j

4r.
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Stage of Development: The author reports the use of the WRAI in two longitudinal studies:
(a) a study of out-of-school Neighborhood Youth Corps programs in four cities involving 502
subjects and in which the WRAI was administered three times; and (bra stud9f the second
demonstration of a New Educational Program in five employment and training programs
involving 526 subjects. Results indicate that the WRAI was able to differentiate between
subjects making a "good" and a "poor" adjustment to work, that the change in WRAI scores
while participating in the NYC program was in a positive direction for subjects making a "good"
adjustment to work, and negatiVe for subjects making a "poor" adjustment. Further informa-
tion on reliability and validity is available in Walther. The author feels that the WRAI can be
used both as a measurelof program effectiveness in manpower service delivery systems and as a
help in diagnosing theneeds of new program participants.

Application: Sufficient reliability and validity evidence is available to permit consideration of
the WRAI for use as a diagnostic tool as well as an assist td counseling.

Access:ITNereport is available from the author, Dr. Regis Walther, at George Washington Uni-
etty

versity, Washington, DC 20052. V

(NOTE: The two Backer volumes can be ordered directly from the EPIC Clearinghouse on
Tests, Measurements, and EvaWation at the Education Testing Service in Princeton, New Jersey
for $4.00 for each volume or $7.00 for-both volumes.)

I
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SECTION B

EXPLORING THE RESOURCES FROM
THE MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT CENTER

OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-STOUT

N

Another excellent resource is the Materials Development Center at the University-of Wisconsin-
Stout, Menomonie, Wisconsin. The following items are drawn from three of the Center's publications.
For anyone involved particularly with testing of the physically disabled, the following sources should
be explored in depth:

Psychological Testing in Vocational Evaluation by, Botterbusch (1978)

The Use of Psychological Tests With Individuals Who Are Severely Qisabled
by Botterbusch, (1976)

Client Rating Instruments For Use in Vocatiohal Rehabilitation Agencies
edited by Esser (1975)

O

The following tests are just a fpw of the many described in these publications. In addition, achieve-
ment batteries,. reading tests/character and personality instruments, intelligenCe tests, and vocational-
speCific instruments are described.

1
23. Title of Test:. CRAWFORD SMALL PARTS DEXTERITY TEST

Desgription: This individually administered apparatus test takes about 15 minutes to coppletei
A work table and chair are required.

Forrnat: A board containing 42 holes each on the left and right bottom portions and three bins
for pins, collars, and screws4across the top portion is used. Part I requires the examinee to use
tweezers to pick up one pin and place it in a hole on the board. He or she next uses the tweezers
to fit a collar over each pin. After five pins and collars are assembled for practice, the examinee
completes 36 pins and collars. I n Part II the examinee uses a small screwdriver to screw 30 screws
through a plate. Five screws are used for practice. The amount of time required to coinplete
Parts 1 and II is recorded for each-plirt-4The two time scores are compared to the appropriate
norm tables.

Stage of Development: Norm GroupsPercentile norms base on the'time to completion are
available on the following mate groups:'unselected applicants, ppliance factory applicants, two

-veterans groups, and two high school groups. Female norm gr ups are assembly job applicants,
factor pplicants, hOurly employees, and embloyed assemblers. All sample sizes are at least
100 an most are over 175. Samples are inadequately described. ReliabilitySplit-half Peliabilities
for Parts I and I I are reported aS being between .80 and .95. However, since the Spearmari-Brown
formula was used, these are overestimates. No test retest correlations are providedthese would
haveteen a more appropriate myasure of reObility. Validitythe manual contains summaries of
several validation studies using wages and superviscirs' ratings at criteria. The test also is related
to other. dexterity measures.

Application: Because no reading is required, this test maybe ysed with persons who are illiterate.
Upper extremity handicapicould prevent the successful use of this test. The Crawford appears
most useful in assessing persons for jobs involving the use of small tools.ancfrapid, repeated
movements. ,

. * t .
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Access: The Psychological Corporation, 757 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017

24. Title of Test: EDWARDS PERSONNEL fiREFERENCE SCHEDULE (EPPS)

Description: The schedule was designed as an instrument for research and counseling purposes,
to provide quick and convenient measures of a number of relatively independent normal
personality variables. Percentile scores are given for 15 personality variables: achievement,
deference, order, exhibition, autonomy, affiliation, intraception, succorance, dominance, abase-
ment, nurturance, change.hdurance, heterosexuality, and aggression.

Format: The schedule consists of 255 items each having two short statements. The person
selects the statement that best describes him or her. Items have been carefully selected to
minimize the influence of social desirability. A separate answer sheet is used. This untimed
group or individually administered test takes between 40 and 55 minutes to complete.

Stage of Development: Norm GroupsThe EPPS was normed on the following groups: (1) 760
male college students, (2) 749 female college students, (3) 4,031 adult males, and (4) 4,932
adult females. The sample characteristics and sampling plan for these groups are not c`lerly
defined. ReliabilityThe manual reports split-half and test-retest reliabilities for each scale.
Split-half reliabilities range from .60 to .87; test-retest from .74 to .86. Considering the small
number of items in each scale, these reliabilities are qUite acceptable. ValidityThe manual
reports little validity data, except for a few correlations with other personality'tests.'It should
be mentioned that the EPPS has been-used in a wide variety of research studies and that the
author of the EPPS has not revised, his manual to include this new material.

Application: The EPPS was developed for college students and adults; therefore, it has a fairly
high reading level. The instrument is designed for normal persons and is not appropriate for use
with severely disturbed clients. A fair amount of test sophistication is necessary to use the

separate answer sheet.
_

Access: The Psychological Corporation, 757 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017

, -

25. fitkof Test: GENERAL CLERICAL TEST (GCT1'

Description: A group administered pencil-and-paper test designed to measure aptitudes which
are of importance in clerical work of all kinds

Format: There are a total of ten subtests; all are highly speeded. The reviewer estimates total
administration time to be from 50 to 55 minutes. The testis published in two fsrmats: a 12-page

booklet and two 6-page booklets. The GCT sontains ten subtests: (1) checkingcomparing
names, addresses, and amounts and picking out the differences-19 items; (2) alphabetizing
recordirig the,number of a file drawer for names-61 items; (3) arithmetic computation-20
items; (4) error locationusing addition.and subtraction to find the error in a matrix-20 items;
(5) arithmetic reasoningreading problems-16 problems; (6) spellingfinding and correctly
spellingvords-29 items; (7) reading comprehensionanswering questions abOut two paragraphs-
14 items8) vocabularyselecting the word that *means the'same-40 items; and (9) grammar
finding and correcting the error in a sentence-24 items. AIII scoring is done by hand with a
folded answer sheet.
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,'tage of Development: Norm Groups -Norms are available on female students in.high schools
and private business schools, for numerous.applicant groups, and several groups of persons
employed in clerical positions. Most borrn groups are of adequate size with most ofthenorms
develoiSed in the late 1960s and early 1970s1 TA group characteristics are not describedas
thoroughly as they should be. ReliabilityThe results of two test-retest studies.are given in the

. manual; the average correlation is in tile low .90s. Standard error of measurement results Aso
are given. Both sets of statistics imply that the GCT has adequate reliabilitrfor its intended use.
ValidityThe manual contains two types *sf validity evidence. First are correlations between: .

test results and school grades and grade point averages. These have yielded significant results,-
Second are studies in which the'GCT was correlated with job success criteria (usually superVisory

ings). The results of these are mjxed. The test appearkto have some degree of validity.

Application: The purpose of the GCT is to predict employment or training success. The test
can be used in a vocational evaluation situation to assess an overall ability for clerical work'''.
Obviously, to successfully take this test, the client needs good visual acuity, use of at least one
hand, and an estimated sixth grade reading level. The majdr use of the OCT would be to provide
an overall assessment of the client prior to in-depth assessment for specific clerical jobs.

,
Access: The Psychological Corporation, 757 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017

t,
- .. . -. .

26. Title of Test: HAND-TOOL'DEXTERITY TEST

Description: The purpose is to :'provide a measure of proficiency in using ordinary mechanics'
hand-tools.... The ability measured by this testis a combinatiOn.of aptitude and of achieve-
ment based on past experience in handlingtools." This individually administered apparatus
test is untimet most examinees complete it in between five and.20 minutes. The apparatus
frame should be bolted to a sturdy work table 34 inches high. The examinee stands during this
test.

Format: Three diffefent sizes (four each) of nuts, bolts, and washers are removed from one
Side of a hardwood frame with the aid of three wrenches and one screwdriver. The nuts and
bolts are then fastened and tightened through the holes on the other side of the frame. The test
administrator first reads the instructions and then times the examinee with a stopwatch. One.
time score in minutes and seconds to completion is obtained and this is compared with norm
tables. Comparison with norm tables takes less than one minute.

..
Stage of,Development: Norm GroupsPercentile norms based on the time to completion are
given in the manual for the following groups: malejob applicants in a southern plant, .male
adults at a vocational guidance cenier, airline engine mechanics, apprentice welders in a steel
company, electricalomaintenance workers, employees and applicants in a manufacturing com-
pany, boys at a vocational high school; ancl'high school dropouts in a metropolitan center.
The composition of thee t norm groups' is not adequately described in the manual. The mean'
age, job experience, min itY group status, and other important descriptive information is not
presented. Also the nor s,for four of thd eight groups are based on sample sizes of less than 200
subjects; these should be'usedwith'extreme caution. ReliabilityThe manual reports two test-
retest studies which produced reliability coefficients of .91 and .81;tconsidered moderately high
fora performance test. ValidityTwo types of validity data are presented: (1),correlations with
foremen's atings and (2) correlations with'other tests. Foremen's ratings were betiveen .14 and
.51; other tests between .11 and .42. .

a
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Application: Because no reading ability is required and because `the manual permits the adminis-
trator "to supplement the directions in any reasonable way to improve the examinee's under-
standing of the task," literacy and difficulty in understanding instructions should not be problems.
The test does require full use of hands and arms and, therefore, may not be appropriate for people
with an upper-extremity handicap. The "face" validity of the test may appeal to the disadvantaged

and clients with low motivational levels.

Access: The Psychological Corporation, 757 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017

27. Title of Test: ,KUDER OCCUPATIONAL INTEREST SURVEY (KOIS)

Description: An untimed pencil-and-paper instrument which can be used with high school and

college students as well as, with adults in employment counseling and retraining.

Format: This instrument is group administered in approximately 30 to 40 minutes. The items

are printed on the answer sheet; R9 separate test booklet is required. The 100 triad items each
contain three short statements of different activities. The examinee chooses the one activity in

each triad he or she prefers most and the one activity in each triad he or she likes least. The
KOIS must be machine scored. Each examinee receives a profile sheet plotting his or her results.

Stage of Development: Norm GroupsEach scale was developed on a separate group of
, employed workers or students. The scales for all occupational groups were developed on

workers employed in these occupations. Students majoring in specific academic areas provided
the data for the college major scales. All groups are clearly described in the manual. Reliability
Test-retest reliabilities over a two-week period are reported as .93 and .96. The reliability was
also defined in terms of consistency of the differences between scores or each pair of scales. These

are at acceptable levels. ValidityThe manual presents no evidence that the KOIS can predict
future job success based on interest. However, data on classification of presently employed
'workers according to their interests are presented.

Application: The KOIS provides information that aids in making a vocational choice or

selecting tentative field of study by identifying interests in relation to occupations or occu-
pational fields. Because the KO IS,covers a wide variety of ocOupations,.and combines male and

°female occupational interests, it has a wide variety of uses within the evaluation setting. Persons

must be able to read at the sixth grade level to use the KOIS. Because of 'thsize of the print
and the lack of contrast between print anck,,paper colors, persons with even-rnild visual problems
may have difficulty reading the items. There are scales for many occupations that do ndt?equire
college or technical training, thus making the KOIS useful for persons who do not desire addi-
tional formal education. However, the college major scales make it most appropriate for high
school students and Others who are consideringformal academic training.

Aggess: Science ResearCh Associates, Inc., 155 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, IL 60606

28. Title of Test: 'SAN FRANCISCO'VOC4TIONAL COMPETENCY SCALE

Description: The scale was developed for the purpose of assessing .the "vocational competence':
of mentally retarded persons participating in sheltered workshop and vocational training

programs.

= _
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Format: The scale consists of thirty items relating to four areas of vocational competence.
These four areas include motor skills, cognition, responsibility, and social-emotional behavior.
The items are not organized according to these four areas on the scale, but are said to be

ositioned according to the sequence in which the behavior would occur during 'task perform;
rtc,e by the individual. Each item is rated according to one of four or five statements or terms.

Some items have four statements which apply and others have five. These statements or terms
have a numerical value ranging from one for tho.lowest level of competence to four or five
representing the high gree of competence.

Stage of Development: Items contained in the scale were selected on the basis of factor
analysis. The final scale compgsition is the result of two pretests. The norm group is made up
of 562 mentally retarded male 'and female workshop clients, representing forty-five workshops
from all regionS of the country. Internal consisdnci reliability cfefficients are reported as .95
for both male and female subjects. A test-retest stability coefficient of4:85 resulted from two
administrations of the instrument separated by a one-month interval. Vocational competency
scores were found to have statistically significant positive correlation with l.Q. scores and
school experience. A more detailed disettssion of statistical procedures is found in the scale
manual.

Application: The authors suggest five more specific uses for the scale, including: selection of
mentally retarded individuals for training in semi-independent or sheltered situations, assess-
ment of an individual's status at a particular time, judgment of growth in vocational competence
over a period of time, study of the relative efficacy of different training methods, and screening
of mentally retarded individuals for placement in independent work situations.

Acces:iThe Psychologidal Corporation, 757 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017

29. Title of Test: SRA MECHANICAL APTITUDES

Description: .This gr'oup-admirristered multiple-choice, pencil-and-paper test can be giver in
about 40 minutes. It is intended to measure three aspects of mechanical ability. The concept
behind the SRA Mechanical Aptitudes is that "no single test consisting of ite which measure
only one primary component of mechanical aptitude can provide a satisfactodex of the
ability to learn mechanical skills."

Format: The test contains three sections: (1) mechrical knowledge-45 pictures of commonly
used tools and implements are identified and /or their use is giv'n, (2) space relations-40
figures cut into two or three pieces which are mentally formed into a whole, and (3) shop
arithmetic-124 problems, most of which are based on drawings. The m4ual contains no
estimated reading level, but the reviewer estimates that a fifth-grade level is needed. The test .

is hand-scored using a carbon-centered answer sheet. Raw scores are compared to norms and"
plotted on a separate profile sheet. Scoring time should be less than three minutes.

Stage of Development: Norm GroupsSeparate norms ire given by sex and grade for grades 9
through 12. Norms also are given on 650 male trainees. Althbugh all norm groups are of
adequate size, the sample characteristics are nordescrjbed in enough detail to peImit an accurate
judgment of their relevance. ReliabilityInternal consistency estimates using the KR-21 formula
are given for the school boys groups on each score. They range from .55 to .83, which are
acceptable. ValidityNo validity data are contained in the manual.
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Application: The test is designed to assess the mechanical ability of perbns planning careers
or applying for jobs in mechanical areas.

. Access: Science Research Associates, Inc., 155 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, IL 60606

0,

30. Title of Test: WORK BEHAVIOR RATING SCALE
.

Description: The scale was designed*for use with the mentally retarded. The scale is actually
one of four sections used in com eting the Trainee Evaluation Report.

format: The scale is a graphi 'rig device consisting of thirteen items. The scale items are
labeled as follows: co-workers relations, disruptiveness, tolerance for criticism, independence
from supervision, cooperation with supervisor, understanding oral instructions, memory for
instructions, motivation for work, concentration ability, punctuality, quality of Work, quantity
of woik, and safety awareness and habits. Definitions or cues are provided for each scale item.
In addition, points along the continuum for each item also are defined or cued. Letter and
numerical values are assigned to p'oirlts along the item continuum. The numerical-values are
provided for making finer discriminations of.an individual's relative position between points
along the continuum.

Stage of Development: A reliability coefficient of .80 for the total scale resulted from the
comparison of ratings for two independent raters who evaluated the same group of trainees.
Reliabilities for individual scale items varied considerably.

Application: As indicated, the scale is intended for use with the mentally retarded.

Access: Exceptional Children's Fpundation, 2225 West Adams Boulevard, Los Angeles,-CA
90018

31. Title of Test: WORK ENVIRONMENT PREFERENCE SCHEDULE (WEPS)

Description: The WEPS is a self-administering pencil-and-paper test designed to measure a
personality construct, 'bureaucratic orientation,' which reflects a commitment to the set of
attitudes, values, and behaviors that are characteristically fostered and rewarded by bureau=
cratic organizations. The title of the test is somewhat misleadingthe WEPS measures only
the personality construct of accepting work in a bureaucracy./

)Format: AlthoUgh not specifically stated in the manual, the test can be administered to
individuals or groups in a maximum time of 10 minutes (the WEPS is untimed). The 24 items
consist of statements which the examinee responds to by use of a five-choice Liken Scale
(strongly#Sgree, agree, undecidtd, disagree, and strongly disagree). The WEPS is scored by hand
and no stencil is needed. The test administrator sample totals the weights assigned to each
alternative and rewords its raw score number. A percentile score is given; there are several norm
groups. '

Stage of Development: 'GroupsThe WEPS has norms on a variety Of student and worker
groups of both sexec so theseare: male ancifernalp`high school and college students, Army
ROTC, foremen, salesm ntal hospital employees, aiid three types of public school adminis-
trators. The sample sizes ap ear adequate, but the samples are not described in enough detail for

82
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the reviewer to judge their represevativeness. ReliabilityTwo types of reliability data are
reported in the manual: (1) interns consistency measures on four groups are .83, 434, .89, and
.91 and (2) test-retest reliability studies review a correlation of .82 for a short time period and
.65 after 16 months. For an instrunient with only 24 items, these coefficients are-acceptable.
ValidityThe manual presents considerable validity data in the form of Correlations with scales
on other personality tests as well as attitude scales on authoritarianism, dogmatism, etc. Validity
data based.pdtpeer ratings, performance ratings, and other criteria are given. Taken as a whole,
the data presents the WEPS as being a valid irlstrument.

Application: 8ecause the sentence structure is fairly com#rex and the vocapuiary level of the
items is high, the user will have to read at abut the tenth-gra.de level. The instrument could be
used for clients who are considering jobs in Orgahrzations having a bureaucratic outlook. It could
also be used as a vocationally oriented measure of a person's attitudes toward authority

Access: The Psych"( logical Corporation, 757 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017
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SECTION C

EXe..LORING SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

This section reviews a number of additional paper-and-pencil testsand assorted instruments
that could serve as testing resources. Some, such as the Job Career Skills Assessment Program, are
fairly new. The majority may bft suitable for use with diveise,groups:both disadvantaged and non-
disadvantaged. This listing was compiled by staff at the National Center for Research in Vocational

° Education. The reader is reminded, however, that many more resources are available, Rarticularty
in the two volumes edited by Buros: Tests in Print II and The Eighth Mental Measurements Yearbook.

32. Title of Test: ADULT PERFORMANCE LEVEL PROGRAM: ADULT AND HIGH
SCHOOL SURVEYS I
DescriptiOn: The adult survey is designed to diagnose and evaluate competencies necessary for
adult living; focuses on those skills critical for functioning in society in the content areas of
community resources, occupational knowledge, consumer, economics, health, and government
law. The high school survey is designed to diagnose and evaluate copingskills and knowledge
necessary to functional competency; it also focuset on application of basic-skills in the content
areas listed above.
,

Format: The APLJadult survey) is a curriculum-related assessment program that encompasses
the five general content areas noted above. At the same time, the test, a 40-item instrument,
focuses on five specific skills: identification of facts and terms, reading, writing, computation,
and problem solving. Each skill is tested within each content area. The reading level. of the survey
items is between fifth and sixth grade as measured by the Dale-Chall readability analysis. The
test takes approximately 1% hours to administer.

The format for the high school survey, also 40 items; is multiple choice. Each item measures
a basic skill applied to a practical task in one to five content areas. The high school form is at
the fourth and fifth grade reading levels. The test is not timed but takes approximately one hour
to administer. No special training is needed to administer it. The test is either hand-scored or
machine-scored.

Stage of Development: Versions of each survey form were administered to representative
populations in 1976. Therefdre, it is the only available test of functional competency that has
been administered to adults and high school students throughout the country. Both reliability
and validity data are cited in the test manuals.

,,----. ,.
Application: The publisher indicated that the test can besusied "as a screen for student profi-
ciencies and deficiencies" and to certify that students have acquired basic functional skills
before graduation.

AcCeses: The ACT Program (APL Department), P.O. BoX 1681: Iowa City, IA
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33. Title of Test: APTITUDE ZkSTS FOR OCCUPATIONS

Description: The tests are designed to aid in vocational coun
\occupationally related aptitudes and potentialities.

\Format: The battery includes tests for: personal-social aptitu
les altitude, cler,ictl routine aptitude, computational aptitu

.
Stage of Developme'nt: Rdliability and validity dad are prov ed in the manual.

Application: 4-pis battery might tie given is conjunction wit
This will provide a counselor.with source of information con
aptitudes -

ling through the assessment of

e, mechanical aptitude, general
, and scientific aptitude.

a standardized interest inventory. ,
erning both interests and

,

Access: C`TB/McGraw 11,t Del Monte Research Park, Monterey, CA 9394t
(

34., Title of est: BENNEN,AfCHANICAL COMPREHENSION TEST
\ .

D escron.- This sensor mechanical test measures the ability to perceive and understand
a
the

,

.

relationship of physical forc-es a mechanical element's. .

...

Format: The test consists of two forrrts; S aid T; each consists of 6B items. Each item includes
, ..

a pictta.exhibiting one or more qbjects; physical situations, or mechanical relationships about
which a question is asked. The pripigiples'undnlying these questions include leverage, force and
motion, light, heat, and sound: The examples used are ones arising out of peoffe's cominon

* experienbes rather than from technical training. .
. 1, . ' .4

The forms are suitable for male and female al5plicants for iridustn and mechanical jobs,
and for high school students, for people already employed in mephanical jobs, for candidates
for engineering schools, and for otrpradult groups of comparable ability and education. Each

form is printed in a reusable booklet. The answers are marked ondieparate answer sheet. Forms

S and T are timed tests with a 30-minute limit. The score is basedTh4tbe,numb'er of right answers

with no penalty for incorrect responses. Both tests are hand-scored, u:sirig special scoring k-eits',"

Stage"of Development: Norms are available for both men and women. A Spanish edition is
Nvailable. There is no mention of Blacks or disadvantaged.

. ,
. . . 4

Application: The test is for use by counselor, in conjunction with other assessment tools. The

tests, may be most usefuVben used with clerical ap itude arid manual dexterity tests to predict
current performance in selected mechanically orien d occupationi.,

t
I

Access: The Psychological Corpoiation, 757 Third Avenue, New York, NY-10017 *
t

"N.35. Title of Test: CALIFORNIA OCCUPATIONAL PREFERENCE SUII'VE4r(COPS)
4

Description: 'An interest inventory that ovides.job activity/interest scores 'relating to occupa-

tional clusters.1Fach cluster is keyed to a curriculum choice and a 'major source of 01) informa-
tion including the Dictionary of Occupational Titles and the Occupational Outlook Handbook.
It is appropriatelor grade B through adult and comes in a Spanish language ecition.

aft
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Fofmat: The inventory consists items describing activities performed in a variety of
occupations. Test takers respond o nt scale indicating how much they-like each
activity. Fourteen occupational cluster sc, re obtaibed, inclicling: scienceprofessional;
"science skilled; technicalprofessional; technicalslilled; outdoor; businessprofessional;
business skilled; clerical; linguisticsprofessional; linguisticsskilled; aestheticprofessional;
servicebrofessional; serviceL-skilled. COPS.comes in a single, self-contained booklet and to
about twenty minutes to administer. It can be.self-scored in about that same time; hence, the
is immediate feedback. It is written at a sixth grade'readinglevel. There are two other related '
instruments: tohe*career Ability Placement survey of abilities, which includes tests of mechpical
reasoning, spatial relations, verbal reaso9ing, numerical_ability:language usage, work kniniledge,.
.perceptual speed and accuracy, and manual spey-Land dexterity; and the Career Orient ion
glacement instrument relating to such things as work values,.leadership 'abilities, and orderliness.

Stage of Development: The instrument was developed from research into the structure of occu-
pations. The research was based on the classification of occupations into major groups and levels
with the groups. National nornzikig is provided to compare the responses against a single norm
sample; the data is for grades 7 through 12.\The informatiori on validity is weak and somewhat .
vague. .

Applichtion; The instrument can be used by a counselor with the vocationally as well as the
college oriented. The results show the student's relative.standing in each occupational cluster as
compared with other students. Scores cart be used in business and indus5rial settings for employee
self-awarenes's.

Access: Educational and Industrial Testing Service, P.O. Box 7234, San Diego, CA 92107

36. Title of Test: CAREER SKIL LSVSSESSMENT PROGRAM (CSAP)
, .

Description; The Career Skills Assessmerit Program consists of six separate self-assesj..ment areas:

Self.-Evaluation and Development Skills

Career Awateness Skills

Career Decision - Making Skill's '

Employment-Seeking Skills

Work Effectiveness Skills

Personal Esonornics Skills

a

The measure's are, designed to assess instructionally relevant Ousters of skills and may be used
alone or sequentially.. .

,t ...
. ..,Format: Materials for, each area include:' - ..--. .

. ',. Exercise Booklet.i Ccinfaini 60 tikiiltiplechoice questions; reusable. '....
- -,i. ,

.
-----,--0-.11esponse_Stieet,_--- Three:plirjorm__permits students to self-score with immediate feed-

, back and enables teachers to measurCtlass pe'rform4nce without a time lag. One copy"
may be sent for batch machine scoring to generate summary reports4of 'grouliperformande_
for use in planning A ,evaluationq

.
Self-Instructional Guide A self-guidance unit organized around.eadh of the six target
skill cluster's. A personal. resource for the individual, with a section providing an explana-

itA-
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taP
tion of the rationale for the preferred response to each question, "

Supporting materials include detailed_direttions for administering the measures, a
handbook for administrators, counselors, and teachers, and a sound filmstrip kit for
staff and student orientation.

Stage of DetMlopment: .CSAP measures will not be standardized on a,national pppulation,
because a national reference_group is of limited value in interpreting performance in the area of
cafeer development. The most valuable and appropriate reference group.for understanding an
individual's career developmeni-is the group she or he most resembles educationally and demo-

-,graphically. The reporting procedure,'therefore, makes provision for the production of local
norm data.

4 .
Application: The deiign.of the.program is such that it can bAdapted to a variety of situations
as,homework assignments, as learnigg units in seminars, to complemerit activities in academic
and vocational classes. Counselors will find the materials effective in both iridividual'and group
'guidance sessions, and teachers can work with the materials in the clactsrool. The measures also

. are Appropria& for many adult edlocation groups awelCas Work Incentive programs ind Com-
prehensive Employment and Training Act 'programs.

, 41117. c ' 4:,)
4 1

Access: .Career SIzi+is Assessment Program of the College Board, P.Of Box 2839, Princeton, NJ

4."
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37.
4

ct;Titlq of 'Test. ?A/LEY
1%0CAflON4e*TE

alcfiptiorz: hese tests are designed to assess potentialaptitude and achievementfbr training
and succe n a number of occupations within the trade, technical{ and busirtessLsecretariai
fields. It designed to be used basically with persons who plan to enter occupations at the skilled
level in these *areas,

.

Format: The two items can be used separately-or as a battery. They are the Tecffnical/Scholastic
Test and the Business English Test. The Technical/Scholastic Test contains 150 multiple-choice

.items formeasuring broth current knowledg4and pdtential in electrical, mechanical, and scholastic
areas. It contains three scales including: (1) clerical scale, (2) Mechanical scale, and (3Mholastic *,

scale. Thg Business English Test consists of 111 items testing spelling, punctuation, capitalization,
and grammar. he tests are appropriate for grade 10 through adults. The Technical and Scholastic
Test takes 65 Minuteg and the Business English Test takes 30,minutes. The tests are both hand-
scgred and machine-scored.

_ .

Stage of QeveAppment: 'The publisher indicales thatnorms-have been developed to be used for
guiding students inacademieand vocational choices at/he junior and senior high schoolievels;
for screening students in tradR, technical, and business schools; and for selecting personnellor
certain jobs in business arid Indust. y. or . ,

, . J . . .-
.

....-'
Application: The test is most applicable in business and industry and in specialty-oriented
vocational schools.' , '. .,,

. . . :

Access: Riverside Publishing Company, 8420 Bryn Mawr. Avenue, Chicago, IL 606311
I a



1110 . 38. Title of Test: DIFFERENTIAL APTITUDE TESTS (DAT)

Description: This DAT, is an integrated battery of aptitude tests designed for educational and
vocational guidance. Based on the research finding that "inteLligence is not a single ability but
rather a number of abilities possessed in varying amounts by each individual, the battery yields
nine reliable scores including an index of scholastic ability. These form a basis for helping,\

\ ,individuals develop educational and vocational plans.

Form
in eightabilities:-(1)verbal r asoning, (2) numerical ability, (3) abstract reasoning, (4) space
relations, (5) mechanical reasoning, (6) clerical speed and accuracy, (7) spelling, and (8) language
usacie.,A ninth score,,an index of scholastic ability obtained by summing*the verbal reasoning
and numerical ability scores, serves essentially the same purpose as scores derived from standard
intelligende tests. The testing populations ra rom grades 8 to 12, college-age personsand
adults. Thelotal battery of eight tests takes e hours to administer. Administration should
be by a counselor. The test is hand-scored or machine-scored.

Stage of Development: Validity scores present correlations of DAT scores with course grades
in a 'variety of areas and with scores on a variety of achievement tests. Correlations with other
standardized aptitude tests (e.g., the GATB), achievement measures, and interest measures are
reported. Normative data, however, are not given regarding the relative representation of yarious
ethnic or socioeconomic groups. Norms for-males and females are available.

. -
Application: The:primary use has been in counseling individuals. The specific aptitudes with
which it deals are verbal reasoning, numerical ability, abstract reasoning, and clerical speed and
aceuracy.

gr'.

,.
.

Access: The Psychological cprpor tion, 757 Third AvenUe, New York, NY 10017

-.. 39. -Title.of Test: FLANAGAN APTITUDE CLASSIFICATION TESTS

Description: The tests are a comprehensive aptitude test battery of 16 separate aptitude tests
. which enables the testier to combine scores on the skill tests to 'measure potential for success in

, .
..., . 0 specific careers. - , . , , I

. ,, , .
. ,. , . . .,, , . . I

t Format: The subtests include:- ( 1 ) inspection, (2) codrig,'(31 mertory,*(A) precision, ( 5 ) ', .

assemply;19) scales,-(7) coordination, (8) judgment and comprehension; (9) arithmetic.,
4 (1,0) pItterns, (11 components, (12) tables, (13) mechanics, (14) expression, (15) reasoning,

**and (16) ingenu . Tate aptitude battery has the.athiantage-off ielatirig aptitude patterns to
\ vocational areas However, considerVate skill and Praptice are needed,nt administer the tests.
The-time for the tests varies from 5 tii#0.niinutes. A highly trained ,administrator is needed
due_to_the_length_alt_elative difficulty of administration.-- , ..--

. , . .

Stage of Development: ,Test literature,indicates that the greatest weakness in the battery is
'. its lack of validity data to support many of the claims %lade in the manual -and in kccomPany-

- ing vaterials. The test literature further indicates that untilmorevaliclity data are avail it'.-,

would probably be best to be extrerpely_cautious in rderpretind the meaning of the scores. Z____
. ' Validity'coefficients for occupational standards withriteria of progress and performance in

business and CIericallields werelow forsecretary, typist, steno,and sales dell. r
( ) ' , ;I

48,
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Application: e tests have been designed for Vocational counseling and as a guide for planning
a suitable pr gram of schWourses.

Access: Science Research. AssociateS, Inc., 155 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, IL 60606

40. Title of Test: HALL OCCUPATIONAL ORIENTATION INVENTORY
k

\ A .

Description: The inventory prOvides a systematic framework designed to enable the individual.'
tcrexplore the fattors involved in occupational choice in terms of the relationship between
psychological needs and Value fulfillment, worker traits, and job content characteristics.

0.

Format: The scales of the inventory are as follows: (1) creativity-independence, (2) risk, 63)
knowledge-information, (4) belongingness, (5) security, (6) asiairatipn, (7) esteem, (8) self-
actualization, (9) personal satisfaction, (10) routine-dependence, (1) data orientation, (12)
things orientation,113) people orientation, (14) location concern, (15) aptitude concern, (16)
monetary concern, (17) physical abilities concern, (18) environment concern, (19) coworker
concern,.(20) qualifications concern, (21) time concern, and (22) defensiveness.

Controlled vocabulary'and readability leVels make it appropriate to use with reading
handicapped adults. The inventory is untimed, but takes apprOximately 30 to 40 minutes.
Machine scoring is available. The answer format is free choice, allowing, every item to be
answered through a five-point scale ranging from "essential': to "intolerable." is

. . And.
Stage to Development: Validity data,arehiven for items and for scales, mainly in the form of
discrimination between different age, educational, or sex groups. The scales that significantly
differentiate betwesn a number of occupational samplei, with numbers varying between 40 and

.125; are presented/However, the norming infibrmation is vague and skimpy; no.nOrms are
presented for women. 41110101"'

.., -

Application: The iriventoryfattempts to as ss the relative importance to the person of a
numb,pr of factors Or attributes of work. Th focus is pn occupation behaviors rather than

.

specific ocvpations. . ,
'''.. 0 )

, -,, .

. 14 ..

Access: Scholastic.Testing Servibe, Inc., 440 Meyer goad, Bensenville, IL 60106k

41.' Title of Test: HARRINGTON/ O'SHEA'SYSTEd FOR,CAhEER pEcisicr AKING (CDMI

-Description: This instrument providesa framework forself-analysis of six areas critical to
career decision- making: occupitionalchoices, school subjects, future education or training
plans, job values clarification, abilities, and interests. .

. .

I

Format: The CD helps_inclividuats_tae.stahlish,career awareness, make care decisions, and
acquire informati about the kinds of jobs they might enjoy. It consists-of ree systems
depending on whet er it is self scored or computer-scored, computer.or indi*trdly interpreted,
or a combination 'of the two. .A surye/'booklet and interpretive form are provided for each of . .

,.. thi-t . . areer decision-making areas noted: The
.CbM can.be group or self-administated. Small group administration (i.e., in a classroom) is

-, , preferable to mass administration.SIncit is not a test, individuals may communicate while -
a completing it. The a4dministrationipme is 30 to 40 minutes. . -'i

i" r ,

-1

C
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Stage of Development: Reliability studies were reported for Self-Scoring System S. Based pn
retest and internal-consistency procedures, the reliability was .88 for males and .89 for females..
The normative group consisted of 2,256 males and 2,753 femals. Whites, BlaCks, Spanish
Americans, and American Indians were represented in the group.

Application :' The CDM assesses educational deficits and achievements in terms of career aware-
ness and decision making. Curriculum could then be developed and the need for career counseling
assessed.

.o>

Acceis: Distributed by Chronicle Guidance Publications, Moravia, NY 13118

4.2. Title of Test: INDUSTRIAL READING RTE" (IRT) ..
. ,..,. .0.

Description:: A fairly new test of reading ability designed as a screening de(dcewith applicants
or trainees for technical or vocational training ograms.

4tr....
, 0

vii. I
Format: The I RT represents an alternative approach to the measurement of reading skills. It is
specifically constructed so that the students, trainees, or applicants for whom the test is intended
will find the material directly relevanfancimeaningful. Some of the reading passages are repre-
sentative of sections encountered in technical manuals; others are written in the form of a company
memorandum. Good performance odthe test is not dependent on'previous knowledge of the
subject. The test is appropriate for grades 9 to 12 and adults. Hand -score answer keys and machine

c . scoring are available through the publisher. Two fornis are available. Form A is restricted to use
`by industry; Form (3 may be used by both schools and industry. The test takes 40 minutes. -

, .
:

Stage of Development: Normative data, reliability, and criterion-referencedyalidity have been
established on the follow*ing groups: apprentices, technical trainees, vocational high school
students, and adult students in vocational training programs.'

.

e Application: Test results attempt to show whether.or not an individual hecthe necessary reading
ability to make satisfactory progress in technical trairiing. Vocational schools may use the test to
help students select an appropriate program. Schools and companies that provide remedial reading

A instruction may use it to identify students, workers, or trainees who would benefit from such
instruction:

Access: The Psychological Corporation, 757 Third Avenue,, New York, NY 10017

43. Title of Test: JOB ANALYSIS AN.D INTEREST MEASUREMENT (JAIM)

Description: This self-description inventorymeasures coping skills important to performance
and satisfaction in work roles. It is desigried to measure factors such as "getting.along" (coping)
by determining the degree of match between requirements and potentials of jobs and the .

individuals self-reported behavior styles, activity preference, and values.
.

II

Format:
e

JAIM provides scores fOr 32-specific scales; for example, self-confidence, orderliness,
.perseverance, assertiveness, dependability, emotional control, and the like. It does nothave to ,-

be administered under test conditions; in fact, one can complete it y..at home and return it b
mail. There is no time limit, but it takes.approximatelwi 3C:it° 40 minutes for the average white-
collar worker to complete..There is no hand scoring; it is scored through a computer program.
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Ste Of. Develop ePt: ' the instrument wa's Oval"? d by studying the job and the individual
relatiopshi t each other. Jobs were studied by analyzing behavior requirements and satis-

actions and va ue potentials of`the job and theti making inferences as tOpersonal.thiracteristics
the workers who were,associated with job performance and satisfaction. Some preliminary

re bility and validity dat6 are provided.
N ; 60..

Application: Potential uses include individual counseling (compering oneself to scores of a
norm group and scores of a wide range of occupations and professions), estimating job,require-
ments and satisfaction potential of particular jobs or roles, and assessing personnel decisions.

Access: JAlivi ilesearcn,inc., 1808 Coi llingwood Hoed, Alexandria, Y

44. Title of. Test: JOB INTEREST AND LITERACY LEVEL EVALUATION INSTRUMENT-OILd

Description: JILL is a self-administered checklist which elicits perceptions of what the client
wants to do, how he or she wants to do it, and how well the client thinks he or she ean perform.
The extent to which the client thinks he can perform is the measure of "aptitude." The check-
lists for interest and aptitude, therefore, are subjective measures. The instrument is in two parts.
The second part is a survey af basic skills, i.e., a Simple test of literacy.

Format: The JILL can be setf-administered or filled in by the counselor. It can be donejn
groups or individually. A counselor can read the instrument to the client and record answers in
about a half hour or less. A person with eighth grade reading skills can complete the two parts
on his.or her own in 15-30 minutes There are five main questions in relation to job interest
and aptitude. The first deals with desired physical aspects of potential jobs. The second and third
questions deal with nonphysical job aspects/and again are forced choice situatiorp. In question 4,
the client is.asked what general kind of work he or she would like to do. In question 5, theclieht
indicates his or her "aptitude" by considering to what extent, or how well, he or she can do the
spzcific.duties.

;There are nine questions in thibliteracy level or basic skills survey. The first three corres-
pond to sixth grade level skills, the next three to eighth-grade level skills, and the last three to
twelfth -grade level skills. Questions 1, 4 and 7 involve the use of reading skills.1Questions 2, 5,
and 8 involve the use of writing skills. Question's 3, 6 and 9 are computation items: The test
ranges from easy to difficult. There is always the option of "I don't know." and client? are
encouraged to check this response rather than guess.

Stage of Development: The JILL was put togetherfir use by CETA counselors in Texas. The
instrument, which is owned by the University of Texas at Aostin, is in an experimental stage.
As such, it is for use with CETA clients only. Initially', permission to use the lest will -be reserved
to those operators who will agree to provide the kind of feedback information necessary for
revision and,validatioh. The intent js not arbitrary; rather it is based on the determination to-
provide an instrument that offers the highestpostible level of validity and reliability.

Applicatidn: The JILL Was developed -iv- use in initial interview sessions. Based upon comments
of CETA counselors, it was felt tiit if an testing at all was"to occur, the Most importapt infor-
mation that could be of. iuseto a counselor vat data that cfp.uld aid in placing

was

individual appro-
priatelyeThe rationale as that if a pers'ori could be put a situation that best fits him or her,
then that personould be more likely to achieve, and some problems with client motivation
could 12e avoided. The instrument, therefore, is a toot that enables the counselor to'be of greater%
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service to the individual than he or she would be otherwise. It is a way of recording data that,
along with other information known about the client, aids the counselor in his or her important
decision-Tnaking Orocesses.

Access: Adult Performance Level Project, The University of Texas at Austin, College of
Education, Austin, TX 78712

45. Title of Test: KNOWLEDGE OF OCCUPATIONS TEST °
V

Description: The test has be,, n constructed to measure the extent to which high school students
have knowledge of occupations.

Format: For the purpose of constructing this test, knoWledge of occupations has been defined
as information p6ssessed by an individual regarding job descriptions, training, certification,and
licensing, trends, tools, terminology, earnings, and tip ability to interpret occupational material.
The test consists of 96 questions grouped into the eight categories noted above. The test has a
forty-minute time limit and is either4Jiand- or machine-scored. -

Stage. of Development: The,items were constructed after a detailed analysis of literature in
the vocational field and of various career materialg-used in high schools. Since the test was.
initiall'ideveloped in 1974, parts of it may be outdated. The manual contains limited informa-
tion on norm groups, validity, and reliability.

Application: The primary function of the test is to provide information for the counselor and
student. A high score on the test does not guarantee success in an occupation, nor does a low
score guarantee fai(ure. However,14he counselor shouldMake certain that students scoring loyv
sieve accurate information on which they are basing their career and vocational plans.

AccessiPsychologists and Educators, Inc., Jacksonville, I L 62650.

46. 4Title of Test: MINNESOTA IMPORTANCE QUESTIONNAIRE (MI6:"
.2. t 4 ;

Description: The MIQ is a paper-and-pencil inventory of vocational needs: preferences for
occupatiorial reinforcers.

-AP
/

,. .. .

Fortnac The questionnaire is desigried to measure the fptlowing20 vocationally relevant need
dimensions: Ability Utilization, Achievement, Activity, Advancement, Authority, Compatly,°-
Policies and Practices, Compensation, Coworkers, Creqtivily, Independence, Moral y.a I t 51 e s , '

Recognition, Respernsibility, Security, Social Service, SocialStatus, Supervision-Human ,. *

Relations, Supervisiort-Technical, Variety, and Working Conditions. .
.

. . .

Twe-forms-Df-thef/H-Q-are available. The Paired Form presents pairs. 'of vocationaLnea°:.
'statements; the individual indicates the more irnportant need in each pair. The Ranked Form ,
presents'.vocational needistatements in groups of five, and the individual ranks the five needs in
each group according to their importance. The vocational -ne d profiles obtained from the Pgired..t.
and Ranked Forms are.highly siMiJetr. . / .

--`''` . ,
. The Mtb can be 'itiministered to groups or to individuals. Most people complete the

Paired Form in 30 to 40 minutes. The Ranked Form usually requires 15 to 25 minutes to .

complete. Instructions for the Self-administration b'f the MIQ are given in the bookipt. Tile .
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MIQ booklet and answer sheet ar-'6 designed for individuals vyho can read.43t tile fifth-grade level
or higher. Spanish and Frehch language'eciitions of the MIQ are available. -
St;ge of Development: Technical information on the development of the MIQ, reliability'
and validity information, normative data, and interpretations of sample profiles are provid4
in a manual.

R

a

Application. A related doCument, the Counseling Use of the Minnesota Importa'nce Ouestiqn-
naire, is a manual describing the. use of the MIQ as a counseling tool. Jt contains information
essential for the counseling interpretation of MIQ profiles and exan)ples of its actuarial and
clinical applications.

Access. 'Voc,4tional Psychology Research, Department of Psychology, N620 Elliott Hall
University of Minnesota, 75 E. River Road, Minneapolis, MN 55455

a

47.. Title of Test: MINNESOTA VOCATIONAL INTEREST INVENTORY -

Description. This interest inventory is designed to measure interests in nonprofessional occu-
pations for men and boys over 15 years of age who are not planning.to,attend college.

Format. The inventory consists of .158 triads of statements describing work activities. The test
taker indicates the one activity most liked and the orte activity least \liked. Scores are obtained
for 21 occupational scales and nine area scales. The area Scales are: (1) mechanical, (2)Thealth
service, (3) office work,441 electronics, (5) food service, (6) carpentry, (7) sales-office, (8) clean

0

hands, and (.9) outdoors. The inventory is untimed and takes approximately 4b minutes to
administer. A trained counselorihould.administer it.

Stage of DevelopAnt. Originally it was develdped to appraise the interests of.Navy enlisted
men and to assist in their placement. It is not designed for women. The manual warns that
interestsonot imply ability and could cause misuse of results.

Application: The inventory is:primarily for use with students interested in skill trades
curricvla. ,

Access: The Psycholo9ical Corporation, Third.Avenue, New York, NY 10017
.? ": b

48.- Title "o1 Test: OHIO VOCATIONAL INTEREST SURVEY (OVIS)

Description. An interest survey designed to assist students with their educational and voca-
tional planning.

Format; The Interest Inventory, comprising 280 work activity items, Yields a profile of the
Student's interests along 24 scales representing all occupations in the 1965 edition of the
Dictionary of Occupational Titles. The Student Information Questionnaire gathers background
inforryation about the student's occupatignaplans, school subject preferences, curriculufn
plans, post-high schSol plans, and vocational course-interests. Alio included in the question-
naire is a local survey section which enables users to ask up to eight additional questions of local

0 InterestIt is appropriate fOr use in grades 8 to 13.

AI!
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Avail 5ble for gise.with OVISareithe Glide to Career Exploration and the Career Explora-
tion Leaflet' The guide contains dgtailed descriptions of the 24 job clusters represented by the
OVIS scales and a special information section for guidance counselors. The leaflet is a four-page
'worksheet designed for use with the guide to help students identify and record information
relevant tb their educational and vocational decision making. No hand-scoring keys for OVIS
are provided since hand-scoring would require scoring each document 246times. The Psycho-
logical Corporation's Scoring Service processes the answer documents.

Stage of Development; Percentile ranks and stanines corresponding to the_24 scale scores, by
graft and sex, are available.

Application: For use in counseling and career planning;

Access: The Psychological Corporation, 757 Third Avenue, New York, N1_10017

49. Title of Test: RATING LLES FOR VOCATIONAL VALUE, 4NTE-RESTS, AND
ARTITUDES (VIA) .'

.

Description: Thee rating scales attempt to integr,ate a studeces self-sessment of vocational
values, interests, and aptitudes for several ocepupaiiohal areas, to determine the extent of interest
in 20 areas applicable to career planning, to ascertain ths degree of aptitude a person believes
he or she possesses in each, and to discover the ambun of valpe a person places on each of these

'classifications. .

0 . r
Format: There are three rating scales; each is presented on a separate sheet with instructions

ii(printed on the scale itself. Each scale consists ,thethe same 60 activity iteas to which an
individual responds, using a seven alternative r sponse format These alternatives, corresponding
to the appropriatescaleare described on the front of each ratingscale sheet. Answers are
marked directly on a disposable sheet.

li,',..Stage of Development: florms are based on responses of high school.and college students.
Pmentiletonversion tables based on the responses of 645 individuals are presented separatel
for males and females, , . ,

. --......

'Application:. The scales provide the means for effecting an integration of vocational values,/
interests, and aptitudes to produce data which may be applied against the requirements of / ,

occupations as the individual progresses toward achieving that degree of compatibility bet een
oneself and the world of work which establishes bases for involvement in a-wise career pla

Access: Education and Industrial Testing Service, Box 7234, San Diego, CA 92107

50. Title of Test: SELF-pIRECTED SEARCH (SQS) -- 2Forms Regular Farm E.

DescriptiOn:.The SDS is a self-administered and self-scdred counieling aid based on H' (land's
theory of vocational choice. Separate sections determine a person's resemblance to eadh of
sixocwpational or ,personality,types: rellistio; investigative, artistic, social enterprising, and
conventiorial. Form E is appropriate for gduIrtkwith limited readinwskills.

f
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,; Format. The SDS consists of 228 items including items related to preferred activities, compe-
tencies, occupations, and self:estimates. The'scoreS of the SDS are in three letter codes related
to Holland's six personality types. An occupational finder is available tb look up grades. The
SDS is suitable for persons aged fifteen and older. The upper and lower limits have not been
well investigated. Thirteen= and fourteen-year-olds have taken the SDS successfully when it is
administered jr1 groups of three to five. People with high school education usual have little
difficulty. Most people complete the SDS in 40 to 69inutes.

Stage of Development: In terms of reliability, the corrected split-half reliability coefficients
for the summary scales range from to .93. In short, the 38-item summery scales formed by

,adding all R-items, all I- items, and _so on, have a high degree of internal consistency. In terms
of validity, a new scoring procedure for the SDS h4s the same predictive validity as the old;!the
shift to a simple additive scoring scheme has not affectethe predictive validity Or the codes

obtained from the SDS.

Appiption: The SDS can be of use to the rehabilitation counselor with a large caseload. Use

of t e irttrument could stimulate vocational choice exploration and possibly reduce the time

requ ed in face-to-face contact with the client. .
.

_Access. Consulting Psychologists Press I nc.5.77 College Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94306

4

51. Title of Test: THE.STRONG-CAMPBtLL INTEREST INVENTORY. (SCIII

Description. This interest inventory gives persons information about themselves and what will
help thei-n niake decisions about their life plans; it provides information to counselors and other
professiciJials iand helps in studying groups of persohs.

-

Format. This revision and extension of the.Strong Vocational Interest Blank merges the men's

and women's forms. The Inventory is in seven parts: Occupations, School Subjects, Activities,

_ Amusements, Types of People; Preference Betwedn Two Activities, and Your Characteristics.
It yields scores on six General Occupsationaj Themes, 23 Basic Interest Scales, and 162 Occufia-

tional ales.

Tat average time for completion of 'the inventory is 30 minutes; the reading level is about

... sixth grade. The SCIJ has been found to be most beneficialeor persons oyer seventeen years of

age. Scoring is too complex to be completed by hand; a scoring servicemust be used. Profiles
that relate the:General Occupational Themes to the Basit Interest and, upational Scales are

the usual output. Fit-wever, some scoring servicerovide interpretiVe Iles printed individually

by computer.

Stags of Development: two -week and 30-day test retest corrtions are presented for each set
of scales. Median correlations, even for thd shorter General Ocsupational Themes and Basic
Interest Scales, are above .86 for the 30-day interval and above .90for the two-Week interval.
The General OccupatiOnal Themes and Basic Interest Scales have content validity dueto the
item' selection'procedure. Each type of e presen . . , FS011$ in

specific occupations score-high on appropriate scales.a
___Appfication: The SCI I permits the counselor to discuss bread thbmes besides specific occupa-

tions that may be more appropriate for rehabilitation clients.

Access: Stanford University Press, Stanford, CA 94305
.
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52. Title of'Test: TEST 6F 'ADULT BASIC EDUCATION ('TABE)

Description:. TABE is an achievement battery (reading, mathematics, and language) intended
for adults at, ralie 2-to 9 reacting levels.

Format.; e test is intended to establish the level of instruction for adults should begin aid
to ident', Y instructional needs in the basic skills. Subtests are: Reading (Vocabulary, Compre-
hensio Mathem'atics (Computation, Concepts, Problems), and Language (Capitalization,
Punctuation, Expression, Spelling).

The three levels of TABE allow selection of appropriate tests for students who function at
different levels.of proficiency in the skill areas. The levels are E (easy), M (medium), and D
Idifficult). The working time fort-pch test sectiqn represents the time that elapses from the
beginning to the coppletibrr of- ^egts (Level D -1 76 minutes; Level E-94 Fminutes; anal
Level M-158 minutes). Adherence to exact time anits is important.

Two types of answer sheets are available: the complete bapery answer sheet with all test
. -%eciions orCp simple form, and the SCOREZ answer sheet with sepal to forms for the reading,

mathimatics, and language skills areas.

Stage of Development: Norms are based on 1963 standardization of the 1957 California
_Actiievernent No adult norms are available and minors -ties are not mentioned in standardi----

zation.

Application: The.results from the battery.barkbet used to place students in appropriate learning

,-° groups, and to select educational mAtertpls-for students to use in overcoming deficiencies
e- ° revealed by analysis of their tee perfotfiame.-

$
.Access: CTE34McGraw Hill; Del Monte Research Park, Ni9nterey,,CA 93940 (main Office)

40

83. TitleOrTest: VOCAION.AL INTEREST, EXPERIENCE, AND SKILL ASSESSMENTS (VIESA)

Description: This inventory (VI ESA) covers three areas: intetests, experiences, aid skills.
"Data, Ideas,,,People and Thing's" dimensions are used to integrate information about "Self and
the World of Work."

Forniza: The inventory fobuses on students in grades 8 to 12.lt is easily taken and self-scored
in 45 miwt,es. VIESA enables students to relate themselves, through a World of Work map, to
six job clusters and 25 job families spanning the entire world Of work. The jobllusters are
compatible with the typoldgy in Holland's theory,of careers. Job family c s cover 650 ;-
Occupations employing more than 95 percent of the U.S. lat5or force.

VI ESA consists of a Career Log and GU.idebook for,students and a 48-page user'shandbook
for teachers. The log and guidebook Contain aids to students for taking and scoring the inven-

ts suggestions for school-use of-V-IE-SA,transparcncy mastcrS,
'discus'sion guides and other aids to facilitate group introduction, discussion of results, and
follow through. VIESA also is compatible with the ACT Career Planning Program which also1
contains an ability test battery.

,Stageof Development: VIESA has been nationally normed. Reliability and validity data are
summarized in the user's handbook. .
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Application: The program is intended for use by counselors, teachers, or supervised parapro-
fessionals and is intended to help students expand self- awareness, develop career awareness,
and identify personally relevant career options.

Access: Test Department, Riverside Publishing Co., 8420 Bryn Mawr Avenue, Chicago, IL
60631

54.. Title of Test: VOCATIONAL PLANNING INVENTORY

-Description: This is a comprehensive testing prograp- ldividual predictipns of
success in the major vocational curriculu-m-area --Teasuring-an-Individuars,
general abiity, specific aptitudes, achievemP .. also transforms the resulting test
score data into estimates of theAaverage would most probably recei4 in courses
in specific vocational curricultim arc. & ucational alid. academic subjects as a'whole.

.0 \AO \- ',, °Format. The battery consists o. ..ithmetic Index, the SRA Pictorial Reasoning
Index, the SRA Verbal Form, the ,iof Interpersonal Values, and various.subtests of the ,
Flanagan Aptitude Classification TLztand Flanagan Industrial Tests. It is appropriate for...grades

4; 8 to 13. The time for administration varies between two hours and 25 minutes andAwo hours
and 50 minutes. -

,

S

. Stage of Developmen Np information was available on intercOrrelations.

Application?" The programs are not to tell what area aLparson should enter. They are intended
only to tell something about how good one'sgrades",are likely to be in each of several
curriculum areas. e

111P a

Access: Science Research Associates, Inc., 155 North Wackertrave, ChiCago, IL 60606

55. Title of Test: WIDE RANGE ACHIEVEMENT TEST IWRATI°

Description: The Wide Range Achievpment Test (WRAT) is a tool for the study of progress in,
coding aspects of basic school subjects. It studies the sensory-motor skills involved in learning.
It does not duplicate other tests of comprehensionjudgment, reasoning, and generalization.

Format: The test has three subtests: (1) reading (recodnizing and naming letters, pronouncing
words), (2) spelling (copying marks resembling letters, writing names, printing or writing words
to dictation), and (3) arithmetic (counting, reading number symbols, oral and written computa-
tion). ach subtest is divided into two levels: Level )'{ages 5-1e1), and Level II (ages 12-adult).
Different sections of the WRAT haVe'varying adninisterrng tristruction'S. Some sections must be
given on a one-to-one basis (Le., reading aloud). Other sections can be adninistered to small groups
of up to five individuals (i.e., prespelling section). Some.sections can be adrrinistered to large
groups (i.e., arithmetic computation). Due to.the nature of the different material tested on 'the

----WRAT, some sections ate t-iined-iyrra-terrsecurrd-basis. Oxhers are timed in terms of minutes.
,Altogether the WRAT takes 20 to 30 minutes to complete.

Staye 9f Development: No attempt made to obtain a representative, natibnal sampling for
norining; seven states were used. Ethnic sampling was not discussed.

.
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Applications: The following applidations have been suggested for the WRAT: The diagnosis of
reading, spelling, and Acithmetic disabilities in persons of all ages, the establishment of degrees
of literacy and arithmetic proficiency of mentally retarded persons, the checking of school
achievement of adults referred for vocational rehabilitation and job placement, and the selection
of students,for specialized technical and professional schools:

Access: Jastak Associates, Inc., 1526 Gilpin Ave., Wilmington, DE 19806 4

56. rifle Of 'Test: WIDE RANGE INTEREST-OPINION.7EST (WRIOT)

46

Description: The approach here is to attempt to develop an inventory of work interests and
attitudes by portraying a variety, of human activities 41 pictures.

Format: The Wide Range Interest Opinion Test was designed to cover as many areas and levels
of human activity as possible. The activities portrayed in pictures ard;repregentative of those
listed in the Dictionary of Occupational Titles. They include a wide gamut of work faom
unskilled labor through technical occupations to professional and managerial positio,ns. They
are not limited in scope and, therefore, do not intentionally discriminate against any occupational
category or level. Specifically, the instrument consists of 4504)ictures arranged in 150 combina-
tigns of three. Males and females are given the same 450 pictures, but the results are analyzed
differently. The pictures are spiral bound in aminable booklet, or on a 35mm finstrip. The
answer sheet can be hand-scored or machine-scored. a

The report form consists of a bar graph, space for raw and T-scores, and work'and attitude
descriptions on the front page. An explanation of the terms for the subjedt's use is printed og
the back of the form. I n addition, the remaining WRIOT components consist of a set1of overlay
stencils for hand scoring and a'set of.job title listings relating to each intgrest area measured:
There are 24 stencils for male and 24 for females and 18 separate job title lists identical to
those in the manual:

Stage of Development: The manual provides only limited data on test reliability and validity.

Application: The specific choices may be used in vocational counseling and career planning.
A copy may be given to the client for independent planning, future reference, and consultation
with counselors.

Access: Jastak Associates; Inc., 1t4 Gilpin Ave.; Wilmington, DE 19806

.

57. Title of Test: WONDERLIC PERSONNEL TEST
'- 4/ a 4, ;

Description: This test is essentially a loot for 'examining mental ability levels and is intended
"'to be used as a selection instrument in hiring and Olaciv applicants and also as an indicator of

futuce possibilities.

.
Format: The test requires,only-12 minutes. It is,practically self-administered. For this, reason
it is easily adaptable to business situations. AR the directions are given on the first page and
sample questions indicate to the applicant the type of qudstions he or she will find. The fifty
items on each form'constitute the examination and are answered by the subject without inter-
ruption.Sest items include Analogies, Analysis of Geometric Figures, Arithmetic ProbleTs,

,
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DisarrOged Sentences, Sentence Parallelism *th Prow rbs, Similarities, Logic, Definitions,
Judgment, Direction-Following using Cre)-j I Ite , patial Relqtiops It ms, etc'. There are
four'teen comparable and similar forms in current use.

*age of Development: The test and each of the fourtgen forrps have been standardized in
business situations on adults ranging in age from 16 to 65. A full range of rk backgroundsQ
and situations have been included in the many normative populations use Comparative norms
for large groups of adults applying for jobs are given in the test manual.

.

Application: The test was designdd for adults in business and industrial situations.

-- Access:- -E.-F. Woriderlir Ri Acsoriatesanc13.0. Box 7, Northfield,) L 60093
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SECTION D

EXPLORING THE RESOURCES IN .

A COMPARISON OF COMMERCIAL
VOCATIONAL EVALUATION SYSTEMS

(Botterbusch)

. Two excellent resources on work sample assessment exist: Backer's Volume II (1979b) and
this study by Karl Botterbusch (1980). Anyone responsible for selecting work sainple devices should
be familiar with both. Botterbusch reviewed fourteen such devicei; Backer reviewed thirteen.
Botterbusch's analysis is referred to here since it is somewhat more comprehensive. ,

The numbers in the following descriptive charts refer to the numbers listed in the outline bel w
that was used in Botterbusch's analysis. As you are reading the information on the charts, you-ma

.need to refer back to this outline.

d"-

1. bevelopmeiit
a. Sponsor
b. Target Group
c. Basis of System

2. Organiation
a. Number of Work Samples
.b. Grouping of Work Samples
c. Manual

'3. Physical Aspects
-a. PSCkaging of Work Samples

fir b. durability
c. Expiendable6upplies
d. Repment

4. WOrk'Evaluation Prodess
a. Preliminary Screening
b. Sequence of Administration
c. Client Involvement
d..Evaluaiion Setting
e. Time CRrnplete Entire System.

4.

,0

y

5. Administration-
. a. Procedures.

b. Method of Lnstruction diving
c. Separation of Learning/Performance
d. Providing Assistance to Client
e. Repeating Work Samples

.9791
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' 6. Scoring and Norms
a. :Timing ..r
b. Timing Interval
c. Time Norms
d. Error Scoring
e. Scoring Aids
f. Quality Norms
g. Emphasis in Scoring

7. Observation of Clients
a. Work Performance
b. Work Behaviors
c. Recording System,, ' .

d. Frequency of Observation

8. Reporting
a. Forms
b. Final Report,Format

,

r 9. Utility
a. Vocational EXploration
b. Vocational Recornrpendations
c. Counselor Utilizatiblin

10. Training in the System
`a. Training ReqUired
4). Training Available
c. Duption
d. Follow-up'

.

11. f:chnical Considerations
a. Norm Base
b., Reliability
c: Validity

12. Reviewer's Summary and Comments

. 13. Addres§

.

14. Cost (as of mid-1980)*

:.
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58. COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT AND TRAINING SYSTEM (COATS)

la. Prep, Inc:
b.., CD anpower,, seAndary education, and rehabilitation
c. research' studies of need areas

2a. 4 componentsjob matching, employability attitudes, work samples, and living skills
b. 26 work samples; each is:independent

"c. separate manual for each component, contains all details
...r

3a. eachseparately packagfcli a portable container
' b. durable

c. wood, sheet metal, wire, etc.
d. supplies locally

4a. not required
b. components and work samples may be given in any order .

c. ektensive client involve ent
,d. classroom atmosphere
e. 52 to 93 hours

5a. specified in detail
b. aOdiovisual

rc: very little
d. little assistance after timing begins
e. not sdecified

6a. evaluator times client or client time self ...11
b.4not specified

computergenerated scores, hand scoNil 'option for work samples
d: 'compared to standards
e.. not used
f. skill rating
g.- quality

71; no factors r corded
b.' some factor 'defined

none used; umber of behaviors recorded '
d. not spetifi

8a. standardiz forms for all phases
b. computer .ased printout, four page optional hand scored evaluation report.

9a. -ektensive ccupational inforiation given to client
b. specific,joi s and groups of jobs 'S
c, designed f r self:interpretation

'10v no
'b. yes
c. 3-5 days
tf. yes



11a.
b.
c.

12.

student noi4ms on work samples
data in manuals
data in manuals

..
..

Reyiewel4 Summary and Comments The COATS is the most comprehensive evaluation
system presently available for use in educational and, rehabilitation settings. The system
is logically consistent, well designed, and based on a Wide range of research studies: Two
unique aspects are: (1) the emphasis upon the client using the results of the assessment
to plan and, hopefully, change his own behavior and (2) the fact that each component
can be used independently. 'This means that a facility could use, for example, the Work__

eSamplei and Job Matching Systems in an evaluation unit, the Employability Attitudes
System in awork adjustment program, and the Living Skills System in a literacy training
program, The COATS was designed basically for school populations and this results in 1

several potential pl'oblems for rehabilitation facilities: (1) the cli nt must be able to read
at about the eighth grade level to use the written materials effect ely, (2) the use-of
audiovisual format and separate answer sheets may pre-sent some problems for Persons
with hearing, visual and/or learning handicaps, and (3) accept for the hand scored work
sample option, the turnaround time of one week is a'problem for facilities that typically
have a two to three week period of evaluation. From a technical point of view, the
weakest component is the Work Samples, which cro not preseritly contain adequate
norms.

I.

1

13. Address: Prep, Inc., 1575 Parkway Ave:, Trenton, NJ 08628

14. , Cost: The cost of each component is as follows:
1. Job Matching System (15 cartridges, manuals, and"

forms for 20 persons) .
2. Employability AttitUdes (6 cartridges, manuals)

e.

$2,080.00
1,285.00

3. Living Skills (6 cartridges, manuals, and formsor 20 perpns) " " 1,275.00
4. Work Samples 7e-fat-ice of work samples, range from $435.00.to $1,458.00; the

average price is`$897.00. Each work samplecOmes with tools, cartridges, guides,
anil consumables for 20 persons. Average scoring cost per work sample is $5.00
per person.

, 59. HESTER- EVALUATION SYSTEM

la.
b.
c.

Goodwi Industries of Chicago
all intelligence levels, physically disabled
DOT .

'2a. 28 test scores
b. grouped into 7 factors
c. contains most system details

3a.
b.
c.

d.

some individually packaged
estimate fairly durable
staples and paper
supplies locally, parts from 'distributor

4



4a. not required
.b. no specified order
c. little during testing
d. formal testing setting
e. 5 hou'rs

5a. omits many details
b. oral and demonstration
c. not applicable
d. no assistance after timing begins
e, if necessary, after two weeks

6a. evaluator times client
b. varies with type of test
c. no separate time norms given
d. no separate error scores given
e. not used
f. not used
g. time to completion of numbe'"of rpsiroptses

Co/

;

7a, b, c, d. Because the Hester uses psychologicaland psychophysical tests, no behavior,
observations are made

8a: standardized forms for allchases
b. computer generated report lists specific jobs andotherdeta

9a. ittle use to client
b. completely related to DOT
c. designed for counselor's use

410a. yes ,
b. ' yes
c. 2 days , '
d. not specified

. '

11a. little information available
.b. test-retest reliebilities high
c. manual contains very little data

< ,

12. Reviewer's Summary and aominents The Hester uses the trait-and-factor approach
that has been used as a test development model for over 40 years. This approach has
proven successful for many psychological teas. The Hester attempts to present a

) picture of the client's abilities and to.match these abilities with the structure of the
DOT. The logical structure has.a definite appeal to persons who stress ability testing
as part of the vocational _evaluation process. It mat be emphasized that the lack.of
detailed information on the development and the validity of the system is a major
soUrdraf concern. While descriptions of the development process and the scoring e

procedures are cOticalfor all work sample systems, they are even more"critical in a
sy4tem that handles large mass of data in ways that are not really avaijable for the
user's inspection. The lack of details on the process, coupled with the almost total

105
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)14.

lack of technical data, force the.poteniral user to accept the results on faith. The Hester
realiies the need for occupational information? interest determination, accurate
--.3ehavioral observations, and evaluator interaction with the client. The Hester could be
est,describadaseiyery.logical"series of tests designed to relate client abilities to the -

, DataPeopleThings hierarchies of the DOT. The syStem is probably Lest used for
initial screening at the beginning of the vocational evaluation process.

Address: Evaluation Systems?Inc., 640 N. LaSalle Si., Spite 698, Chicago, IL 60610

Cost: The.total cost per installed system is $7200.00.-This includes all testing equip-
, ment, paper-and-pencil tests, data sheets and forms for 100 clients, and.training.

60. JEWISH EMPLO.YMEIVF AND VOCATIONAL SERVIC5 (JEVS) WORK SAMPLE SYSTEM

.
la. U.S. Department of Labor

b. initially for disadyeritaged
c. DOT

A .2a. 28 °I -

b. 10 Worker Trait Gi-oups
c. contains all syste'Th details

3a. each work sample packaged separately
,..._ b. very durable s. . ..

c. paper, fabric, string
cl.. most purchased locally.' ... .:

.

. .

4a. non re q u i red ' .. -

b. progressive from easiest to hardest
c. some,.
d, realistic worksetting stressed
e. 6-7.-days

A i
65a. speCified in detail .

b. oral and demonstration `e
.

. , c. minimal 'IV , i
it

.0

d. assistance lowers score
e. pot recommended

. E.-.
.

6a. cli ntuses time clock --
b. fro end of instructions tO cotnpletion of task
c. rate n 3 point scale
d. random check, compared to standards -
e. : minimal use ,

. -.

f.. most rated on A 3 point scale .

g. time and quality given equal weight
,,

7a; 16 specific.; 4general factors specified(
,

b. clearly defined'
c. 3 point-aiing scale.
d. - extensive observation

0
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t3a. standardized,forms for all phases
b. . standardized format recommends Worker Trait Groups.

9a. limited use
b. highly related to the DOT
c. orientated toward counselor

10a. yes
ID. yes

- c. 1 Week
d. yes

11a. 1 100 clients
b. no data available
c. no recent data are available

12. Revietver's Summary and Comments The JEVS System is a highly standardized and
well integrated procedur,e for client evaluation based on ten of the DOT Worker Trait
Groups. The strongest points of the system, are its stress upon careful obseniation and
accurate recording of work behaviors and performance factors. The use of a trait-and-
factor approach ties in well with the assessment of specific abilities. The major problems..
with the system'ippear to be the abstract nature of many of the work samples, which
hinders vocational exploration, limited evaluation feedback to the client, prid the lack
of job information presented to the client. The system is best used when githorough
evaluation of the client's potential is desired.

13 Address: Vocational Research Institute, Jewish Employment and Vocational Service, ,
1700 Sansom Street, 9th Floor, Philadelphia, PA 19103 -

_ .

14.- Cost: $7,975.00 includes all work samples and forms', shipping, tuition for training
one person in Philadelphia and one on-site visit by JEVS staff. The cost of transportation
and living expenses, for the persott to be trained and for the-JEVS staff for the, one on-
site visit are not included in the price. .

61 McCAR RON DIAL WORK EVALUATION SYSTEM (114DWE.9)

1i McCarron & Dial
b. mentally retarded, mentally ill, learning disabled

neuropsychological5 europsychological factors'
Ak

2a. 17
b. grouped into 5 factors
c. 4 manuals; very detailed

. 3a. .5 separate briefcase-like kits ,

b. not applicable
c. no consumable materials used
d. must be ordered from manufacturer

107
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4a. client interview
b. in order by factors
c. encouraged
d. formal testing and workshop
.e. 2 weeks recommended

5a. specified in detail
:b. or and demonstration

c. not applicable
d. little assistance provided

if necessary

6a. evaluator times client
b. specified time limits
c. some separate time norms
d. compared to standards.

not used
Sq. combined with time norfns for overall score

g. quality

7a. factors identified
. 1:i:- clearly defined

c., . 2 separate instraments used
d. 2 hours for 5 days

,8a.' standardized forms for all areas -
b. profile of results and recommendations

9a. little use to client'

1.
1 of 5 programareas is recommended
disability.determination

10a. yes ,
b. -yes
c: 3 days.
d. not required

11a. several groups of disables clients
. b. high .80's; low .90's

c, considerable data in mantYal;; separate studies in literature

12. Reviewer's Slimmer"), and Comments The McCarron-Dial was designed for the purpose
of assessing the mentally disable/I pergon's ability to function.. It uses a,combination of
widely accepted individually administered psychological tests, assessments of fine, and
gross motor ability, and an dxtended period of observation. Rather than discard those
tests which have proven useful, or to rely solely on performance and behavior observe-

, tion, the McCarron-Dial.attempts to combine them ints a single prediction tool. It is
encouragirig to note that Some derailed, well-designed studies have been 'conducted with
the MDWES. In a vocational evaluatPtfn setting; diesystem may achieve its best use as
a preliminary assessment device for assessing general levels of functioning prior to a
systematic exploration of interests and specific skills. 0

,
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13. Address:. Mc Carrcin-Dial Systems, P.O. Box 45628, D ras, TX 75245

14. Cost: The five separate kits are priced asfollows:'

Auxiliary Component $168.00 SSSQ $125.00
HVDT 296.00 HMMT 490?00
MAND 4 336.00 .

Manuals are included in the kitsi howiver, manuals may also be purchased separately.

62. MICRO-TOWER

la. ICD Rehabilitation & Resegch Center'
b. general rehabilitation population
c. n DOT

ole

2a.
b. 5 groups of general aptitudes
c. . general manual, separate manual for each work sample contains all system details

. 3a. each work sample packaged separately
b. durable
c. wire only
d. all forms locally if desired

4a. not required
b. discretion of evaluator
c. extensiveclient involvement

combination of formal testing and counseling
e. 15-20 hours

5a. specified in detail'
.b. audio cassette, evaluator demonstrations
c. stressed, almost total
d. no assistance after timing begins
e. not specified

6a. cassette tape "''iti"-.
b. specified time for each work sample
c.. no time norms used
d. number completed; pieces correct
e. some use
f. rated on 5 point scale
g. emphasis on qualify

7a. no specific factors defined
b. 5 work behaviors listed
c. none
d. frequent observations expected

A

8a. standardized forms for'all phases
b. 3 separate forMs used to report different results

-4
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9a. some dirdct client use
b. related to DOT
c. designed for counselor use

.11

10a. no
b. yes
c. 2 or 3-days
d. not specified

'11a. 19 different norm groups
b. adequate d to in manuals; high reliabilities
c. construct c ncurrpnt validity resorted ,

0

12.. Reviewer's Summary and Comments - Micro-TOWER west be described as a group
aptitude battery that uses work sampling techniques es the assessment Method. The
system claims to measure seven of the nine aptitudes that are used in theWorker Trait
Groups arrangements of the DOT/GATB. The system has the advantage of being group
administered in a fairly short period,of time, thus making maximum use of evaluator
time. The system attempts to go bey6nd the mere assessment of aptitudes by providing
occupational information and group discussion. Adequate norms arepavailable, except

'for employed workers. The system generally takes a standasdized,,psychologicalltest
approach %kith emphasis on carefully controlled administration conditions, the separation
of learning from p9rformance, and the reporting of results in terms o percentiles.-One of
the most encouraging aspects of the Micro-TOWER is the apparent concern with continued
development'and refinement, as evidenced by the numerous technical articles. One major
problem with the system is the lack of thorough behavioral o rvational materials.
Another possible problem is the converse of the advantage of a g up administered test
the evaluator may not be able to provide the client with the one-to-one relationship
that is needed for some severely disabled persons.

.
13. ;Address: Micro-TOWER, ICD Rehabil6ation.and Research Center:340 East 24th St.,

New. York, NY 10010 .

'14. I Cast: The cost of the Micro-TOWER depends primarily upon the number of clients
'being tested in the group. Each client requires a complete set of .equipment. An addi-
tional set of equipment is needed for the evaluator. i

Prides are-available for group sizes from 4 to 30, for example:

'Number-of Pe'rsohs Tested Per Group Price
l :...._ 4 - $ 7,943.00wiz,

7 9,023.00
....2 ..- -

44 10
,

..... .. 10,103.00
20 1 13,703.00 ES

30 17,303.00

The above pricesinclude all equipment, forms to test 100 clients per work sample, one
set of evaluator's equipment for each work sample, a cassette playback and.a cue-stop
systeWtable easels, and photo bdoks.

110
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S 63. PRE-VOCATIGWAL READINESS BATTERY (VALPAR NO. 171

la. Valpar Corporation
b. mentally retarded
c.. not specified

2a. 11 assessment techniques usi-n different formats
b. 5 areas
c. generatmandal;, separate ntanual for each area defaiied

3a. each of the 5 areas packaged separately
b. very durable
c. no consumable material's
,d. forms Orderect frorh developer or locally reproduced

zita: not specified
b. any order
c. considerable
d. not specified
e. 51/2 hours

5a. specified in detail

( b, oral, oral and demonstration, or oral and demonstration with
c. minimal

.d. not specified
e.. strongly recommenaed:

6a. only one time score used pn,entire system
b. preset for till one task

used only for one task
d. except for one area, number of correct responses
e. rWt used
f. based on total points -

, number of correct responses

7a. *VO factors listed
b. some specific areas defined

3 point rating scale
5 'd. not specified

8a. standardized forms for recording and-scoring'
b. not used; depends upon facility

3

9a. 'some direct client use
1). largely dependent upon user
c. results of each specific task designed for counselor"usage

10a. no
b. yes
c. 1 day or more
d. as requested by user

1 1 1
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11 a. "research norms".
b., no data available
c.. no data available ,

12. Reviewer's Summary and Comments Valpar No.1Z is apparently intended to be 41
assessment of the variablet that must be considered when assessing a mentally retarded
person'syinterests, vocational skills, and social maturity. The system is designed to be
used by a person MIR is not trained in psYchology:medicine,-or occupational therapy.
The system -is well designed,attractive, and novel in many ways. -Chi use of 6udiovisuar
and gaming materialswill make it attractive to clients as welLas evaluators. 'Data &lied-
tion forms are unusually well designed. The major problems are in the technical areas.
The manuals contain rio.background as to why certain components were sereCted, no
relation-ship to precious work doriein this field:No data are given on reliability and
validity; there is not even a statement on these two factors. be norms data are imlood--.

. sible to interiprgt without additional information. In summary, this is a very attractive
assessment device,but much more needs to be known-about it.

13. ' Address: Valpar Corpora tion, 3801 E. 34th St., Suite 105, Tuc on, AZ 85713

14. Cost: 63,200

64. SINGER VOCATIONAL EVALUATION SYSTEM (SVES)

la. Singer Educational Division
b. spetial needs population
c. groupstoI related jobs

-4° 2a. 25.

b. each is independent
e single evaluators manual; very detailed

O. each self-contained in a carrel
, b. expect some;proble,ms

c. wood, wire, chemicals
d. supplies locally or through Singer .

44a. not. required
b. discretion.otevaluator

) r
c. extensive client involvement
d. classroom atmosphere
e. 21/2 hours per work sample

5a. specified in detail
b. audiovisual
c. little

, . d., checkpbints built in
e. at request of client

4
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. 6a. evaluator times client
b. varies with each work sample
c. based on number of minutes to completion,

compared to criteria
e, some use
f. 5 point scale or subtracted from time sc9re
g. timand errors given equ.al weight

7a.. 20 factors defined
b. none listed
c. none used for behaviors records actual observations
s:J" not specified .

8a. standardized forms for all phases
b. no formargiven; includes description of contents ,

e

A'

9a. extensive information given to client
b. dependent upon user
c. dependent' upon, user

10a. no
b. yes
c. 2 day, 1 or 2 week

11a. clients, employed workers, MTM
b. test-retest .61 and .71-
c. mostly content

-s.

12. Reviewer's Summary and C omments iia_aii-eview of the Singer system published in an
earlier version of,this publication, the system was criticized for its inadequate manual..
The most recent Singer manual corrects for the earlier lack of thoroughness and goes on
to provide almost all the data that the evaluator would need. The process of developing
MTMand employed Worker norms is one of the strong points of the VES. Also encourag-
ing is the publication Of some basic studies onthe 'system. Presently, the system provides

a Measure of interest measurement -and skill assessment for jobs mostly in the skilled
-trades and technical areas. The occupational information remains the strong point of
the system. Thedczajor problems pare the lack of work atmosphere, the use of expendable
supplies, and the possit?Ie need for a superstructure to integrate the units into a functional
whole.

, ,/
13. Address: Singer Educational Dition, Career Systems, 80 Commerce Drive, Rochester,

NY 14623 ---

14. Cost: As of January 1980, cost per work station ranges from $1,150.00 to $1,290.00
with _themmiffefost bi,ing,$1,544.00. The price includes shipping and enough supplies
to evaluatea roirnakfyc30 people. Singer useially witinot:sell less than ten work
stations initially.

4
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65, TALENT ASSESSMENT PROGRAM (TAP)

la. talent Assessment Programs
b. age 14 up; mental levels above trainable mentally retarded

occupational clusters

'2a. 10
.b. each is independent
c. some'details hot provided L

, I

b, 3a. all individually packed
b, extremely durable
c. no consumable materials

locally or from distributor

4a. not specified
b. 8 ofthe work samples can be given in any order
c. not specified
d. not specified
e. 2'/2 hours

5a. not.specified in detail
b. oral and demonstration
c. some
d. none
e. encouraged for. upgrading

6a. evaluator times client
.b. from end of instructions to comple.tiOn of to
c. actual time recorded
d. client corrects mistakes n some tests
e. not used
f. combined with time n rms for overall score

time

4

7a. no factors defined r
b. no factors defined
c. 'no rating method used
d. not specified

8a. two standardized forms
b. profile of results and narrative report

9a. very limited use
b. related to 4ific jobs
c. orientated toward counselor

10a. - yes
b. yes

...c. 11/2 days

d. as needed

114. 11.0
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.1 la,. 7 different.norm groups
. b...* .85 Coefficient of stability

c. no data available

12. Reviewer's Summary and Commerits As opposed to other work evaluation systerni
whichattempt to present a complete picture of the client, the TAP can be character-.
ized as a battery of percepa and dexterity tests designed to measure gross and fine
finger and manual dexterity; visual and tactile discrimination; and retention of details.
This, it is limited to the assessment of these fairly specific fadtors..The developer doe§
npt claim that this system will assess all vocationally significant capacities and behaviors;
in fact, the manual states that other assessment deOices should be used in addition to
the TAP to obtaida complete evaluation of the client.

. .

. 13. Address: Talent Assessment, Inc., P.O. Box 5087, Jacksonville, FL 32267

14: Cost: The $3,100 (and up) price includes delivery and on-site staff training.

q6. TESTING, ORLENTA710111' AND WORK EVALURTION IN REHABILITATION WER)

la. Vocaticinal Rehabilitatico Administration
'b. physically and emotionally disabled
c. job analysis

2a. 93
b. 14 training areas
c. single manual; some details not provided

3a-d. Becaase ICO does not sell hardware, each facility must construct its own. This section
is not relevant for TOWE R.

4a. emphasized for planning
b. progrestive within areas.

. c. not specified,
d. realistic work setting stressed
e. 3 weeks

5a. some specified in detail, except layout
b. written: and demonstration
c. not,specifiecI
d. not sRecified
e: encouraged for upgrading

6a: evaluator times client '

b. froni end of instructions to compittioy of task,
c: rated-on 5 point scale
d. compared to.stand5rds
e. extensive use
f.; rated on 5 point scale
g. time and quality given equal weight

to.

;



7a. only one factor defined .

b. few listed infinal report
c. ioint rating scale
d.' not specified; frequent obseivations assumed,

8a. standardized fOrm for all phases
b, narrative report using standardized outline and ratings

'
C

,
0(

9a. ex1 pqsure to a variety of work areas'

.

b. limited f'o jobs'related to work areas
c. orientated toward counselor

10a. yes
b. yes
c. 3 weeks
d. no

11a. clients
b, no data available
c. equivocal results

t

12. Reyiewer Summary and Comments The,TOWER System is thepIdest complete
. work evaluatiomsystem and over the yearsll'as served as a model for te dafelopment

of many work samples. The TOWER uses a realistic job setting to thormighly evalwate
clients for a rather narrow group of jobs. The facts that the TOWER was based on job
analysis and that the system has been used for many years to place and train handicapped
people are indications thafthe system is very useful in evaluating clients for a small
group of jobs. The lack of precise definitions for work performance factors and client
behaviors and the lack of adequate norms are the major weaknesses of the system. The
high use of written instructions and the high level of the areas evaluated restricts its use
with low literate and mentally retarded clients.

13. Address: ICD Rehabilitation and Research Center, 340 East 24th St., New .York NY 10010

14. Cost: $300.00 for three copies of all work samples and forms; training tuition is $10.00,
which includes manual. Note: No hardware is sold by ICE; each facility constructs the
work samples. 10D estimates cost to set up unit at about $5,000.00.

o

67. VALPAR COMPONENT WORK SAMPLE SYSTEM

1a. Valpar Corporation
b: general population, industrially injured worker .

c. trait and factor ,/
2a. 16 .. (---..--7
. b. each is independent

c. separate manual for each work sample; most material detailed

3a. all individually packaged
bf. very durable
c. few consumable supplies used
d. 'order from developer,

116.
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1.

4a. 'riot quired
b. discr tion of evaluator
c. mini al
d. not ecified

'e. esti ate about 1 hour per work sample

5a. spec fled in detail
b. oral and demonstration: some reading
C. non
d. not pecified
e. enc uraged

6a. eval ator times client
* b. fro end of instruction to completion of task

c. actual time recorded
d. som scored separately; others combined with time scores
e., som use
f.
g. ,wej lied combination of time and errors

separate norms

7a. no fljctors defined -
b. 17 f ctors defined
c. 5 p inratind scale
d. -not jaecified

8a. sep rate forni for each work 'sample
b. non used; independent worlssamples,

9a. limited use, .

b. dependsUpon use in facility
c. cannot be specified

1.0a. no
b. yes
c. as need
d. - as needed

11a. . 6 different norm group's: MTM norms
_ b. data available; cpnnot be assessed

c. no data availabl

mg,

.90

12., fieviewer's Summary and Comments The Valpar Component Work Sample System
currently consists of sixteen individual work samples which are physically well designed
and constructed. They are appealing to clients and lend temselves to easy administra-
tion and scoring. Individdal work samples can be easily ikorporated into an existing
evaluation program. Because these individual work sahiples can be purchased as needed
by facilities, there are no unified final repoil forms, and other aspects of an integrated
systehri-re lacking. The major problem with the Valpar is in the area of relationship to
jobs. According to the manuals, each 'component is keyed to a number of specific occu-
pations as well as worker trait groups. However, the manuals offer no convincing evidence
that, for example, one work sample'could be :TWO to ten Worker Trait Groups.

1111.E
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13. Address: Valpar Corporation, 3801 East 34th.St.,.Tucson, AZ 8571,3

1

14. Cost: Individual work samples range from $495.00 t9 $990.00. Any number of work.
samples can b.e purchased.

68.. VOCATIONAL INFORMATION AND EVALUATION WORK SAMPLES (VIEWS)

la. Philadelphia JEVS
b. mentally retarded
c. DOT

2a7 '16
b. 4 areas ofqprk.
c. very detailed-

3a. most individually in portable plastic cabinets
b; very durable
c. paper, string, fiberboard
d. Cupplies ioCally; parts from developer

7J

4a: not required
b. progressive from least to most complex
d. extensive client involvement
d. realistic work setting stressed
e. .20 to 35 hour's .

5a: specified in detail
b. oral & modeling, flexibility to use a variety of techniques stressed
c. almost total; well established criteria
d. little assistance after timing begins
e. repeated if considered necessary

6a. evaluator times client
b. after task is learned to completion'
c. rated on 3 point scale; also MODAPTS
d! . compared to standards'
e. some use
f. rated on 3 point scale
g. 'time and errors giyen equal weight

7a. 10 factors defined .

b. clearly defined - >*,

c. specific behaviors reported
d. extensive

.
%,

8a. standardized forms for all phases
b. standard format containing behavior data and recommended Worker Trait Groups

9a. little use to client
b. -related to DOT
c. oriented towardcOunselor

PS
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10a. yes
b. yes
c. 1 week
d. yes

11a. 452 mentally reta>ded MODAPTS
b. no data available '-
c. no data available

e

12,, Reviewer's Summary and Comments The VIEWS attempts to evaluate the-vocational
potential of mentally retarded adults for jabs in six Worker Trait Groups. The system
relates to job areas that are very common in the national economy and more important
to job areas wheie many retarded persons have found successful employment. The most
unique feature of the system is the attempt to separate learning 'from performance. The
developers believe that the client should be thoroughly taught the task prior to perform-
ing it under timed conditions. The VIEWS also uses standardized behavior observations
which are combined with time and quality scores to produce a well organized 'final
report. The major problem with using the VI EWS by itself is the lack of occupational
information.

13. Address: Vocational Research Institute, Jewish Employment and Vocational Service,
1700 Sansom St., 9th Floor, Philadpiphia, PA 19103

14. Cost: $.7,675.00 includes: work samples, manuals, forms, shipping, tuition for training
one person in Philadelphia and one on-site visit by JEVS staff. Living expenses and
transportation are not included in the price.

69. 'VOCATIONAL INTEREST TEMPERAMENT AND APTITUDE SYSTEM (VITAS)

1a. Manpower Administration
b. employment service applicants

DOT

2a. 21

b. 15 Worker Trait Groups
c. detailed

3a. each pa ckaged separately
b. very durable
c. paper, string, sheet meta l
d. supplies locally; parts horn developer

4a. not specified
b: piagressive from easittt to most difficult
c. considerable client involvement
d. realistic work setting stressed
e. 15hours



-, 5a. stiecifie"' detail
b oral & d onstration
C. separation
ci:";

e
7um assistance'

e, ript recommended'

6a. ,

b.

c.

d.
e.

f.

.
evaluator times client .

after instructions until task completed
rated on 3 point scale
compared to standards
no use `I., V
rated o'n3 point scale
time and errors given equal weight

, 7a., 9 factors defined
b. several general factors 'defined
c. specific behaviors reported
d. almost constant observation stressed

8a. ,standardized forms Used for all phases
b., standardized format; stresses Worker Trait Groups

9a. little use to client
b. related to DOT & supportive services
c, aimed at counselor

1Oa. yes
b. yes
c. 1 week

yes

11a. 600 CETA clients
b. nodata available
c. no data available

t

(

12. Reviewer's Summary and Comments1 The VITAS System is the third work sample
system developed by Philadelphia JEVS. Like the JEySoand VIEWS systems, it stresses
the importance of careful and accurate behavior observations. The systerh also uses the
work sample to WTG approach that has served JEYS and VIEWS so weM in the past.
it must also be pointed out that many of the VITAS work samples are refinements and
modifications of the original JEVS system. While thy system could provide accurate
assessment of CETA populations in a relatively short period oftime, it has two problems:
(1) a lack of client occupational information, and (2) the failure to make any ri31
distinction between learning and performance. The emphasis upon close client contact,
careful observations, and the practical reporting format are the three major advantages
of the system.

No'
13. Addres.S.: Vocational ReseIrch Institute, Jewish Employment and Vocational Service,

1700 Sansom St., 9th Floor, Philadelphia, PA 19103

14. ast: $8,190.00 includes work samples, manuals, forms, shipping, and tuition for
training one person' n,Philadelphia and one on-site visit. Living expenses and trans-
portation are not included in the price.
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70. VOCATION4L SKILL. F ASSESWENT AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
(BRODHEAD-GARRETT)

la.- Brodhead-Garrett
b. 'handicapped and disacKiantaged
c. not specified

2a. 18 work samples Phase 1
b. Phase.1. sorting, assembly, and salvage; by 3 phases
c.--separatemanual-foreach-phase. Phase 1 lacks many details

3a. Phase ( packaged in large wooden cabinet
b. very durable
c. Phase I minimal amount
d. assumed to be from local sources

4a. not required
b. dikretion of user
c, assume fairly high degree of involvement,
d. mostly classroom
e. reviewer estimatei-Phase I in 1 week

5a. not specified
.

O. oral & demonstration
- c. some

d. not specified
e. permitted to correct excessive errors

4%.

6a. evaluator .times client
b. from end ofiwactice-to completion of task
c. reported on 3 point scale
d. not sfecified
e. not used :
f. no separate quality norms
g. time and quality given equal weight

7a. no factors defined
b. 36 defiried
c. 5 point scale
d. not spe'cified

ti

I

a-

'8a. .standardized forms for recording scores and work behaviors
s -15: 4 page filial reporttopic headings

9a. extensive, especially with Phase II
b. by job area
c. not specified 614

10a. none
b. yes
c. 2 days to 1 week

. d. as needed

94.
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11kno data available

no data available .
c. no dataavailable

12.: Reviewer's Summary and Comments the Broclhead-Garrett is a syStem that igintended
to provicre continuous service from initial assessment through. training and, eventually
job placement. In this aspect it is unique. Phase I. is the only.part of the system that cant
be considered asa work evaluation system as this term ieusuallyused in vocational
evaluation. Phase I lacks detalled evaluation and client instructions, norms, proper setup
procedUres, and scoring methods. in short, the manual for Phase I dogs not give the

O evaluator enough information tp accurately use the system. trf usino.Phese I, the evalu-
ator must alsoask how the content of assessment:tasks is related 'to the specific training
given,in the other two phases. The success of Phaset II and I I i depends on a large part
,upoii the quality of instruction and the physical facilitiesk These two phases have the
potential for being very useful for training clients inboth'basic.skills and for some entry
level positions. ,

- ( s

13. Address: Brodhead'-Garrett Company, 4460 East 71st S't.; Clevel4ntl, OH 44105,
...,,, .

_ .
6 .,

14. , Cost:.Phase 1mantlal and equipment are approximately $5,95D.,09. Phase II and.Phase411
costs depend upon how many tools, equipment, and materiels are presently available '
with the facility or'school. If all Phase II and Phase I hardware and softvlare were to ,..I

d
be purchased, the cost would be about $48,000. So re dostsfor:each Phase 1,I and

I I component is $375.00 per manual.
. . ° ,

i; ' ' * '`°\
71. WIDE RANGE EMPLOYMENT.§AMPLEST (WREST) -'

. -
. . . .

la. Jastak Astociates
.4 b. severely disabled mentally and physieally;

c. not specified : .

2a. 10 L
..s.

, .
.

,

. b. each work sample is independent :

c. well organized manual; contains all details
.. 4

n

3a. , system packaged in wood cabinet
b. durable
c. mostly paper products °

. 4.
d. from developer

4a. not required
b; discretion of evaluator
c. client told purpose and use of results
d. not specift d
e. 1% hours

5a. speCified r) d tail; can be group adminiitered
b. oral & on ration
c.. conside le.
d. none given after tirning starts
e. encouraged for upgrading

122 ti
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6a, evaluator times client la
from ehd of instructions for a specified period of timelp

c. time to completion; compared to scaled scores
d. compared to standards
e. not used ,
f. all errors totaled for a single quality, score
g. time

7a. no factors defined
b.' 10 defined in general.tei.ms
c. scale from 1 to 18
d, not specified

-0_,

8a., standardized form for recording performance
, b. numerous examples given in manual

9a. limited use
b.. not specified
c., not specified

.43

10a. ;none
b. none
c. not applicable
d. not applicable

11a. 3 major groups; characteristics well defined
b. test-re'test coefficients in .80's and.90's
c. correlations between scores and supervisor's ratings .86 arid .92

St,

r

12. 'Reviewer's Suinmary and Comments The WREST consists of ten short, low-level tasks
apparently'designed to assess mainly the manipulation and dexterity abilities of the
client. Although it is not stated in the manual, the WREST seems most useful in
assessing new clients for assignment to suitable work projects within-a sheltered work-
shop. The emphasis upoll repeating the work samples many times shoftld provide an
evaluation of the client's ability to improve hiserformence under repeated practice
conditions. The major problems of the systeM center Arbund the lack of systematic
behavior observations, failure to relate results to the competitive job market, and the
apparent lack of a useable final report for tre referring counselor or agericY. Finally,
the WREST has an adequate norm base, good estimates of test-retest validity, and-
attempts to establish concurrent validity. In a field that is alhoo often characterized
by poor technical development, the WREST can serv e as a good exanPle.

Address: Jastak Associates, Inc., 1526 Gilpin/we., Wilmi ton; DE '19806

14. Cost: Work Sample Set
Manuel
Resupply_Xit
Record Forms (50)

$1,698700
22.00 \
99.00

6.90

I1u
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SECTION E

EXPLORING THE RESOURCES OF
THE UNITED STATES EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

The followtag tests and techniques have been developed by the U.S. Employment Service for
measurement of occupational aptitudes and interests and clerical and literacy skills.

.' General Aptitude Test Battery (GA TB) consists of 12 tests measuring 9 vocationaj
aptitudes. It measures the vocational aptitudes of individuals who have basic literacy
skills but who need help in choosing an occupation. A Spanish version (BEAd) is
available.

Specific Aptitude/Test Batteries (SATB) consist of combinations of two, three, or four
.,,,t-ATBs.aptitudes with associated cutting scores. More than 450 of these have been

developed for use in selecting untrained or inexperienced applicants for referral to
%specific jobs or occupationat training.

Nonreading Aptitude Test Battery4NATB) consists of 14 tests_measuringthe same 9
aptitudes measured by the-GATB. It was developed for use witlyincaviduals who do not
have sufficient literacy skills to take'the' GATB, I

_

Clerical Skills Tests Measure proficiency in typing, dictation, and spelling to determine
the level of skills reqUired in clerical jobs.

.
-.

Basic Occupational Literacy Test (BOLT) consists of four parts: arithmetic computation,
arithmetiereasoningireading vocabulary, and reading comprehension. It measures the
literacy skills of ed0Cationally deficient applicants and can be related to the IfterAcy-

'-... requirements of occupttions.,
.

BOLT bide Range Scale (see GATB-NATB Screening Device) is used as ag indicator of
appropr to leyels of BQLT subtests to administer and as a devic to determine whether
the GATB or NAT would be more appropriate for a given individualr The WieleRange
Scale, ay be administered individually by the counselor or group administered'in the
testirt-unit: The Scale takes about fifteen minutes to administer and is scored separately
for vocalulary and dithmetic. . . _

Pretesting Orientation Techniques are used in orien tingthe applicant to the testing
situation. The techniques include a bookleteboing Your Best on Aptitude Tests,"
available in English alid Spanish; a booklet "Doing Your Best on Reading and Arith-
metic Tests;" a miniature.aptitude test battery "Pretesting Orientation Exercises;" and
an illustrated lectbre-discussioh,technique "Pretesting Orientation on the Purpose of
Testing," available in English and4panish.,

JEVS Work Sample Assessment consists of a series of work.tasks, a structure environ-
ment in whivthey are performed, and an evaluation of the client's behavior based on
observations. This technique, developed through contract with,the Jewish EmPloyment,,
and Vocational Service of Philadelphia, is designed for usefin deveroping the employ-
ability of disadvantaged individuals.

let
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Interest' Check List ( /CL) consists of 173 sample t.asks representing a broad range of
occupational activities. It is used as an interviewitkg aid to obtain information on the
range of an applicant's occupational interests.

Severpl of these tests and assessment techniques have been described elsewhere in the guidtbook..
Items,on the subsequent pages include the tests not noted previously.

72. GENERAL APTITUDE TEST BATTERY (GATB)AND SPECIFIC APTITUDE TEST
BATTERIES (SATB) .,

The GATE consists of twelve tests measuring nine occupational aptitudes, as follows:

1. Genera/ ,Learning Ability (G) The ability to "catch on" or underitand instructions aped
underlying principles; the ability to reason and make judgments (measured by Part-3Three
Dimensional Space; Part 4 Vocabulary; Part 6Arithmetic Reason).

49 2. Verbal Aptitude (V) The ability to understand meaning of words and,ideis associated
with them and the ability to use them effectively. The ability to compreheneanguage, tb
understand relationships between words, and to understand meanings of whole sentences
and paragraphs. The ability to present information or ideas clearly (measured by Part 4
Vopbulary).

.
. ,.

3. Numerical Aptitude (N) Ability to perform arithmetic operations quickly and accurately.
(measured by Part 2Computation; Pary 6 Arithmetic Reason)

4. Spatial Aptitude (5) 'Ability to comprehend forms in space and/Understand relationships
Of plane and solid objects. Frequently described as the ability to "visualize" objects of two,
or three dimensions, or to'think visually of georiietr.itiorms (measured by Part 3 reei. '
Dimensional Space).

.
5. Form perception (P) Ability to perceive pertinent details in objects or in pictorial or

graphic material. Ability to make visual comparisons and discriminations and see slight
differences in shapes and shadings of figures and widths and lengths of lines (measured by
Part 5Tool Matching; Flirt 7Form Matching).

6. Clerical Perception (Q) Ability to perceive pertinent detail in verbal or tabular material.
Ability to observedifferences in copy,,to proofread words and numbers, and to 'avoid:
perceptual errors in arithmetic computation (measured by Part 1Name Comparison).'

°
7. Motor Coordination (K) Ability to coordinate eyes and hands or fingers rapidly and

accurately in making precise movements with speed. Ability to make a movement response
accurately and swiftly (measured by Part 8Mark Making).

8. Finger Dexterity (F) Ability to move the fingers and manipulate small objects with the
fingers rapidly and accurately (measured by Part 11Assemble; Part 12Disassemble).

9. Manual DeXterity (M) Ability to move the hands easily and skillfully. Ability to work
with the hands in placing and turning motions (measured by Part 9Place; Part 10Turn).

126 121



, Finger dexterity and manual dexterity are measured with the use of apparatus tests, while t1;)e other
aptitudes are measured by' paper-and-pencil tests.

. ,

The Manual for the USES General Aptitude Test Battery ( U.S. Department of Labor, 1970) consists
of separately bound sections, they are as follows. Sqction I Administration and Scoring, Section' II
Occupational Aptitude Pattern Structure; Section III = Development; and Section IV Norms:
Specific Occupations. -

.

Since its publication in 1947,the GAtB has been researched in a continuing program of development
and occupational validation.This research has produced over 450 Specific Aptitude Test Batteries'
(SATBs), consisting of combinations of two, three, or four aptitudesyivith associated cutting scores
for specificVcupations and a system of gccupationatAptitudeo Patterns OAPs.) consisting of combi:

mations of thir aptitildes with associated cutting scores for groups of occupations. A description of
4

this research is contained in the Manual for the USES General Aptitude Test Battery,` ection
Development. 1-

Because of the possibility that SATBs might be invalid and/or unfair for minority groups:current
,amphasis is being placedson revalidating existing SATBs using samples that include subgroups of

, Minorities large enough to permit separate statistical analysis. SATBS revalidated with such samples
(some two dozen by mid-1976) haw demonstrable fairoess and validity for minority groups.

,Research is tieing completed to develOp a new Spanish edition of the GATB. This new edition, the
Bateria de Examenesde Aptitud General (BEAG), is designed to hive general applicability for use

ith Spanish-speaking ES applicants, including those in Puerto Rico.

Administration.of the entire GATB requires about two and one-quarter hours. All the'paper -and-
pencil tests, except Part 8, are arranged in two booklets for which answer sheets are provided. Part 8
is on a separate sheet and no answer sheet is required. Scoring stencils are used for hand scoring. Raw I
scores are converted.to aptitude scores by use of conversion tablei When more than one is used
to provide a measure of a given aptitude, the converted scores for each test are summed to obtain
the aptitude score. t

Occupational Aptitude Patterns (OAPs) are combinations oft ree(GATB aptitudes with associated. _

cutting scores. They indicate the aptitude requirements for groups of zsilpations. There are sixty-
tWo OAPs and they cover more than 1,200 occupations. The OAP-aptitude score matchirf process
is described in detail in the Manual for the USES General Aptitude Test Battery, Section Adminis- .

tration and Scoring. Specific Aptitude .Test Batteries)SATBs) are combinations of tvio, three, or
four aptitudes with associated cutting scores. SATBs reflect aptitude requirements for specific
pations against which an individual's aptitude scores can be matched. There are more than 450 SATBs,
and the SATB-aptitude score-matching.process is the same as that for OAP's.

73. USES CLERICAL SKILLS TESTS

The six clerical skills tests measure skills important in a variety of cler occupations. The skills
measured are typing from plain , ability to take dictation, gent I spelling, statistical typing,
medical spelling, and legal .

1. The plain copy typing test consists of typiiRg from a typed page containin wo letters for five
minutes. Either a manual gr electric typewriter may be used, as the examine refers. The test
content is typical of correspondence of a variety of types of employers. Six fo s of the-typing
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test are available. The test yields sepbrate measures of typing speed (words per minute and decile
scores) and typing accuracy expressed as a decile score, which compares the examinee to
experienced typists.

2. Tit dictation test consists of two 200 word lefsers that are dictfted at 60, 80, and 100 words
per minute. Content of thb letters is typiCaLof correspondence 6f a variety of employers.
Examinees take dictation on stenographic,potebooks in'the usual manner, but transcription is
accomplished by marking a true-false answer sheet to-indicate whether certain words were or
were not dictated. Twenty-five minutes are allowed to complete the true -false test. The test may
be administered "live" or by standardized recordings. Six forms of die dictation test are available.
The test yields an accur acy score expressed as a decile score to indicate how well the examinee
was able to correctly identify selected words in the two passages as compared to secretaries and
stenograRhers generally. The number of dictated words per minute, at which the examinee took
dictation, is alsckeported, although this is not, strictly speaking, a score.-

3. Tile spelling test consists of 90 words, some correctly spelled and some incorrectly spelled. The
content is typical of words used in correspondence in a variety of employment situations. There
are two forms of the general spelling test. The test yields an accuracy score expressed asa decile
score which expresses the examinee's standing relative to a sample of experienced secretaries and
stenographers.

4. The statistic& typing test consists of typing from nimerical material in a columnar form for 10
minutes on either a manual or an electric typewriter, as the examinee prefers. There is only one
form of this test. The test yields speed and accuracy scores expressed as a decile score, which
allows comparison of the examinee to expetienced typists who spend at least 10 percent of their
time typing tabular material.

5. The medical spelling test consists of 40 medical terms that are read aloud by the examiner, using
a pronunciation guide, and spelled out by examinees on an answer form. The test yields an
accuracy score expressed as a decile, which allows comparison of the examinee to employed
workers iri the medical/clericl field.

, 1.1

6. The legal spellirig test consists of 40 legal terms that are read aloud by the examiner using a
proenciation guide and spelled out by examinees on an answer form. The test yields an accuracy
score, expressed as a decile, which allows comparison of examinee's performance with performance
of employed workers in the legal/clerical field..

The Manual for USES Clerical Skills Tests (U.S. Department of Labor, 1976) consists of two
separately bound sections, as follows:

Section 1: Administration, Scoring.and Interpretation: Crintains procedures for adminis:
tration arid scoring of the six clerical skills tests and guidelines for interpreting and using
the test results.

Section 2: Development: Contains detailed technidal infOrmation on the developl-nent of
each of the clerical skills tests:

I nstructions for administering and scoring each of the clerical skills tests are found in Section 1 of
the Manual for'USES Clerical Skills Tests. The norm tables foreach test are used to correct raw
scores to decites based on representative samples of experienced workers.
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Section 1 of the Manual for the USES Clerical Skills Tests provides information on use and interpre-
tation. Much of the use for clerical skills tests is self evident; if a clerical job includes the (ask

,measured to "a significant extent," the test will be useful in placement in lie job. However, judg-
ment enters into use in determining what "a significant extent" really means.

The norms are based an test performance of experienced workers and a lower grade score is
expectedlor new and inexperienced workeri. It may require some *suasive ability to convince an
employer that clerical skills develop over time and that an entry clerical worker, on the average, will
score lower than an experiented worker.

74. USES INTEREST CHECKLIST

The checklist is an interviewing aid used to obtain information on the range of vocational interests
of a counselee. It is par icularly useful with persons who have no definite work interests or who have
limited knowledge of the variety of jobs and occupational fields. The checklist enumerates 173 items
that have been taken without alteration in wording or sequence and keyed to the Worker Trait Agree-
ment (WTA) and Occupational Group Arrangement (OGA) of the third edition of the Dictionary of
Occupational Titles. The numbers in parentheses underneath each group of items in the checklist refer
to WTA and OGA classifications which should be explored with the counselee when responses indicate
an interest in the activities described. The checklist should'be administered in accordance with the
separately published Instructions for Administering and Using the Interest Checklist.

No score is obtained from the checklist. It is not a test, but rather an interviewing aid. It is an
exploratory-device through which the-counselor and counselee can investigate together the range of
vocational interests of the counselee. Details of interpretation are co.ntained in the Instructions for
Administerin,,g and Using the Interest Checklist.

In addition, an occupational interest inventory oriented to the 4th edition of the Dictionary of
Occupational Titles has been developed. The objective is to make available to vocational counselors
an interest inventory with scales for measuring an applicant's occupatibnal interests that will relate
directly to DOT areas of work.
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APPENDIX A

LEARNING FROM THE EXPERIENCES
- o OF OTHERS

In order to learn froni the eoerfences of othejs, a number of telephone interviews were con-,
ducted with twenty praCtitioners throughout the-?iountry. Since the sample was small, broad general-
izations cannot be made. Nevertheless:, these opinions provide some interesting insights and are
therefore included (although not everyone might agree with them)..We strongly urge testing coordi-
nators to conduct similar surveys and to contact users of specific tests that are being considered for
selection or in the case of work samples, possible adaptation. The sample comments listed belovt
have been reconstructed from the notes of the elephone conversations.

Staff Training

Professional people must be involved in the assessment process. They really have to know what
they are doing, and therefore, they should be trained at the master's level. Special expertise is
needed.

One cannot be ignorant of the assessment tools, so inservice training is needed. We need to
learn the bjsic principles of assessment, e.g., objectivity and reliability. But we also need to
be faniiliar with the assessment process and not just psychometry.

Grade Scores

It is important to focus on the actual competencies of the participants: But often this is ti
masked by grade equivalent scores that lead to negative self-esteem. 1'he concept of grade
equivalencies is inappropriate, especial)Pfor disadvantaged populations. It is unfortunate that
some tests put out results in grade equivalents.

Using Tests

We tryto work closely with counselors who should use the test results as only one factor in
assessing participants. The counselors should be professionals who understand how to interpret
results. In our case, they are called base counselors; that is, persons who work with the partici-
pants throughout the entire process. They must keep in mind that some people simply don't
test well. In addition, those who jive the tests should know how to look for clues. For example,
if they test older people, they should be. aware of possible vision problems.

Obviously, when dealing with a rviachine in using a work sample kproach, for exampleit is
easy to forget the human element;, the-people who bring problems in with them. You have to
make sure the individual is counseled and trained well, especially those with drug, alcohol, or
psychological problems. You should not use assessment in isolation; that is, ydu need to have
a-program to go along with the testing, e.g., a syllabus on getting and keeping -a job. *
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No test, no matter which, is a panacea. The value of a test depends on the level of the pergons
tested, especially disadvantaged persons. Even the appearance and length of a test is important;
if it looks too complicated, be careful. Look at the results with common sense and remember

that a test should not "make or break" a person. Counselors should remember that it is not a
life or death matter. Remember, too, that some people are test takers and some are not; some

very smart people freeze in a test situation.

Select your counselors carefully and counsel carefully. Since different participants respond
better to different tests; you need an arsenal of tests and wople to determine which to use. You
should have a file cabinet of tests and try them out. Make certain the tests are culture-free and
make certain you stay in compliance with the Equal Employment Office (EEO) requirements.

Counselors should have a background in education or rehabilitation and must enjoy working
with people. We need to be concerned with an individual's performance more than anything
else; that is, we should consider the flexible use of time in an open-entry, open-exit, fashion.

Training should be based on performance. '

You need interchange with the participants. Talk to them about what they thought of the test.
Also, and this is most important, whatever time the participants spend in the program should be

a paid activity. It should be extended as long as is necessary for participants to finish the training
needed. Time flexibility is essential.

Do not place evaluation in concrete. Look at areas other than testing. Do not stand just on an
evaluation. Place the emphasis on client characteristics as related to worker characteristics; that
is, by using DOT traits. For example, hOw well does he or she work with others? What are his

or her interpersonal relations? Also, follow up after placement to see how they are doing. Set
it up so that the participants make the decisions on what areas are to be evaluated.

Tests won't tell you that many specifics, but they will give you some good general directions.

-The major point to understand is that tests provide actual performance data on any certain
date. The tester's job is merely to offer an opinibn. Do not be god-like. One must temper one)
opinions. Tests are just one tool in counseling. The results are not to be taken as gospel.
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APPENDIX B

STUDYING THE RELATED STANDARDS
OF THE AMERICAN

PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION .

Standards for Educational and Psycho logical Tests. Washington, DC: American Psychological
Association, Inc., 1974.

The standards were developed jointly by the American Psychological AssoCiation, the American
Educational Research Assqciation, and the National Council on MeaiUrement in Education. They
include a number of useful guidelines for test users. The standards include items grouped into the
following areas:

1) standards for tests, Manuals, and reports dissemination of information regarding tests;
aids to interpretation;directions for, administration and scoring; norms and scales; 0

2) standards for reports on research on reliability and validity - validity; reliability and
measurement error;

3) standards for the use 9f tests qualifications and concerns of users; choice or development
' of test or method; administration and scoring; and interpretation of scores.

Vim The explanation in the parentheses after the standards are the levels suggested by the APA.

Qualifications and Concerns of Users

G1. A test user should have a general knowledge of measurement principles and of the limitations
of test interpretations. (essential)

G2. A test 'user should know and understand the literature relevant to the tests he/she uses and
the testing problems with which he/she deals. (very desirable)

1

. .
G3. One who has the responsibility for decisions about individuals or policies that are based on

test result's should have an understanding of psychological or educational measurement and of
validation and other test research. (essential)

G4. Test users should seek to avoid bias in test selection, administration; and interpretation; they
should try to avoid even the appearance of discriminatory practice. (essential)

G5. Institutional test users should establish procedures for periodic internal review of test ,use.
(essential)

,

Choiceof Development of Test or Method

I-11. The choice or development of tests, test batteries, or other assessment procedures should be
based on clearly formulated goals and hypotheses. (essential)

H2. A test user should consider more than one variable for assessment and the assessment of any ,

given variable by more than one method. (essential)
J tr
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H3, In chOosing an existing test, a user' should:relate its history of research and development to
his intended use of the instrument. (essential)

H4. In general a test user should try to chobse or to develop an assessment technique in which
"tester-effect" is minimized, or in which reliability of assessment across testers can be assured.
(essential)

Administration'and Scoring

11. A test useriTexpected to follow carefully the stapdardized procedures described in the
manual for administering.a.test. (essential) -1

12. The fest-administrator is responsible for establishing conditions consistent with the principle
of standardization, that enables each examinee to do his/her best. (essential)

13. A test user is responsible for accuracy-in scoring, checking, coding, or recording test results.
(essential)

14. If specific cutting scores are to be used as a basis for decisions, a test user should have a
rationale, justification, or explanation of the cutting scores adopted. (essential)

15. The test user shares with the test developer or distributor a responsibility for maintaining
test security. (essential)

Interpretation of Scores
.

J1. A test score should be interpreted as an estimate of performance under a given set of circurlit,..
stances. It should not be interpreted as some absolute characteristic of the examinee or as something
permanent'and generalizable to all other circumstances. (essential)

J2. Test scores should ordinarily be reported only to people who are qualified to interpret them.
If scores are reported, they should be accompanied by explanations sufficient for the recipient to,
interpret them correctly. (essential)

J3. The test user should recognize that.estimates of reliability do not icate criterion-related
validity. (essential)

a

J4. A test usershould examine carefully the rationale and validity of computer-based interpreta-
tions of test scores. (essential)

J5. In norm-referenced interpretations, a test user should interpret an obtained score with refer-
ence to sets.of norms appropriate for the individual tested and for the intended use. (essentiiel)

. , / .

. .

J6. Any content-referenced interpretation should clearly indicate the domain to which Ime can

generalize. (essential) t
<.*

J7. The test user should consider alternative interpretations of a given score: (essential)

t
J8. The test user should be able to interpret test performance reljive to other measures. (very

desirable)

k ,
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I /
. J9. 6 test user should develop procedures for systematically eliminating from data files, test-

% score information that has, because of the lapse of time, become obsolete. (essential)

.
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From the Standards for Educational and Psychological Tests. Washington, D.C.:
American Psychological Association, Inc. Copyright 1974 by the American Psycho-
logical Association. Reprinted by permission. .
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